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ABSTRACT

Aspects of Court Procedures in Ancient Israel and Mesopotamia
Israelite court practice is re-examined in the light of the more
abundant contemporary cuneiform documents from Mesopotamia and Syria.
The functioning of the court system is first discussed (Chap. 1)
with special reference to the king, who is shown not to be an innovator
in the area of law, but to maintain the precepts of his predecessors.
(Chap. 1)
The relationship between the king, who functioned as a judge,
the subsidiary judges, and the assembly as a .legal forum is discussed.
An explanation is offered of the role of military personnel within the
judiciary (Chap. 1).
Akkadian and Hebrew terms for accusers are discussed and the means
by which a suit arose outlined.

Official accusers are distinguished

from casual accusers, and accusation as a public duty.

The incentives

for accusers are considered together with the safeguards against false
accusation.

(Chap. 2)

Chap. 3 analyses the Hebrew and Akkadian terms used for different
stages of the lawsuit:-

raising a claim, the outlining of a case,

presentation of evidence and witnesses, judges' examination, testing of
case, decision, enforcement, issuing of documents.
the

"covenant lawsuit" in the 0 T

The concept of

is discussed and a new interpretation

offered in the light of cuneiform evidence.
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Introduction
Among the numerous ancient legal documents discovered in
Mesopotamia many give details of the procedure adopted by the
Mesopotamian courts.

In. Israel, by contrast, the evidence available

for understanding court procedure is scant.

The 0 T

is almost the

only source for reconstruction and most of the references there are
in prayers and oracles where a knowledge of the procedure is taken
for granted.

Apart from a few records of actual trials, &g, Solomon's

advice to divide a child between claimants (I Kings 3:16-18) , Naboth's
stoning (I K hgs21:1-14), and the decision regarding the daughters of
Zelophehad (Nu. 27:1-11), there is nothing in the Old Testament to
compare with the objective court records of the Assyrian and Babylonian
.archive® .
On this basis these sources are examined to determine court
procedure in both Israel and Mesopotamia and to make comparison between
the two systems.

The extent to which new information is obtained by

these comparisons and the contribution each source makes to the
clarification of the other is best seen from the summary of conclusions
on pp.lt7-l70*
As to the question of methodology, the basic idea of using
Assyrian and Babylonian material to help in the elucidation of Hebrew
legal life has been questioned, in particular by Boecker.

After

having pointed out that Egyptian legal records cannot be used to
illustrate Israelite practice because of the

different concepts oflaw

prevailing in the two

countries and the fact that Egyptian legal

practice was never at

any stage an influence on Palastinian thinking,

he concludes that the

same arguments against Egyptian comparisons

largely apply also in the case of Mesopotamian material.

He says

that the geographical, economic, and sociological conditions in

Palestine are quite different from those in Mesopotamia so that one
cannot hope to use Assyrian and Babylonian material to fill gaps in
existing knowledge of the Israelite practice of law.

1

"

He admits, -

however, that indirect Mesopotamiam influence, especially in the area
of law, cannot be neglected and uses this material from time to time
2
to show the parallels which exist between it and the 0 T ,

This is

an entirely subjective evaluation of the evidence and therefore allows
Boecker to form his own opinion as to a given issue purely on the,
often slender, evidence of the 0 T

and only then to adduce those points

of Mesopotamian law which agree with his conclusions.

His strictures

concerning the application of Egyptian material in comparison with
the 0 T

are entirely valid but they do not apply to the case of

Mesopotamian material.
The close connection of the Hebrews with Mesopotamia is preserved
in the tradition of Abraham's migration from Ur and the subsequent
efforts to obtain a wife for Isaac from Abraham's kinsfolk in
Aram Naharaim.

In contrast, the Hebrews regarded their stay in

Egypt as a period of bondage and separation from the Egyptians who led
a distinctly different life in a different part of the country.
Moreover, the concept of 'cuneiform law' advanced by Koschaker
Speiser

4

3

and

views Mesopotamia as the home of a legal tradition which

spread to a wide area in which the cuneiform script came to be used
and in which Akkadian was used as the language of legal documents.

1.

H.J. Boecker, R edeform en, 15.

2.

ib id ,

3.

\
/
P. Koschaker, Keilschriftrecht, ZDMG 89 (1935) 32.

4.

E.A. Speiser, JAOS Supplement 17 (1954) 15.

Syria and Phoenecia fall within this area as is shown by the documents
from Ugarit and Alalah.

This situation resolves Boecker's objections

as to the geographical factor, and in view of the known close relations
and exchange of ideas between Israel and her neighbours it would be
surprising if law and legal practice were left unaffected.

Indeed,

Israelite tradition records how much their legal practice was
influenced by Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, who was a foreigner, a
priest of Midian.
Ihis study will utilise the abundant Mesopotamian legal material
from the Old Babylonian (OB) to the Middle Assyrian (MA) period and
the material from Alalah and Ugarit where relevant.
OB-MA has been chosen for a number of reasons.

The period

It corresponds to

the period of the western Akkadian texts from both levels of Alalah
and from Ugarit, the detailed study of procedure is more concentrated
in this period so that the legal authorities and the application of
legal procedure have been more fully determined.

It is remarkable,

however, that the standard work for OB legal practice is still
A. Walther, Das a ltb a b y lo n is o h e G e rie h ts w e s e rij LSS .6 (1917).

This was

a careful work and is still valuable but much new material has since
been discovered and the work needs considerable revision in the light of
this later material.

Walther's work has been expanded in one particular

area by J.G. Lautner, D ie r ic h t e v t i e h e E n ts e h e id u n g u nd d ie S t r e i t b e e n d ig u n g im a ltb a b y lo n is c h e n P ro c e s s re a h te j

(1922), and while the

work is well executed and generally reliable in its citation of texts
here again many more significant texts have come to light since its
publication.

Walther's transliteration of texts cannot be relied

upon and has , therefore, been checked and made to conform to the system
of transliteration now in general use.

It is necess.ary in a work of this kind to limit the scope of
the study chronologically and the period chosen seemed to offer the
best opportunity for adducing meaningful parallels.
however,

..This does not,

rule out the use of texts from later periods, and too from

the earlier Neo-Sumerian period where these illustrate the continuity
of a given practice or term.

For the Neo-Sumerian texts the excellent

work of A. Falkenstein, D ie n e u su m e rise he n G e rich tsw ? ku n d e n ,

1-3

-

(1956-7), is a model of its kind.
In undertaking this study the writer is aware of the many aspects
which remain to be examined in depth in the sphere of the Cuneiform
and Biblical law and legal systems.

What fresh understanding this

study has been able to bring about is due in ho small measure to the
patient and careful criticism of Professor D.J. Wiseman, my supervisor.
His expertise in matters relating to Alalah and Ugarit in particular
thas been invaluable and his own interest in cuneiform and 3iblical law
has meant a stream of stimulating suggestions for research.

To him

I am most grateful for all his help and encouragement, and not least
for his human understanding.

I must take this opportunity too to

thank Mr. M.J. Selman and Mr. J. Healey who read and criticised
sections of this thesis at Prof. Wiseman's research seminars.
Mrs. G. Murray typed the manuscript and to her I am grateful for
her help.

Not least I owe my wife much for her patience and

encouragement, and her help in typing the first draft of this thesis.

CHAPTER
JUDICIAL

A.

1

AUTHORITIES

The King

(i) The King as a legislator

'

In LH i 32-4 Hammurapi claims that he has been chosen by the gods
Anum and Enlil to 'cause justice to appear in the land'
is-na m a-t^m a~na

*

/ . .

1

.

(m t-s a -ra -a m

In the epilogue the same idea is

expressed 'he (Hammurapi) has 'ensurecL prosperity For the people of the
land for ever, and he has also ■ma'tnfcafeUied.; drdelTrc in the land'
v.

,

,

, v.

v'. ,

v

v1

v

(s z -ra -a m ta -b a ra m a -n a m - s 'i a~na a a - a r 'i-s -t-v m u ma-tam u s - t e - s e - e v j
Jbhf rev.XXV. 34 -"39.

\

It is worthy of note that the prologue was

/

not originally composed as an introduction to the laws, as Finkelstein
has shown.

2

From this it may be seen that Hammurapi1s fame as an administrator
of justice was known apart from the issue of the laws.

This is borne

out by the correspondence of the king with his senior officials through
out Babylonia which indicates his profound interest in the administration
of justice.^

1.

taV

V —

A

a

mesaram supu 'make justice appear', supu,* become visible, appear'

is

used of various types of proclamations including those of legal
decisions,

c f.

sa s e n i u zamane tu s a p i d in s u n

'You Samas proclaim

the judgement on criminal and l a w b r e a k e r BWL 128:58.c f .
2.

J.J. Finkelstein, JCS 21
(1962) 161 ff.

The O.B.

(1967) 42 n. 5. c f .

2

CAD 1 7

203.

also D.J. Wiseman

7

tablet published by Nougayrol does, however,

show that the laws were already associated with the prologue in O.B.
times, c f . Finkelstein, l o c . c i t .y48 Add.
3.

For the most recent investigation into this correspondence of W.F. Leemans,
'King Hammurapi as Judge* y

Symbolae Iuridicae et Historicae Martino

David Dedicatae, 11,(1968) 107 ff.

Such activity was not, however, confined to Hammurapi.

He was

merely carrying on a tradition which is attested as early as the laws
of Ur-Naramu.

The latter claims that in accordance with the "principles

of equity and truth"

(41 nig-si-sa-ni-se 42 nig?-gi?-na?-ni-se) of

Nanna he 'verily established equity in the land, and verily did banish

’1

malediction, violence and strife.

/
✓
(112 nig-si-sa 113 kalara-ma

hu-mu-ni-gar 114 nig-eriro? 115 nig-a-zi{?)

116

gis

tukul? he-mi-gi^.)

The mention of specific violations of human rights and the King's
attempt to rectify the situation links Ur-Nammu with the even earlier
reform of Urukagina.

(f
It is Gadd's contention that,the fuller, though

2

by no means complete, laws of Hammurapi developed out of these early
■j) 3
attempts at price fixing coupled inevitably with legislation.
The king, entrusted with the establishment of justice by his city god,
—v

_

issued mesapum edicts.

4

These were designed to rectify abuse and excess

in the various areas of administration.

In fact, the mesarum act became

a regular feature by the time of Hammurapi and this act "came to be the
first in each new reign".

5

-v
Gadd points out that these mesarum edicts

were put into effect whereas there is no indication that the 'laws' were
ever implemented by the courts or that they were observed in communal life.

1.

J.J. Finkelstein,* JCS 22 (1969) 6*7.

2.

S.N. Kramer, The S um eri-ans/(1963) 317ff.

j

of the name Urukagina see W.G. Lambert,

For a suggested new reading
Ov. N.S. 39 (1970) 419 who

reads Uru- lntm-gi-na.
3.

Eslnnnna', AASOR
4.

,ch. 5, 18. o f.

C.J. Gadd,

also A. Goetze,

'The laws of

31 (1956) 32ff.

F.R. Kraus, E in E ckikt des K ortigs A rm i-S a d uq a f (1958) 26.

Here the

expression for the establishing of justice by the issue of an edict
is mesop am sakdnum.
5.

Gadd; e p . a i t . j 22.

6.

ib id . f

23. o f .

t

J.J. Finkelstein,1Ammisaduqa's Edict and the Babylonian

"Law Codes’;'JCS1 15

(1961) lOlff.

6

In contrast to the situation in Mesopotamia the monarchy in
Israel was instituted only after the tribes had experienced the Exodus
under Moses, and had settled in the land of Canaan under his successor
Joshua.

According to Phillips Israel already had a system of law

closely connected with its covenant with Yahweh at Sinai.

I

The

stipulations of the law were the outcome of the covenant, on the analogy
of the Ancient Near Eastern suzerainity treaties.
Phillips

3

following Mendenhall

4

2

regards the Exodus events as the

historical basis upon which the covenant is made and sees these
conditions as corresponding to the historical prologue of the Ancient
Near Eastern treaties.

In the treaties the king (suzerain) recalls the

acts which he has accomplished on behalf of the vassal as the basis
of their obligation while in the Sinai covenant Yahweh acting as suzerain
recalls his bringing the people out of Egypt as the immediate basis of
their obligation to him.

1. A. Phillips, Ancient Israel's criminal law> (1970)

1.

2. W. Beyerlin, Origins and history of the oldest Sinaitic traditions
(1965)

145ff. cf. D.J. Wiseman, The Vassal Treaties of Esarhaddon3

(1958), 27f.*J.A. Thompson, The Ancient Near Eastern Treaties and

the Old Testament^ ,fv9G4-") \A r? .;
covenant* 4

*

.

21

D.J. McCarthy, Treaty and

96ff.

3. Phillips, op.cit. y .1.
4. G.E. Mendenhall 'Ancient Oriental and Biblical Law’
, BA

17 (1954)

26-46 and 'Covenant .forms in Israelite t r a d i t i o n i b i d , ,5 0 - 1 6 .

10

Phillips contends that the Exodus must have been fresh in the minds of
the Israelites for it to form the basis of the covenant and, therefore,
since the covenant itself underlies the stipulations of the law, the
law which Israel brought with her into Canaan can be attributed to
Moses.

1

With the institution of the Monarchy the kings of Israel

and Judah were not to introduce any new legal principle.

Jackson

2

cites I Sam. 30, 24-5= II Chr. 19, 5ff and II Chr. 30,2 in suggesting
that there Israelite kings act as legislators to introduce new principles
of law.

These passages do not, however, deal with new law as such.

In the case of I Sam. 30, 24-5 de Vaux rightly pointed out that David
was not yet king when he laid down the rule for the distribution of
spoil.

He was merely acting as leader of a band of marauders.

His

decision as commander became a custom. T*h« kityw as, however, expected to
A

right existing wrongs and uphold the law of Moses. ‘

II Chr. 19:4ff

certainly does not indicate the introduction of new law since the express
purpose of Jehoshaphat1s reform was to restore practices which had fallen
into disuse (

chr. 19:4).

1.

Phillips, op.cit. j..8 .

2.

B.S. Jackson, Theft in early Jewish Zawj

3.

R. <ie Vaux, Ancient Israelj

4.

So Josiah read 'all the words of the book of the covenant' to the

(1972) 151.
J

E.T., (1965) 150.

men of Judah to indicate what law he intended upholding.
23: 1-3.

II Kings.

N.
II Chr. 30:2 concerns the passover feast and again it is simply the
revival of an older practice.

The two 'laws of the king'

(I Sam.

8 , 11-18: Deut. 17: 14-20) make no allusion to the king's authority
to lay downlaws, indeed, the conditions of his reign indicated in
I Sam. 8 prohibit arbitrary acts

and those of Deut. 17 order him to have

a copy of the divine law and obey it to the last detail= he is to write
j\y <

JlSfaf’Tj Tn\jrn

'a copy of this law' which is kept by the

levitical priests and •
his life*.

T

-

^
•••

^
T

XT7U
'read from it all
r lr!

In so doing he will learn to fear Yahweh by ;
: - n c r y u j^
t

—

T & x r>

T H *? TY7> J1

•,* a * t

i*

~

jnjn

T O I OVT>
v

;

-

"T

^
'

'keeping all the stipulations of this law and these statutes, and doing
them' .
When Jehoshaphat placed judges in all the fortified cities of
Judah he gave no new law but emphasised that they should adhere strictly
to Yahweh's standard of justice in 'the fear of Yahweh'
5-7).

(II Chr. 19:

The principles of Yahweh's justice were contained in the

^ Joiji "Vsffc

'book of the law of Yahweh', which principles were being taught throughout
Judah (II Chr. 17:9).
concept as state

De Vaux argues that at no time was there such a

law m Israel prior

rule of Artaxerxes was the'law of God'

to the Exile.

1

Only under the

imposed as 'the lav/ of the

king 1 (Ezra. 7:26).
The role of the king, in both Israel and Mesopotamia, as legislator
appears chiefly to be that of LnUr^fettng existing

fancies,

In various

times and regions the king's adherence to this principle is more strongly
emphasised than in others, but the principle remains.

1.

De Vaux op.cit. f 151.

(ii)

The king as judge
The narrative of II Sam. 15:Iff records the attempt by Absalom

to usurp his father David's throne.

Absalom begins his campaign by

pointing out the inefficiency of the royal legal process.

When a man

came before the king for judgment Absalom would be at hand to point out
that the king's burden in hearing cases was such that though his case
was just he had little chance of a hearing.

And furthei^?^”^ * ^ ^

'there is no one appointed by the king to hear you'.

The similarity

between this situation and that regarding Moses in Exod. 18:13ff
is striking.

David is exercising his function as supreme judge just

as Moses had done before him.

1

And just as Moses had found the burden

too great to bear alone, so David was unable to satisfy all the would-be
litigants.

Absalom's action is also to be viewed in the light of

Exod. 18.

Moses had followed Jethro's advice and appoints subordinate

judges.

These are the

- — ( .. y

are to judge the people in all
attention.

■■t

.7-{

-r

Who

matters not requiring Moses' personal

Absalom takes fifty men as his retainers and equips himself

with a chariot thus establishing himself as a military leader in the
same tradition as the

’ra’*

oofD
*

■
i-T“

2
of Exod. 18.

He then

aspires to the position of judge "and suggests that, like Moses, his
father the king, has too great a burden to bear in administering justice
alone.

Further, he is careful to place himself on a par with the common

people by refusing their homage (II Sam. 15: 5).

In this way he seeks

to appear as a charismatic leader and judge in the same tradition as the
i

^

~
•

1.

of Exod. 18. and their successors the 'minor judges'.
T

Phillips^op.cit,, 21,

"Exod.

imagines the king himself as
2.

8 : 1 3 f f .in the figure

the supreme judicial authority".

Z.K. Falk, Hebrew lawin Biblical times3
Phillips, op.cit.j.

18-20.

of Moses

(1964) , 57;

"T3

He enquires of each man the city of his origin so that his appeal will
most naturally be to those

who might

be e j e c t e d to appreciate his charismatic qualities.
Absalom "stole the heart"

(

*131

3.3 3
**

V

In this fashion

) or better "deceived

" T

the mind" of Israel.*
V
This passage indicates the importance of the king of Israel as
the dispenser of justice.

It also suggests that the proper functioning

of the king in his role as judge was an intrinsic part of effective
kingship - by showing David's failure in this respect Absalom sought to
undermine his position in the eyes of the people.

A similar situation

is attested in the texts from .Ugarit, and Gray has pointed out the
similarity to the Absalom

revoltof a text in which Ysb, eldest son of

King Krt, claims that his

father hasforfeited his

to carry out his royal responsibilities:

throne by failure

2
V

44-47

/

s g V t. b g t t . yd k

You have let your hands fall into idleness;

You do not judge the cause of the widow; t t d n . dn. a lr m t
Nor decide the case of the wretched; .... t t t p t . t p t .
52-3

q s r . nps ....

Descend from your princeship that I may be king z b tn . r d .

Im lk .

1crnlk
From your rule that I may be enthroned

td rk tk .

The Israelites, when they asked Samuel to appoint a king like the nations
about them, asked for a king 'that he may be our judge (
8:5.

De Vaux

3

) I Sam.

pointed out that the list of David's senior officers is

introduced by the words '
II. Sam. 8:15.

;TJ ^ Ti
-r

in detail see below p.a4 ,

1.

On the *□

2.

J. Gray, DOTTf (1958) 121-22; VTS\5
C.H. Gordon,UT / (1965) No. 127.

3.

De Vaux, o p .Q i- t,3 151 f.

(1965) MS?;

t

t

:

it

7

;

In a similar way the list of chief Solomonic officials is immediately
preceded by the account of a judgment by the king involving particular
discernment.

On account of this case the comment is appendedi

n n fO .

:n * 3 > T i

W £>ai - 'ju J /X

U>& uj 7&T\

- X i,y

,f'
;r
7v
"T
‘‘K
r 1
:
aivQ
'And all Israel heard the judgment which the king gave.. 7.
for the wisdom of God was in him to give judgment.'

I Kings 3:28.

From a consideration of the type of cases brought before Israelite
kings it is not possible to arrive at categories of law suits reserved
either for the king or subordinate authorities.

Nathan brings the

issue of sheep stealing before David, albeit a fictitious case, and the
king gives sentence (II Sam. 12:6).

Solomon gives a shrewd sentence

in the case of ownership of a baby (I Kings 3:16-28) and the woman from
Tekoa appeals t o 'the king to intervene in a family blood fued (II Sam.
14:4-11).

It has been shown above how David's administration of

justice was strikingly similar to that of Moses prior to his contact
with Jethro and this indicates that at this period at least access to
the king was possible, even if it was long delayed, in suits of a quite
trivial nature.

There is little evidence for the period after David

and Solomon but there does exist the case of the Shunammite woman who,
having returned from exile in Philistia, ’appealed to the king'
(

rr3 >i-D
‘ v '■* ''“

) for her house and land (’ 7)TuJi
|*t

*5)J i U KtVxis S’
.3)

T r 5

7

"

to be returned and had the request granted upon verification of the facts.
This depicts the royal interest in land tenure and the king's ability
to grant tenure under certain conditions.
De Vaux thinks that the system of local judges backed up by a
central tribunal at Jerusalem instituted by Jehoshaphat (II Chr. 19:4-11)
meant that the king was relieved of his office as supreme judge.

1.

op.cit.j 154.

1

This, however, is nowhere stated and since no cases are recorded
in which the king could conceivably have been involved there seems
no basis for the assumption.

On the contrary, the tradition of the

king as the 'judge of Israel' remained very much alive.

As de Vaux

himself admits^ the most likely interpretation of Mich. 4:14 is *that
the 'judge'

(

11' *

caQtd ) is the king, so^that even in the time of

%%

Micah the king was still regarded as supreme judge.

2

The evidence available for the king's part in Mesopotamian
administration of justice is much more extensive than that recorded
in the 0 T.
Lautner

4

The picture of royal activity is a varied one.

and Jacobsen

5

3'

contended that Hammurabi and other Mesopotamian

kings did not actually try cases themselves but merely examined the
documents in a case and then delegated it to a subordinate authority.
This view has been challenged by Leemans

who has utilised new material

to show that the king did try cases himself as well as delegating other
cases to subordinate authorities.

1. op.cit.
2.

cft also the prophecy of Isaiah 9:6 depicting the king, the perfect
ruler, as upholding his throne in justice and righteousness.
(

u?S>
T

3.
4.

).
*

’

c f.

also Isa. 42:4.

T"T I

A Walther, Das attbabyionische Gerichtswesens LSS

VI 4-6 (1917). 100.

J.G. Lautner Die richterliche Entscheidung und die Streitbeendigimg

im altbabylonischen Prozessreeht3 (fi92X)74f!f5.

Th. Jacobsen }JNES

2.

(1943)

162.

6 . 'King Hammurapi as judge\ Syrtbolaeluridicae etEistoricae
Martino. David Dedicatae, vol. II.

According to Leemans a case brought before the king could be
investigated and judged in three different ways:
1.

The king tried the case himself and gave final judgment.

2.

The king gave a decision on a point of law and remitted
the- case to the local judges or authorities for a decision
on questions of fact.

3.

The king remitted the entire case to local judges.

1

This varied picture based largely on the letters of Hammurapi
agrees with that painted by Walther.
brought before the king.

A wide variety of cases are2

A case of suspected murder (CT 29: 41-43) ,

failure to pay back a loan (AbB 2;24) , bribery among officials
(AbB 2; 11), but most of all numerous cases of dispute over land sale
or tenure.

This situation is no accident of archaeologytfor the king

had a special responsibility for, and interest in, land tenure and
sale.^
{±i-±)

Types of cases heard by the king ,

The crown and land tenure .
The king's particular interest in and responsibility for lawsis
emphasised in a study of land tenure in the Middle Assyrian period by
J.N. Postgate who sets out to show "that all land was held as a
concession from the crown in return for the performance of 'Ctku
A

obligations" ,

Postgate argues

that all land was held as a concession

from the king and was liable to revert to him when no member of the
family to which the concession was made survived.

He cites Tablet A"45

of the MA Laws as evidence of this.

1 . loc. cit., 110 .

2.

Lautner,op.oit,, 84.

3.

S.D. Walters, Water for Larsaj

4.

J.N. Postgate,

(1970) 144.

'Land tenure in the Middle Assyrian period:

reconstruction', BSOAS

34 (1971) . 476.

a

Here a man leaves his wife destitute and goes off.

Postgate suggests

that the land is sold by the judges at the woman's request and the
money given to her as maintenance.

1

If the man returns he may

repurchase his property.

Lines 85-8 prescribe that if the man does not
\
VN V
return then the king may give the property to whoever he will (ASA-su

u E -su a-sar LUGAL id-du~~nu-u-nl i-td-dan).

Because he argues that

this last statement appears to contradict the previous statement that
the property is to have been sold off "for full price" to a third party
—

2

(ana S'i.m gamer nadanu) ,

and there is nothing to indicate that this

sale was less permanent than an ordinary sale, Postgate suggests that
all land when sold was not held outright by the purchaser, but, under
certain conditions, was also liable to revert to the king.

Postgate

assumes that the fact that it had been sold to a third party (ana ktdi)
does not affect this; once the concession lapses the grant is automatic
ally cancelled, whoever may be holding the field at that moment.
Postgate seems to insist that the king actually 'gave' the land in
return for ilku services but he himself stresses in another work that
"the verb for'sell'and'give'in Assyrian is nadcaiu, so that it is quite
a close parallelism.

In fact, in one case the lines preserved so

resemble an ordinary land sale, that it is possible that it is not a
grant but a sale of land by the king (No. 17; of. No.’ 5)".

1.

Cardascia, Les lots assyriennes, (1969) suggests at this point
that the land is not sold but merely rented.

However, Postgate

appears to be right in suggesting that the land is sold.
2.

This is the phrase used in an ordinary sale.

3.

J.N. Postgate, Neo-Assyrian royal grants and decrees3 studia Pohl,
Series Maior 1, (1969) 2.

Despite the time gap the conservative

nature of these transactions make comparison possible.

Even in the former study Postgate has to concede that the purchaser
of the field may not go entirely without compensation for his loss when the king gives the field he may do no more than concede the rights
of tenure, while the monetary value of the land could be subject to
different arrangements.
kudurru inscription.

1

Just such a situation is recorded in a

*Ihe transaction is simply a sale of a piece of

land in return for a list of various goods carried out between two
individuals.

In enumerating the curses against anyone seeking to

upset the transaction curses are called down upon anyone who says

A. SA mes ut n'L-di-irt'-t'i LUGAL-ma "the lands were not the gift of the
king."

Here the gift of the king simply means that the king consented

to the transaction.

Postgate gives instances of tablets being sold

where the seller does not yet have the right to dispose of the property
but deposits the deeds confirming eventual right to it in the house
of the creditor as security.

When he gains the land he will sell it

to the creditor and no one else.

2

Here the seller is in obvious

financial need and it is possible that what is holding up the transaction
is royal approval for the sale.

Driver-Miles point out that the

prohibition of sale or exchange in the Old Babylonian period "is
clearly a protection of the tenant against his creditors to prevent
him from being reduced to penury, which would be contrary to pifclic
policy ."3

1. BSOAS. 34

(1971)

508.

2.

Postgate,BSOAS 34

3.

Driver-Miles, BLr I, 126. R. Harris,JCS 9 (1955) 91

(1971).' 511.
a text

from Khafajah (Kh. 1935, 121) in which a certain Kalarum was permitted
to sell his field under duress but he, and not the buyer, was obliged
to perform the dikutwn duties attached to the field.

Harris shows

that dikutam aldkicm is synonymous with ilkam aVakvm of LH 27-31.

I0

This may be the reason why the vedim^ the b d tru m and the n a s 'i b ilb im
may not sell their properties (LH 36-8) and anyone who buys their
fields will forfeit his money.

It may be that the royal approval

will not be given, -he. the king will not give (n adanu) the field to
the purchaser, so that his tablet is void.

This does not apply to

the nadtbum the bamkarum or other field holders, for they are less
likely to be selling their fields out of hardship.

But there is

another reason for these prohibitions in as much as the king would be
unwilling to have as tenants men whom he did not himself choose
and who might be disloyal.

In letters of the Hammurapi period

(Thurean-Dangin, EAS xxi 39:34, 51:17, 53:15, 56:20) there is occasional
reference to the character of the proposed tenant.

1

Many of the legal texts from Ugarit involve the king giving

{nadanu) land and Nougayrol in PRU III, IV & VI has placed these in
*

2

the category of 'don royal1.

These are not royal grants so much

as royally approved transactions as proposed in the document.
AbB 4:37 (=TCL 7 37) is a case of appeal to Hammurapi on the strength of
a tablet which the king had written ascribing a field to some basket
lu
JJ20S
makers (
ediku
).
The field was being force ably exchanged for
v
^
another by Samas-Hasir the royal official.
It may be argued here
that the tablet in question was one of royal approval #
An illuminating case at Ugarit is RS 16:249.

3

Here some men have

made a..copy of the king's great seal and have been banished.

Their

offence, however, seems to have involved one Kalbeya for they are
forbidden to raise a claim against him or his offspring concerning
the property mentioned.

1.

Driver-Miles, BL , I, 126.

2.

Eg.,RS. 16. 150 {PRU EL.* 47); 16.166.

3.

PRU, III, 96.

The offence must be that these forgers attempted to use the royal seal
to forge a nadahu tablet and so lay claim to the property of Kalbeya
by making it appear that the king had authorised a sale.

This is

borne out by the fact that Niqmepa is at pains to stress that he had
given the property to Kalbeya and that Kalbeya 1s father also had
, .•*,a en v I v

given him the property {isten

.

T

, j,

v

~su sa-i"~ya abu-su-ma id-din-su-nu

\
S
if
y,
u sama-am niq-me-pa sarru id-din-su ) R.S. 16.-249 ^ 7-3.

sQFA.upL

Postgate is right in suggesting that all property owed an obligation
to the crown but while some nadanu tablets may represent concessions
of land for services rendered the overwhelming majority represent
royal authorisation for sales or transfer in which the royal interest
was invariably involved.

This situation in which the king is custodian

of the land for the god stems from, the replacement of the temple by
1

the palace as the dominant economic factor in the country.

The fact

that the Shunammite woman had to appeal to the king for the return of
her land may indicate the influence of Mesopotamian-Canaanite practices
on Israel.
(b)

Other

types of cases heard by the king

Apart

from the-transfer of land and cases of corruption in royal

officials (see p.

for bribery case) there is no clear indication

of what type of case normally came to the king's notice.

$
In LE"48

it is laid down that cases involving a penalty of between 20-60 shekels
was assigned toa tribunal (text broken ...), but

a matter of life

,v .
{awat napistim) was reserved for the king's judgment.

1.

R. Clay, The tenure of land in Babylonia and Assyria, (1938)

11- 12.

Nothing comparable occurs in any other cuneiform collection of laws,
v

The term auat napistim is often translated 'capital case' but this
is uncertain.

The text of ARM VIII 1 shows that a sum of 200

shekels was imposed as kasap dTn napistim.
•

This implies that not

*

all cases termed awat napistim necessarily ended in the death sentence.
Indeed not all cases carrying a possible death sentence were tried
by the king.

2

It is not always clear how claimants or defendants had their
cases heard by the king.

SMN 3083 is a letter sent by the judges to

the sukkaVlu ('vizier') stating that a defendant had appealed to the
king by taking the 'oath of the king' during his lawsuit, and requesting
that the letter be brought to the attention of the king^

3

JEN 321

on the other hand, is the record of procedings carried out before judges,
>/
{ina c&ni aria pani dayyane meS) during which the plan tiff states that
he had appealed to the king (a-na LUGAL us-tu-he-hi-in)
.
1/

It seems,

therefore, that the king had referred this case to the judges who
then proceded to collect evidence.

1.

4

R. Yaron, The lau)s of Eshnunna,

(1969) , 77; V. Korosec,'Keilechriftrech

Handbuoh der Orient. Ab£.iy3andW ,Erjan*unjsbaad7ir
2.

.

A murder case at Larsa in the 31st year of Rim-Sin was judged by
the judges in the gate of Ninmar. cf, Landsberger, ZA

3.

cf, Hayden, op.cit,, 9.

4.

cf. for this evidence the related documents, JEN 135;
for the background,JEN 512; 325; 644 and 388.

43 (1936) 315.

184 and cf.

22

b

(i)

; ' T h e ’Judges

Royal Judges
The king was obviously not able to deal in person with every

case which might require intervention by the supreme

judge.

are attested in Mesopotamia as early as the time of Sargon
BC).*

Judges
(c. 2370

It has been argued by Harris that the judges of the period

prior to Hammurapi were appointed by and functioned in the temple.
Not until there was a process of secularisation under Hammurapi,
designed to strengthen the king's position, did judges come to be
royal officials in Babylon.

2

Harris notes the occurance of the title dayyanu sarrim 'judges of
the king' earlier, in the reign of Sabium but argues that it only
came into prominence at the time of Hammurapi.

3

The pre-Hammurapi

case&which Harris cites in her study involve naditum women so that
these can hardly be taken as representative of legal proceedings in
general.

Driver

4

points out that the fact that the judges held court

in the temple is not conclusive evidence as to their position within the
It may simply be that the dcQfyaniwi of the temple

judicial system.

{dayxprvu sa bit

Samasj ddtyygnu gagim etc.) was a judge who, for convenience

in administering oaths, held court there.

1.

D. Edzard, D ie a lto r d e n ta lis c h 5 n R e ic h e f l( F i& c h e r WeZtjeschtchte,, i/o£ir.)'89-

2.

R. Harris, >/££
E . Cuq, NRH

3.

o p . c i t ., 119.

4.

B L , I , 491.

15 (1961), 117j Noted also Vy M.Schorr, Uvl<unden3 339f;

33 (1909) 399ff. , and Driver-Miles BLj 1 , 491.

Such a conclusion is supported by texts published by Walters

in

which the king, Samuel, acted as judge, 'the king settled the matter'
(lugal-e in-na-ab-gi^-gi^) at the 'gate of Samas the judge'
UTU-se di-kuru^. Walters No. 24: 7-8).

^ (3,
(ka-

The judges also acted in the

same setting in this pre-Hammurapi period 'L-na ba-ab ^ T U ma-ha-ar
,

a a -a ~ m

V

V

'in the gate of Samas before the judges'

(Walters No. 96: 10-11).,

The same correspondence, however, indicates that secular judges were
much more common than Harris allows in the period prior to Hammurapi
and that these judges were answerable to the king.
The archive deals with irrigation systems and presents a picture
of Samuel, the king, as deeply concerned with economic justice and his
subordinate officials responsible for maintaining irrigation systems
acting as judges passing their decisions to the king for approval.

2

In view of this it is important not to overestimate the effect of
secularisation upon the judiciary under Hammurapi.

Administration of

justice was, for certain types of cases, already in the hands of royal
appointees.^
The existence of royal judges is not attested till relatively late
in the period of Hebrew monarchy.
against him by Absalom was that:

With David the complaint levelled

1

IX Sam. 15:3 'there is no one deputed for you by the king' and that he
himself could not hope to hear all the cases.

1.

S.D. Walters, W ater for Lccrsa , (1970)JW, ^124. ..

2.

o p . c i t . ,159.

3.

Note that these cases deal with land and its control.

of. above pp.16-Ro •

De Vaux contends that the.judge mentioned in Deut* 17:9 who functions
at:

'

* -*• “pTi&x TMIV ""inTL?

-ny^H'the place which

/

Yahweh your God shall choosey is not the king, as at Mich. 4:14, but
an official appointed by the king.*

De Vaux sees in the Deuteronomy

passage mention of the same institution as was set up by Jehoshaphat
and which is mentioned in II Chr. 19: 4-11.

2

There is no reason to

3
suspect the historical accuracy of the text of Chronicles here •though
the narrative may reflect special interests of the time of the Chronicler.

4

The Chronicler's account, however, implies that Jehoshaphat was
reconstituting a system which, as will be shown, disintegrated under
the monarchy.

The system of administration of justice envisaged by

the Deuteronomy passages will be discussed in the section which follows.
(ii)

The local judges

In urban society judges were a feature of the Mesopotamian legal organisation
but they had, as has been demonstrated above, been under royal control
since the beginning of documentation of lawsuits.

From the records

available it is not possible to determine accurately the social position
of the local judge in Mesopotamia.

On the other hand

Hittite records

make it clear that the local militia commander had a judicial function
and it will be shown that the local Israelite judges too were military
personnel, at least in the days prior to the monarchy.

Having determined

the position of the Hebrew local judges a suggestion will be offered
as to the position of the local judges in Mesopotamia in relation to
the local assembly.

1.

Anelent Israel,,

2.

op. alt., 154.

3.

W.F. Albright, Marx Jubilee VoI., 61-82; Phillips, op.dt., 18.

4.

De Vaux, op.eit., 154.

153.

In Exod. 18:13ff the.text purports to show how the earliest system
for administering justice in Israel came into being.

It envisages

Moses as a supreme judge to whom the most difficult of legal problems
could be referred by a number of subordinate judges.

These men are

selected for their personal qualities and are designated
*

>

’ nlu
*rP£>^>x
(Exod. 18:21), which
- V >
—*
i .• t
.T - I «' T
1
are military titles.
McKenzie points out that the tribes would have
• * -

been organised in military units even in non-military affairs, and so
the

would be 'the military of tribal, clan, or village units,
•

T

2
comparable to the Greek s t r a t e g o s .
Knierem

5

in seeing in Exod. 18:13ff.

Phillips

3

and Von Rad

4

follow

'an aetiological account intended

to justify a system for the administration of justice at some specific
point in-Israel's history.
the

By its reference to the levy and use of

(Exod. 18:21, 25) this must be Jehoshaphat's reorganisation
g
of justice on a military footing.'

1.

'T

J. Van der Ploeg R B . 57 (1950) 40-41; J.L. McKenzie, Biblica* 40
(1959) 528; G.F. Moore, Judges, ICC (1895) 224.

2.

McKenzie, too.ait.

3.

op.oit., 19.

4.

Von Rad, Deuteronomy, 39.

5.

R. Knierem, ZAW 73 (1961) 146ff.

6.

Phillips, op.oit.,19; of. Knierem, too.oit . f 146ff.

,

528.

3

The account in Exod. 18 preserves some features which do not
accord well with the situation in Jehoshaphat's time and Noth has well
observed that

the derivation of the ordering of justice from a priest

of Midian suggests that the present tradition may have arisen at an
early period, in which there were good relations between the southern
Israelite tribes and the Midianites .*

He suggests that the period

in question is soon after the settlement and that Moses' function
is played by the judges of Israel (Judg. 10:1-5; 12:7-15).

2

Noth's suggestion raises the vexed question of defining the function
of the judges of Israel.

According to Alt they had a legal function

and were responsible in their handling of the law for assimilating
Canaanite customary law.

3

Noth follows Alt in attributing to the

'minor judges' a function at the central sanctuary of interpreting the
law, he differs, however in distinguishing between these 'minor judges'
and the 'major Judges' or charismatic leaders in war.4

It is from

the fact that no reference is made to military campaigns of the
'minor judges' that 'Alt
to the' legal sphere.

5

concludes that their duties were restricted
v
From a study of the stem spt in Hebrew and other

Semitic languages Grether concludes that it can only have the meaning

0
'judge' or 'decide'.

1.

Noth, Exodus,

150.

2. ibid.
3.

A. Alt. Kleine Schriften,

I, 300-302.

4. M. Noth, Festschrift Bertholet ,(1950) 404-17; Geschichte Israels ,
(1954) 98f.

5. Alt
6.

Kleine Schriften,1,

0. Grether, ZAW 57 (1945)

300.
HOff.

This conclusion leads him to assume that the term .

»«

was

applied to the charismatic leaders wrongly by writers of a later time.

1

A similar conclusion is arrived at by Van Seims regarding the
application of the term

to the charismatic leaders but

he argues against the validity of its application even to the 'minor
2
^
judges'.
He points out that one of the 'minor judges', Tola (Judg.
10:1), who is accepted as such by Noth is
to deliver Israel :

I

,

^

explicitly said
.M’u m 't S
** —

to have risen
7 ™

»»

"a^L

(Judg. 10:1).^
Both Van Seims and Grether investigate the term

I#
cs> £> <u

in

il

V

Hebrew and the stem s p t in other Semitic languages.

Grether overlooks

the Phonecian and Punic material but Van Seims bases his argument
almost completely on this.

Fensham argues against them both that the

stem sp-p has a double meaning of 'to judge' but also 'to govern'.
He bases this argument mainly on Ugaritic texts and Akkadian texts
from Mari.

He fails, however, to show conclusively that the root

can have a double meaning.

The texts in question are few and open

to more than one interpretation.
stronger.

Van Seims' arguments are not any

He is at a loss to find a link between the late Phonecian
V

and Punic inscriptions which show the s p t as a temporary ruler and the
time of the judges of Israel.
movement m

Ekron m

His attempt to show a'revolutionary

Sennacherib's time

5

must be discounted in view of

the fact that such structures in city government were the norm in
Mesopotamia.^

1.

i b i d . , 120.

2.

A. Van Seims,0TWSA

3.

i b i d . , 20.

4.

F.C. Fensham, OTWSA

5.

Van Seims, l o o . o i t . , A l t .

6.

o f . T. Jacobsen ,JNES 2 (1943) 166.

2-5 (1959) 41ff. o f . W. Richter^ZAW 77 (1965).

2-5 (1959) 15ff.

The difficulties which scholars note in the use of the term
as applied to the 'judges of Israel' is that the term is quite, clearly
used in Biblical Hebrew to indicate a judicial function.

This

function is seen to be difficult to apply to the charismatic leaders
who, apart from Deborah, are not seen acting in a judicial capacity.
In fact, the minor judges are not depicted as acting in this way either
and it is doubtful if a distinction should be made between 'major'
and 'minor' judges.
The term

">

indicates a person who is in a position to command

1

and in Exodus 18 it is further defined by a numeral in the genitive.
This indicates that the men appointed by Moses were to be military
officers.

2

The narrative make it clear that they are chosen for their
uil 7<

personal qualities*
yj
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"Choose from all the people men of valour who fear God, hate a
bribe and are truthful and appoint them over them (the people) as
leaders of thousands, hundreds, fifties and tens.
the people ......"

Exod. 18:21.

They shall judge

According to McKenzie Israel was

organised in military units for non-military affairs

3

and while this is

probable in the light of other Ancient near Eastern societies it must
remain somewhat speculative.

1.

Van der Ploeg,it® 57 (1950)

2.

J.L. McKenzie f B ib lio a 40 (1959)
Knierem, t o c . c v t , , 146ff.

3.

McKenzie^Zoo, c i t . 3 52 8.

40£.
528; Phillips., op. a i t . , 19 ;

The Hittites had a system of local administration similar to that of
the Hebrews.

Gurney says "the elders are the governing body of a

city, the town council, with whom provincial governors on tour are
required to collaborate in judicial and other affairs."

1

The elders

were expected.to co-operate with the local garrison commander and
V t-ae-V ersa and together they sat in judgment on disputes.

2

This is

very similar to the situation envisaged in Exod. 18 and, following
Noth's suggestion of an early date for this passage, it is not unreasonable
to envisage a similar system in operation during the Judges period.
Thus the country had a system of local military leaders who by virtue
of their personal qualities also exercised the function of judge.
The 'major judges' all come to the fore ( TM'p ) as a result of a
specific deliverance they effect for a section of the federation.
As Albright has pointed out "It was thus no light honor when a
successful military leader or popular hero was consulted by his followers,
to whom physical prowess and shrewdness in strategy carried with them
social prestige and reputation for wisdom".

3

When these men brought

about a great military feat they most naturally fell into the role of
the

“uPlco appointed by Moses and since Moses and Joshua were dead the
• T

'Judge of Israel' who replaced them was the man who rose ( T H p ) to
prominence by virtue of his military prowess and charismatic qualities.
While his military activities might have had consequence for only a
part of the nation the judge would rise to become 'Judge of Israel*
when all heard of his charisma.

It is striking that no definite

military achievements are mentioned for the 'minor judges' but this need
not mean that they did not in fact have any.

1.

O.R. Gurney, The Hittites r { 1952) 68-69.

2.

ibid. ,92-9 3.

3.

W.F. Albright, From the &toneage to Christianity} 21.

As was pointed out above Tola who is a minor judge delivered
(

Israel {Judg. 10:1).

Phillips points out that the judicial

authority of the 'judge of Israel' was inherited by the monarch.

1

This situation is well reflected much later in the prophet Micha's
time when the 'judge of Israel' is femitten with a rod on the cheek1
(Mich. 4:14).

This represents the final humiliation of the nation and

clearly refers to the king as inheriter'of the tradition of judge and
charismatic military-leader.

The opening verse of Ch. 5 strikes a

note of hope and refers to the same tradition of charismatic leadership
of the -iudaes
J ^

:

o n ’’Trb
i

.r

-r r i V

- a n V Jnn
v
■*

T~:

"But you Bethlehem Ephratah, little among the families of Judah, from
you he shall come forth for me who is to be ruler in Israel...

"

Here the local nature of the military commander is preserved and
emphasised.

Any of the local militia leaders might rise to become

'Judge of Israel'.
It is worth noticing that the ’minor judges' of Judg. 10:1-5
and Judg. 12:8-15 have sons and grandsons who ride on asses.
not mentioned in order to stress their wealth but the peaceful
of their judgeship,

2

a peace broken by the expression:

iTNTT* ‘>ZS'b)II

This is
nature

'>3IL

’

’And the people of Israel again did evil

in the sight of Yahweh' Judg. 10:6? 13:1.

The riding of assesf signifying

peace;contrasts markedly with Absalom's behaviour in taking a chariot
and fifty followers to signify crisis and his own judge-like qualities.

1.

o p . c i t .j 21.

2.

This of course do not rule out military activity at the beginning
of their judgeship.

Ithas been
arising

shown above(p AO ff.)that the system of 'judgesT:

ascharismatic leaders had broken down prior to the

rise of

the monarchy and this is already indicated in the final chapters of
the book of Judges.

Two incidents are recorded which indicate the

lawless condition of the country, Judg. 17-18 tell of the migration
of the tribe of Dan and their encounter with Micah, his priest and his
silver idol.

Judg. 19-21 relate the gruesome story of the death of

a concubine at the hands of the men of Gibeah and the consequent
battles.

Both these incidents are recorded to illustrate conditions

in the country as the system of charismatic leadership of the 11judges"
began to disintegrate.

This is summed up in the phrase found to

introduce both anarchic situations;

p/V
or;' i •
“V

TiTTD
*> —

.t ~

’In those days there was no king in Israel'

(Judg. 17:6, 18:1, 19:1)

and in the final verse of the book *

uS*y .
'

Tt-

~~
..r, • / 'lv‘/ 1 *•

-

* r '

’In those days there was no king in Israel and every man did as heTui'&J*
.j-l— r “ ;
saw fit1.

Judg. 21:25.

It is in the light of this state of near

anarchy that the early Chapters of the book of Samuel are to be viewed.
Ihe

focus of attention is the sanctuary at Shiloh, not now the villages

and

towns from which the judges arose earlier.

It is said in I Sam.

1
4:18 that Eli had judged Israel forty years when he died.*

Samuel is

pictured as growing in favour with God and man and al'l Israel note the
fact that Samuel ’was established as a prophet of Yahweh* I Sam. 3:20
(

*n \

).
~

. fI

With Eli's death Samuel gathered Israel at Mizpah
i
t

and "judges Israel" ( 3 x

r

'

»,

v

"

!

j

gam 7:6)

t

and God gave them a victory over the Philistines.
1.

It is not quite accurate to say with Smith
the phrase 'Eli judged Israel forty years'

(IC C .j

S ftitu e l ? 3 6 )

that

was designed to bring Eli

into the same class with the judges of the book of Judges.

In fact

he was in a different class, -ie . a priest as opposed to a soldier,
though at this stage he was called-upon to exercise judicial functions.

It is noticeable that Samuel, unlike the charismatic leaders who
"judged" Israel, took no part in the actual battle; the emphasis is
on the fact that God intervened on Israel's behalf
: "23

hco 7>T>
’i * \

"niT*"*

x n ' ‘uL
-

T

'

'but the Lord thundered with a strong voice against the Philistines'
I Sam. 7:10.

Having been the mediator of this great victory, even

though not precisely in the manner of the 'judges', Samuel became
established as 'the judge of Israel' and travelled about the land
visiting the chief sanctuary sites of Bethel, Gilgal and Mizpah^
dispensing justice to Israel and for the rest of the time having disputes
brought to him at his home in Ramah I Sam. 7:15-17.

The pattern conforms

fairly well to that established for the 'judges' who arose as military
leaders with the significant difference that the office of 'judge', while
it still demanded certain attributes of wisdom and morality in the
candidate, had become.associated with the sanctuary at Shiloh and the
'judge* was no longer a participant in the military activities involved
in securing deliverance.^

1.

All these, as de Vaux

pointed out {op. ait. / 154)^ were sanctuaries as^

was Beersheba where Samuel's sons were appointed to be judges
(I Sam. 8:2) .
2.

It is not possible here to dwell on the development of the prophetic
movement in Israel but the passages discussed above may well be highly
significant.

The 8th cent, prophets were closely associated with the

'holy war' while not actually participating and here in the case of
Samuel there is a transition from 'charismatic leader - judge' to
'prophet'

(A*'I13) .

The editor of I Sam. 9:9 is at pains to show that

Samuel was more than a local seer (T> vo) but was a prophet {
I Sam. 3:20 indicates that when he became recognised as

),
Samuel

was able to give direction to Israel(' S o ? - ^ w > i u 3 “‘>'XT *T>''3:20) .
monarchical times the prophets kept alive the charismatic tradition
following Samuel, of . Von Rad, Theology, 11,149.

In

Samuel’s judgeship was peripathetic and it is not possible to
say whether or not this was an innovation in Israel for the actual
administration of justice by the 'judges' is not well documented.
What is clear is that Samuel was more than a 'circuit judge' for he had
a base in his home town

of Ramah from which he dispensed justice.

This latter practice is

at least likely to be true of the 'judges' who

were associated with specific towns.
• Walters* attempted to show that Irra-bani was an itinerant judge
in the same style as Samuel ,and while his arguments are not completely
convincing they do merit consideration.

In BIN 7, 51:13 Irra-bani

is sitting (W a sib ) judging disputes probably connected with canal
labour,

BIN 7, 45:4-5

some boundaries because

indicates that he was called upon to revise
of violations of some sort regarding a

t

.V

.

.

^

.

v

.

merchants ’ silver.

He says:-

^ s t u U -5-kam a~na n a - v /b-'im q a -t'i, sa-aK-na-at

a-so-um as-kd-nu

ma-~lu-u.

'Five days ago I began at the canal.

Because I began, they became angry at me.'

BIN 7, 45:4-7.

Whether

or not this last text indicates that Irra-bani actually judged the
dispute at some remote area is not really clear.
(iii)

The bench of judges
In Mesopotamia judges are usually mentioned in the plural.

2

~$e~
LH 5

indicates that the wayward judge mentioned there is banned from
'sitting with the judges'

{ i v t i a a y y a n i)

at a trial.

At Nuzi there is

specific reference (JEN 138) to a judge, Alkitilla, -refusing to give a
• •
3
decision because there was no other judge present at the hearing.

1.

Waltersi o p . c i t ., 159.

2.

Driver-miles, BLt I, 491; A L , 338.

3.

Hayden, C o u rt p ro c e d u re ,
O r. 5 (-1934) ) 320-21.

170-71; Text and translation C.H. Gordon,

In the few instances where- :one judge only is mentioned Driver is
probably right in thinking that he is the president of the court.

1

In some cases documents mention a single judge but subsequently
mention is made of a plurality judges {EG III 659:5-6 VI 1755:5-6,
1756:7-8).2
Israel under the monarchy had a bench of judges, a final court
of appeal {Deut. 17:8-13).

Deut. 16:18-20 reflects a similar situation

to that outlined in II Chr. 19:4-11 where the system set up by Jehoshaphat
involved not only the appointment of judges 'in every walled town1
but a tribunal at Jerusalem.
•n

This tribunal was composed of;

'

-Sit?!
T t

-

t !

-

; *

"

T;

* ;

T t

r

<-

'some of the Levites, the priests, and the heads of families of Israel,
to give judgement for Yahweh and settle disputes.
Jerusalem'.

They sat at

It is made clear in V. 11 that they are not all to

function as judges but the Levites are to be

*1

'clerks'

to the high priest and the

. Whether or not the
r
■
-:
.T
last two both functioned as judges it is not possible to say but Deut.
19:17ff indicates that the priests and judges are to be distinguished:
- d 'it o t h
•

m p?

~><uv<
’

" l

> T

•; t

I

'The two men who have a

>; -1

-n > u S ix in

'iiu

' 7 -:(r

«< •,

lit!

* iV P

x * ' t o Q u jT ) I

dispute shall stand before Yhhweh before the

priests and the judges who shall be in those times' and Deut. 17:12
similarly distinguishes them.

From the fact that Deut.

19:18 states

that the investigation was carried out by the judges: n . ^ ' n 'Zft^uirn Atin'ri^
*' ''
'
‘VT !
'the judges shall investigate thoroughly'^ it may be that the judges
called upon the priests

to enquire ofYahweh.

Whether or not the priests

functioned as judges in

their own right is not certain, though there is

1.

BLf
X, 77, n.l*? A l ; 338 n. 6.

2.

c f . d e Vauxs comments on Deut. 27:8-13 op.cit., 153.

no evidence to suggest that they did so at this stage in Israelite
history.*
The question of local tribunals will be dealt with in the next
section.
C.

The Local Assembly

Criminal action within a 3«*yafhical area was regarded as being the
responsibility of the local authorities and it was left up to them to
rectify the wrong done, in a suitable manner.
this at Nuzi is found in JEN IV 337:1-32.
of the city'

2

A clear example of

Tarmitilla 'took the men

^ v
(LU.MES URU) to court where he charged that his ass had

been attacked and killed in the street.

The testimony of the 'men'

is badly preserved but the final part of their statement reads [ l a n ^ i - t e ,v
^
s
3 n
v 7
Vu^
rm sum-ma l~ n a GIR ha-du-w n-m a Du~ .us ( ite p u s
) 'we do not know
whether he killed (the stolen donkey?) with a dagger' .
case and was granted compensation.

1.

He wTon his

4

On the question of the historicity of the Chronicles a.ccount
o f . W.F. Albright,'The Judicial reform of Jehoshaphat',

A. Marx Jubilee Volume/61-82.
2.

BL, I, llO; Phillips, op.cit.,17; C.H. Gordon,iM. -31 (1936) Iff.

3.

hadu occurs only in this text and in the phrase hadumma epesu
'to kill'.

4.

The word is, according to CAD 6, 24b, a Kurrian loanword.

For comment of. Hayden ,o p .cit., 146.

This situation is envisaged in LIP'23 and 24:-

sion-ma horab'- ba-tum
v

/

ta i-t-ta-as-ba-at a-wi-hm ha-db-twn
mi-im-ma-su hal-qa-am
ma-ha-cw
w
LS
*S
s

v'

, V*

'«■

't-'lim u-ba-av-ma uru u ra-bi-a-nu-im sa i~na %r-s%-tv~su-m- u
V

v

s

.

>

V

pa-ti-su-nu hu-ub-twr. i-h~ha~db-tu mi-im-masu hal-qarom ■ i -ri-db-bu-sum.
'If the thief is not detained the man who was robbed shall prove
before a god what he has lost and the city and the mayor in whose
territory or district the robbery occurred shall replace whatever

Lift23. Lift24

was stolen fmom h i m 1.

goes on to stipulate compensation

payment of one maneh of silver by the city and the mayor for the
•V'-T V

,V ’

victims relations {n'lS'isu) in the event of loss of life (nap'istum) .
This responsibility of the local authorities is seen for the Hebrews
in Deut. 21:1 where the local elders and judges are responsible for
.expiating the murder by an unknown assailant.
This responsibility for crime points to the local authorities
concern for the maintenance of justice in their region.

What needs

to be determined is the composition of the local judicial body,which
is represented by a number of terms} and its competence as a judicial
authority.
(t)

The composition and competence of the local assembly

(a)

Its competence
1
Jacobsen^in a fundamental study of the Mesopotamian assembly,

pointed out the decline in importance of the assembly from being a
policy making body in times 'just beyond the borders of history
proper1 to becoming a judicial assembly in Old Assyrian
Babylonian times.^

1.

T. Jacobsen, JNBS

2.

o f . G. Evans, JAOS

2 (1943) 159ff.
78 (1958) 4.

and Old

This work is not concerned with the earlier political power of the
assembly but with that vestige of its authority which allowed it to
function as a democratic judicial body despite the contemporary
pressures towards despotism.

It is worth observing, however, that

Jacobsen in his description of the divine assembly as a projection
of the earthly assembly fails to note that this divine assembly
V

✓

v

existed as a judicial body alongside Samas, the judge.

v

Samas'

function as god of justice, the righteous judge,is attested by use in
1
a personal name in the Fara texts (Early Dynastic III).
Babylonian judge sat with- the assembly in his official

The Old

capacity,
*■

#■
(LH 5)
cV

and Jacobsen might have pointed out that if the earthly analogy is to
V.

V

be followed then Samas must have had some special place in the assembly.
lA »
t
In general the competence of the Old Babylonian assembly is that
"2

of a law court.

The plantiff in a case must himself notify the

3
assembly of his complaint {puhrnm Zwmtudum), or the king might delegate
a case to the assembly.

4

In fact the assembly had such power in

legal matters and was held in such respect by the king that he did
not feel free to interfere with its decisions.

1.

D.O. EdzELZ&,WoFterbuch d e r lt y th o Z o g ie 31$anj&Xl htsj.H*W..H&vs3i<}>,tzb)
'Etu ist mein Richter'. o f ,

also D.O. Edzard,’Die fruhdynastischen

Zeit', D ie a Z toxd e nia Z Z sd h en Re'iQhef I{(ftsc7ter' Weltjeschichtit^ sc) 8^.
2.

-Jacobsen,toe.cit*, 144» tf/tValther j /zerichtstiieson, 4*»f

3.

o f . fBS^lOO, 3, 35-38

4.

BE VI, 2, No. 10. o f . The case of Naboth

KoscViakev^ HCr) El, i46 1

(I Kings 21).

Thus a certain Qarradu points out,to Iasmah-Addu how both Samsi-Addu
V

and Isme-Dagan had refused the request of a man found guilty
™(Qai^ra~du\ u

s u -q a -q u d i - i n - k a

. d fi-n ju ,

a -y a-ab ~ i> i. CSince Q a m a d v p n d th e shei k s

-can I

a-na-ku

h&W&jad^ed y o o r case j iy h a t

say ? ^rA R M v . 72. : rev •4-u

as proper behaviour.

2

m i-natn-m i

Qarradu holds this up

Schorr has pointed out that even small towns

in Mesopotamia had their local assemblies, eg. Hudadu, and Sib^abu. ^
The cases tried by the assembly were both civil and criminal.

4

LHn202 indicates that the assembly had power to administer punishment,
for the man who smites his superior is to be beaten with an ox whip
‘i n a p u h rim

'in the assembly’.

The assembly possessed the authority

to impose the death penalty and this was carried out when dealing with
a case of murder {PBS 8, 2 No. 173 =. f in - 8 tb .

y »3e> f f } •

The Assyrian merchant colonies in Asia Minor had an assembly
made up of the 1company {kawon) of merchants1.

1.

Since the advice is given by Qarradu at Iasmah-Addu's request it
/

seems probable from his appearance with the sheiks that Qannadu
is a judge.
2.

o f . H.W.F. Saggs, JSS 5 (I960) 416.

3.. Schorr j U rku n d e n ,p . 347.
4.

Civil cases quoted by Jacobsen are:-

BE VI 2 No. 10, a dispute

about ownership of a garden;PBS S, 100, a case about disputed
paternity:

VAS 7 No. 141, disposal of lost property; CT 8, 19

B vj

91-5-9, 650 nullification of a contract entered into under duress.
Criminal case

PBS

No. 173 morder.

,

It functioned as a legal tribunal and gave decisions in law suits,
—

.

7*

*r*

eg, karum d'inam 'i.d^nma 'the karum rendered the verdict' MVAG 33 No. 274:1.
Jacobsen regarded this assembly as the highest judicial authority

1

2

__
—
3
but this is doubtful in view of references to alum u belum , an

expression discussed below.

The assembly was convened by the clerk

(DUB. SAR) at the bidding of a majority of the elders.

4

These local assemblies were held in Mesopotamia, in the city gate:-

sap-pa-ru-u vna bob de-e-m u-su-uz .
/

'8 .

V' A

.^

u-pa-qa-ad

■i-di hi-bil-ta-su

the winking man

5

im-na u su-me-la kat-ra-a

UTU qu-ra-du BWL 218: 8-10.

stands in court at the city gate

1.

of. CAD 8 1 231ff for further references to legal activity of the karum,

2.

loo.c'tt,s 161.

3.

of, P. Garellij Les Assyrians en Cappadocej 324f., and A. Goetze,
2

Kle'inas'ien , 12,
4.

Driver-Miles )AL/

5.

Lambert,BWL, 219 translates sapparru 'sycophant' while CAD 16, 97

373

says the meaning is

unknown but suggests/^a&orw 'to prattle, be voluble

squint, signal with

the eyes'.

The latter meaning of sabaru gives

a
good sense for sapparru in the present context of giving bribes,
and corresponds well to a similar passage in the book of proverbs:■V

; ; V

7

i*-|

.•

X1? -7V~>
1

>’ l

V

7

r. •

-7%

l —

I

J Y T

-n ~ r^

.

r- t

Prov. 6:12-13 ' worthless man, an evil man, goes about with false
speech, winking with his eyes, making signs with his feet, pointing
with his fingers.'

of, Prov. 10:10* 16:30.

The context is one of

falsehood in court where signs are made to others to prevent the
■ft

course of justice.

For the pointing of the finger of, LH''12 7:

28* 132:80 and note

the use of

3 ^ ^ ^ - 't o l X

witnesses in the Naboth trial I Kings 21.

for the false

9.

right and left he hands out bribes
v

10.

j

Samas the warrior knows his crimes.'
■

In Israel too the local assembly met as a court at the city gate.

1

Boecker sees this tribunal as the most important in the Israelite
legal system.

2

He considers that the local assemblies held on to

their judicial authority even after the establishment of the monarchy,
"Prior to the settlement the Israelite tribes were nomads with the
corresponding nomadic legal tradition.

With the monarchy a new

situation arose with the king as chief judge.

The monarchy as a

relatively late institution had not the power to influence all areas
of life.

This is shown by the construction of the 0 T laws which are

in no sense promulgated by the king as state law.
to legal jurisdiction (Rechtspflege).
brought about any decisive change.

The same applies

Here too the monarchy had not

Rechtspflege remained basically

in the area in which it previously belonged, with the local authority.""

1.

Or more precisely "the cavity in the gate and the place directly
behind the gate'^ K. Galling, Bibli-sohes Realtexikon^ 525.

2.H.J. Boecker, Redeformen des Rechtslebensim Alten
3.

T e s t a m e n t 12.

Boecker, 0 p ,O 'it./ 11 of. A. Alt^'Die Ursprtinge des Israelitischen
Rechts^i^Z. Sdhv.?I,. 299„anm 1.

(k)

The composition of the assembly

1
In Israel justice was administered by the local JVT** .
This
r""
2
was made up of all free citizens together with the elders and the judges.
It is difficult to see why Falk suggests that the

'local assembly'

and the 'elders' are to be so rigorously distinguished that the judicial
function of the former should, in time, pass to the latter.
are to be distinguished,

4

They

but only in so far as the 'elders' form a

special group within the T>‘TV.
r ■1
'elders' covered all male adults.
]

3

Wolf suggested that the term
‘1
5

The legal status and office of a

should however be distinguished and the term 'elder' used to denote

the senior male member of each house who acted as its spokesman in
g
community affairs.
The office of an elder was thus associated with
a man who had left his father's house and become a householder in his
own right.

7

Phillips suggests that after the establishment of the

monarchy social classes appear among the elders themselves but he bases
this solely on the appearance of the tern TP'-iflf! Kings 21:8ff) which
he takes, following Van der Ploeg,

8

to mean the upper class.

9

Such an

argument falls to the ground when it is realised that
is, as Anderson suggests,
1.

10

a hendiadys for 'elders'.

R. Gordis,'The Biblical'cedah'^, Alexander Marx Jubilee Vol. r 369-88
Kbhler, Hebrew Man^ 153.

2.

Falk, Hebrew law in Biblical times 5 \ and McKenzie^tft&Ztcd . 40
(1959)6126.

3.

Falk^ op.cit.y 52.

4.

A. Malamat, Organs of statecraft in Israelj 19.

5.

C.U. Wolf, JNES 6.(1947) 99f.

6.

Phillips, op.ait., 17} Evans f3AS0R 150 (195&) 32 f.

7.

McKenzie, op.cit., 522ff.

8.

Van der Ploeg, RB

9.

op.cit., 18.

(1950) 57f.

10. F.I. Anderson, JBL 85 (1966) 55.

42

The elders appear with the heads (of tribes), judges, and
at Joshua's command (Josh. 8:33).

The elders and

.

T

are

linked by Isaiah in his condemnation of oppression (Isa. 3:14)
indicating that they were jointly responsible for administering justice.
In view of the fact that the

' Q ’O
*

cd

are responsible for conducting

T

Jeremiah’s trial (Jer. 26:10ff) McKenzie suggests that by Jeremiah's
time the

“D"* “'nu

, whom he regards as royal officers, had taken

over the judicial functions of the elders.

1

Pedersen's caution is,

however, valid when he states that this is not a normal case since it
takes place inside the temple precincts where the royal officials
had authority.

2

’

McKenzie's suggestion that the

’Z3->~)Op might have been,
*. T
like the Hittite garrison commanders, commanders of local military

3
units who sat with the elders in a legal tribunal ‘

is in

keeping with what was said above on the 'judges' as military leaders
and the argument developed there.

If this is correct' then the

judges mentioned together with the elders in Deuteronomy are to.be
regarded as military

“□ ■*“) .
'

(Deut. 21:3)

Prior to the establishment

T

of the monarchy these

will have risen as charismatic leaders
'

T

but after the division of the kingdom and in particular Jehoshaphat's
reform they will have been' royal appointees.
*

the military nature of the

Phillips understands
>

judges but because he fails to

appreciate that they existed prior to the monarchy, and regards the
royally appointed

as replacing the jurisdiction of the
1T
4
elders, he is forced to conclude that those sections of Deuteronomy
which mention the elders administering justice must ante-date
1.

loo.cit., 526.

2.

J. Pederson, Israel jM-VSl, 75.

3.

McKenzie, loo.cit* , 529 j 0. Gurney, The Hittites> 68-69, 72, 92-93.

4.

op.cit,T 18.

Jehoshaphat's reform (Deut. 19:12* 21:2f£, 19f> 22:15f> 25:7ff).1
I

The situation in fact was that the

*0">")a>sat in assembly with the
*T

elders in the local forum.
In Mesopotamia the local assembly was known as the "alum 'town'
or the puhrum 'assembly1, terms which connotate the same entity.

2

The town (alum) and elders (s'lbutim) are, however, to be distinguished
for one another

3

though they did function together as a tribunal.

At times the 'elder of the city*

4

(s%but alvm) and the judges sat

together, or at times the elders sat alone to try cases, or the
.-

5

Tab'ianum

'mayor' or 'chief magistrate' sat alone or with the elders

to form a court. ^

is right in equating the hazannu with

If McKenzie
7

the Israelite

then he too may be a military govemor-cum‘7
judge in the same way as the Israelite and Hittite models.

1.

ibid., 19.

2.

Jacobsen, loo.cit., 162 n.18.

3.

Koschaker^ffG, III 715, n & v

4.

Jacobsen, loo.cit., 162 n.18.

5.

At most times other than Q B

\ \j—■ _
1194 which mentions alum u sibutum.

the term for this office is hazannu

CAD 6, 163.
)

6.

BLf I, 493.

7.

loo. d t. ^ 530.

Cuq takes the Babylonia courts of the Hammurapi period to be composed
of 'elders of the city', notables {ceJtZum) or the merchants

(tamkarum)

or 'the man of the gate' '{m a ri babtvm ) .
In the Assyrian trading colonies the Harum 'colony (of merchants)'
was responsible for administering justice but n o t ,as Jacobsen proposed,
the ultimate judicial authority.
the expression alum u beZum

2

This proposal is not likely since

has been taken to mean 'city and prince'
3

and to refer to Assur, the city.

The expression occurs in reference

to legal procedings, ana a lim u beZiyo a u )a ti b i t a
the city and my master*

'bring my matter to

(Eisser-Lewy No. 253)/and the deposit of

tablets 'before the city and our master1 (m ahar
"dZim u b“eZim is s a k k u n u )
w
(Eisser-Lewy No. 298).

This indicates that Assur had a final say

in legal matters among the colonists and was the highest court.
(ii)

The divine Assembly
Jacobsen in his basic study

4

has presented a most useful picture

of the Mesopotamian divine assembly as a reflection of Mesopotamian
assemblies in general.

As was pointed out above, however, his view

of the divine assembly as a legal forum is incomplete since it takes
v

u

5

no account of Samas who was already regarded as the judge god.

1.

E. Cuq, E tu d e s j 358.

2.

Z o o . c i t . j 161.

3.

1
Garelli, o y . c v t . , 324f.; Landsberger,AO 24/4 (1325) 8; CAD 1 , 383,
388a.

4.

Zoo, a i t .

5.

above pages

3£»"37.

The idea of a divine assembly has been seized upon by Huffmon

and

2
Wright, among other Old Testament scholars,and used to analyse the
'covenant law suits1 of the 0 T.

Wright is quite adamant in applying

the concept of the heavenly judicial assembly to the preaching of the
prophets, he says, "the breach of covenant and the consequent heavenly
-*3

m b is the conceptual setting of Israels' classic prophecy.

He further takes it for granted that in the light of Jacobsen's
study "the judicial function of the divine assembly is known."

4

It will be sufficient here to say that valuable as Jacobsen's study
is it has by no means defined the functioning of the divine assembly
when operating as a judicial tribunal.

Canaanite references to the

divine assembly cast light on its political function but not its
judicial, and the 0 T texts are too few in number to give a clear idea

{of. Ps. 82. Zech. 3. I Kings 22, Is. 6 and 40).5

1.

The covenant lawsuit in the prophetsf JBL 78 (1959).

2.

Wright^'The lawsuit of God^ Israel rs prophetic heritage.

3.

■ tb id ., 59.

4.

ibid v 46.

5.

See the section,'The Divine Lawsuit',Ch. 3.

CHAPTER

2.

Accusation and Warning

Prior to the actual setting in motion of court proceedings an
accusation had to be

made in the event of a criminal case.

chapter will examine

the various types of accuser operating

Mesopotamia and Israel,and <aUo the warning one

This
in

party might issue

to another so that court proceedings could*be avoided.

A.

Cuneiform Sources.
In Sumerian and Akkadian sources a variety of terms occur

designating accusers and,as with the Hebrew material,it is often
difficult to decide whether accusation is to be understood or the
corroborative evidence of witnesses.1

There is an additional difficulty

of determining when accusation in a legal context is meant and when
a more general sense
Oppenheim dealt

of gossip or slander is indicated.

2

with a number of theterms for accusation in a

study which set out to show how certain officials whose work caused
them to be feared and disliked were, in the course of time, taken as
3
models for demons <,

1.

E. Szlechter,

'La procedure accusatoire en droit sumero-Tsabylonien',

RIDA 16 (1960) 75. of . B. Gemser, VTS 3 130, and A. Gamper,
Gott ais Riohter^ 1 1 Boecker,, Redeformerly 13.
2.

On slander in the Old Assyrian period see M.J. Larsonf Slander1

Or. 40 (1971) 317 ff.

The terms dealt with there indicate slander

in general, not a specifically legal sense0
3.

A.L. O p p e n h e i m T h e eyes of the Lord'f JAOS

88 (1968) 173 ff.

In the OB period the terms mubbirum and munaggirum occur designating
'accusers'.

1

$

.

mubbirum is used in LH 1 together with the verb ubburu:

V

9

^

—

v/

•>-

^

A

V

v

swrma awilum awilam ubbirma nertam elisu iddima la uktinsu mubbirsu
iddak.
'If a man accuses a man and has charged him with manslaughter but
has not proved it against him, his accuser shall be put to death.'
This is the only^place in the laws of Hammurapi where mubbirum occurs
though the verb ubburu is again found at $131:

ubburu is used there

also in a juridical setting:

summa assat awilim mussdubbirsima itti zikarim sar&m ina utulim la

■

issabit
ni£ 'Him izakfarma ana bitHia itar
* •
'If a man's wife has not been seized lying with another jnan (yet)
her husband has accused her, she shall take an oath by the life of a
god and return to her house.'

ubburu occurs once more in the laws of Hammurapi in relation to
property lost in a given district:

summa awilum mimmusu la haliqma mimmua haliq iqtabi b'abtasu utebbir
kima mimmusu la halqu babtasu ina mahar H i m ubarsuma mimma 'sa irgum<u
V

'V

v*

ustasann^md ana babtisu inaddin

tt

lh#126,

'If nothing belonging to a man is lost but he states "something
belonging to me is lost" and accuses his district, his district shall
formally declare before a god that nothing belonging to him is lost,
and he must pay for everything for which he has brought a claim and
give it to his district.'

mubbirum occurs in the 'prophecy' CT 13 50
A.K. Grayson.

K.

7861 published by

2

1.

Oppenheim ^loo.cit.}177y Szlechter? op.cit,} 77 ff.

2.

A.K. Grays on }JCS 18

) 16; 12.

It is found in a passage describing a mesarum act which, while
the copy itself is late, Finkelstem takes to be OB.

1

He concludes

that the mubbivwn arose to act as informer in times of economic
depression.

MunaggtTvm

is restricted to LH.

LHjr26:lO describes the activity of

the munaggiruto in denouncing military personnel who refuse to do the
3
Landsberger
i
has suggested certain points of difference between the mubbivim and the

king's service or hire a substitute to do it for them.

munaggirim.

He claims that the passages from the vocabularies show

that the act of nuggUrym became professional:
serve the public interest.

it always claimes to

He states that ubburum was by nature

a risky undertaking, whereas the professional munaggiviwi was not
normally punished if his denunciation proved to be unjustified.
It is not, however, as Landsberger claims, evident from the
vocabularies that the act of nugguvum became associated with a
/

professional accuser.

Landsberger quotes the OB lu series recension

s
V
N "•
P. line 230^ lu-KA-su-du-du (

or

s
5
.
lu-KA-su-dug^-dug^
= mu~na~g%^-vum r

as indicating the professional standing of the munaggirim but;
'In contrast to the Lu-sa and its forerunners, OB LU has a wider anthropolo
gical outlook and contains mostly terms for psychological qualities,
bodily characteristics, morbid states, and general human activities,

6

usually of a non-professional character*„

1.

op.cit.f 177 note.

2 . ibid.
3.

B. Landsbergerf'Remarks

on the archive of the soldier Ubarum'^

JCS 9 (1955) 124.
4.

Op.cit.,123, la.

5.

Racjon&tradfeiJ

6.

MSL 12 p. 151.My underlining.

12 p>1j«4.t

mu-na-gz^-rum occurs again in recension D line 143.

This shows that

nuggupum is merely a common human activity and in no way implies
professional status for the munaggzrwn.

Oppenheim agrees that neither

the munaggzrum nor the mubbzrum were anything more than occasional
informers, unlike those officials after whom certain demons were
named.

1

As stated above, both the terms under consideration are

restricted to OB and while Landsberger does not give details of how he
reached his conclusion that ubbiwum was a risky activity while the

rmnctggvruit)was not punished,it is hard to justify this claim on existing
evidence.

Despite Landsberger1s protestations of arbitrariness by

the king the text he quotes, JOS 20:2/indicates that the rmmaggzTum
also ran certain risks:
*

—

. .

. .

V*

a-a-u-im-ma ta-gz-zr-tam ana sar-rz-zm u-sz-vz-zm-ma ta-gz-zr-ta-su
'

- .

-

v'

. -

- *

u-ul z-ma-ha-ar-ma sar-rum z-da-aK-su
"Someone will bring an accusation to the king, his accusation will
not be accepted and the king will kill

him'.

No valid distinction can be drawn between mubbzrum and munaggzrum.
\

On the subject of official accusers Oppenheim states ,

"As a matter of fact, there docs not seem to have existed in
Mesopotamian an institutionalised
2
period«

'accuser'' before the Neo-Babylonian

3
At this period there occurs in ration lists from the

temple administration, references to food rations paid to persons
VVSi 3
called murassu.

1.

lOQ.QZt., 177*

2.

too.czt.f 177.

3.

o f,

Nbn 546:27, 915:23 and GCCI 1 210:9, 255:7.

are from Uruk.

The last two

✓
The official bearing the name appears in the series lu which enumerates
names of professions crafts, etc,, in III i 30f as follows'
e-me-tu-ku

EME

u
/
^
^
tuk = su-u (te. emetuku) mu-ra-su-u.

He is listed between the aktl Karst
'the one who likes to quarrel.

l

'accuser' and the dabtbu

V \fj\
The meaning of murassu is,
V \lA

v

>

vA

according to Oppenheim, based on the verbs russu and rutessu and he
v

refers to the syllabic Sumerian spelling of the designation murassu
/

as L U .E (!) ME.TUK in a contemporary Neo-Babylonian text, Nbn 362:4
as confirmation.

2

This passage shows that the individual had an

official position and function as 'accuser" and '’informer".
■JV A

murassu as a word for 'accuser' in only known from these late texts
but its appearance in the lexical series attests its existence in
the 2nd. millenium B.C., though it is not possible to tell whether
or not this specific connotation was known.
The term battqanu occurs in the middle Assyrian laws:

batiqansu lubultusu tlaqq-t KAV 32Tt;!''8Z (Ass. laws #40)
'he who informed against him takes his garment' while battqu in
the sense of

i

accuser"

4

occurs in Neo-Babylonian times, eg,}

ina wmi mukin lu batia* ukttmiusunutu ^hTtu
Karrt isaddadu
i
'as soon as either informers or witnesses testify against them one day
they will be considered as having committed a sin against the King
'A n .O r. 8 61:71.

1.

This expression designates an accuser in the general sense, and
is restricted to literary texts and situations outside a legal
setting such as denunciations, jealousies at court, etc,

2.

lo c ,

c it,t

3.

This goes beyond the translation suggested by Kraus,

178
ZA 43 (493lo )

106, of "Zanker", as a more official status is required in view
of the last text cited.
4.

In OA it has the meaning 'traveller'.

The verb bataqu has a common meaning of 'split, rend' but it can
also have the meaning 'accuse, denounce' as eg*

%na bitiifu

PN mavassu i-btuquma

ik1ds\ma 'they accused his daughter PN and hebeld.her Ln

his house'

Peiser Urkvinden 116:9 (M.B.).

The D. form buttuqu.

also has the meaning 'accuse, denounce' in I'LhaZZ'Cq maskcmu Zibattiqsi'should she run away, the fetters will betray her'
as early as the OB period.

1

CT 43 27:28

,

There is no reason to suppose that this

term denotes anything but casual accusation and accusers.

2

Certain

phrases and expressions occur in OB texts which indicate accusation
either of a general nature or accusation of specific crimes.
Szlechter points out that in LH $1 the expressions nSrbam eZisu 'iddima
and surnma aM'iVwn awtZam ubbi-rma both indicate accusation but the phrase

nevtam eZ't ... nadu defines the nature of the accusation.^
Similarly in LH $2 the expression used to indicate the accusation
s
y
y
of sorcery is sum-ma a-W'C-Zwn ki-is-p-L e-Zi, a-W'i-Z'Lm id-di-ma and
the accuser who has to provide proof of his accusation is designated

mubb'Cvum.

Szlechter points out that in the laws of Lipit-Tstar

^
4
Li $22 the sumerian verb LA corresponds to libburu in LH $1.

1.

Contra KrausfAbB 1 page 237

who translated

die Kette soli sie

daran hindern'^ but the forced nature of this translation is
reflected in his footnote which reads/lit. 'abschneiden*.
2.

So Oppenheim/Z o c . 177.

3.

Szlechter, Zoc.oit., 77-8.

4.

LA and ubbuvu both mean 'to bend'^ ZA 18 (l9$7)
to accuse.

327, and also

The laws of Ur-Nammu, however, in LU$ x+3 VI 270 ff,cater for accusat
ions of sorcery as does LfJ $2 and here Sumerian SUB corresponds to
A

Akkadian nadu.

3.

It is noteworthy, therefore, that in the present

v

.

7

.

case SUB may be taken as a synonym of L A ,both meaning to accuse.
f

#

\/

#

f

2

^ «

With regard to the expression .u -b a -n u -u m e V t-s a i t - t a - v i - i s - m a
#

LH $ 132

'if a finger has been pointed at her*}it is not possible

to tell whether actual physical gestures were still involved in OB
times or whether the formula had become merely indiomatic by this time.
It is clear, however, from LH $132,and also LH $127,that the expression
meant 'to accuse'.

That the expression had definite legal implications

is clear from LH $1271
sum-ma a -W 'i-iw n e - V i

n i n .d i n g i r
•

u a s -s a -a t

u-b a-na m u - s a - a t - r i V

V

✓ V/

is•-m a la u k - t % - in a -w t-la m s u - a - t i m a -h a r d a -a -a -n i- - i- n a - a t - t u, - u - s u
\
s s
u m u - u t- ta - s u u - g a l- la - b u
'If a man has caused a finger to be pointed at a high priestess or
a man's wife and then has not proved his case, they shall flog that
man before the judges and shave off half his head'
To point the finger is
with it the
On the

no mere empty expression for it carries

burden of proof in court.
basis of a text from Mari^ Szlechter^ argues that mubbbrum

is parallelto the expression mafyis qaqqadim
and CAD agrees with this comparison.

'smiter of

the head',

5

1.

Szlechter, l o c . e i t . , 81.

2.

Falkenstein, NevjS'itnerisch&i G & v ic h ts u rk 'm d e n /li,p. 333.

3.

G. Dossin, inSymb* K o s o h .f 112ff /'Un cas d'ordalie par le dieu
fleuve d'apres une lettre de Mari'.

4.

l o o . o i t * , lOlf.

5.

CAD 20 (?) page

'I’STfe* f s v th .s i- b ittu .

u «.>

V
The text in question is a letter from Iatar-Ami king of Carchemis
to Zimrilim king of Mari arranging for the trial by the river
ordeal of two men accused of participating in a conspiracy against
the town of Irrid.

The letter runs (15)

^U ma-hi-is qa-qa-di-su-nu an-ni-kd-em ina si.~bi--ti.rn i-na-sa-ru
'here they keep their accusers guarded in prison'
If the men return safely from the ordeal the fate of the mahis qaffddvm
S
w
'IsbL
■ »i
t s/
^ v*
is determined^
ma~ht-i& jqa-qa-di-su-nu i-sa-tam a-qa-ai-hi
'I will burn their accuser with fire'.

If, however, the men do

not return from the ordeal then the accuser {mahis qaqqadim) takes
their houses, relations, etc.
The expression qaqqadam mahasu occurs once elsewhere in a legal
setting m

(12)
(14)

a text from Alalah*.

1

im-ma Ta-av-te-e-ia-ma

(13) Ia-ri-im-li-im

qa-qa-di-ia li-im-ha-as-ma ....

.
(21) im-ha-as-ma

(22)

(2)

(AT No. 11)

it-tu-ur-ma.

uru

(20) qa-qa-ad Ta-at-te-e-ia

^
k%
Na-as-tar-pi

(23)

ana Ia-ri-im-li-im

Quite what significance is to be attached to qaqqadam mafyasu
in this text is as yet unclear.

2

Wiseman suggests it is 'probably

a symbolic gesture with legal implications'.

1.
2.
3.

D.J. Wiseman^AT}

38.

So Von Soden;AHut ^ unklar 1.

Op.cit.j38.

3

The object of the law suit at Alalah was a paternal bequest and a
similar bequest is at issue in a letter from Mari in which an
expression also involving a phrase containing the word head
is used:

^

^ if

,

Y

N

qa-qa-dam vv-s'i-ma
S

T ~~

.

(22) s a - m ‘~tam as-sum ^ti-^ia e-ti-va-a (23) I-din-an-nu

I v/

' V

(24)

•1

u

, *r

t-

.

'''v'

^

na b'ltt.-za u~se-su-m-ne-ma

V

(25) sa-a-tu u-se-T^-bu-su
'Secondly concerning my house Tddinannu has accused (?)

1

me and they

have evicted me from my house and granted him possession.'

ARM 10 90:22ff.

At present the translation 'accuse' is suggested

for the expressions qaqqadam mahasu/eVi...vasim and this accords with
the meaning 'accuser' for the Dossin text.

The meaning 'accuser'

for the mahis qaqqadim in the Mari text is supported by comparing the
procedure proposed there with LH $2 where the accused is forced to
take the river ordeal while the accuser awaits the outcome.

As in

the Mari letter, if the accused fails to return the accuser (mubbirum)
takes his house but if the accused returns safely then the accuser
loses his own house.

1.

W.H. Ph. Romer,

2

AOAT 12, 82-3 suggests the expression qaqqadam eti..

1/A

Vi. A

vasum means 'to g a m pre-eminence' but confesses that, while susim
and suruhim are clearly legal terms the entire section of the letter
remains uncertain while no definite translation can be appointed for
the expression qaqqadam elt-...rasum.

2.

Szlechter suggests that the accuser in this case, i.e. a charge of
sorcery, did not suffer the death penalty; but the suggestion that
he lost his bt-tum f is . his entire household ,may suggest that as in
LH $1 the accuser in a charge of nertum 'man slaughter' was put to
death.

B.

O T Sources
As with the cuneiform terms those dealt with in this section

lack definition.

Thus Gemser points out that the term

"can mean plaintiff, accuser, as well as witness and even judge".

1

While the final part of this statement will be challenged in
Chapter 3, it serves to illustrate the degree of confusion which can
exist due to lack of precision of legal terminology in the Old
Testament.

EHrUc-J'v sought to show that ’wenn von einem Zeugen vor

Gericht die Rede ist, denkt der Hebraer immer nur an die Anklage oder
2
die Klage1.

This statement is modified by Seeligman who concludes

that while it is true of all other passages it cannot be applied
to Isa. 43:9.

3

In this particular passage the nations assemble and

their gods are asked to provide witnesses to justify (
claims that they have been able to foretell events.
one passage Seeligman accepts Ehrlich's statement.

any

Excepting this
It must be

pointed out, however, that in the same section of Isaiah Israel is
called upon to be ready to appear as Yahweh's witnesses to justify
his claim to having foretold events accurately , Isa. 43:10-13.

1.

A
B. G ameer, 'The Ryb -pattern in Hebrew mentality', VTS 3

130

4

.

Followed by Gatmpcr, Gott als Richter, 174; Boecker, Redeformen,
2.

Ehrlwch j Randglossen, 1,(1908) 345,,

3.

I.L. Seeligman, 'Zur Terminologie fur das G e r i c h t sverfahran VTS

on Ex. 20:16.

16, 262.
4.

c.R. Nbrth., The Second Isaiah /(1964), 122.

It is true that the majority of occurrances of the term

TiJ in

a court setting imply indictment, though it should be noted that
this need not mean that the

T i) being referred to in a particular

passage was responsible for the primary accusation.
this, Lev. 5:1 is a passage in which the

"T-p

Having said
is clearly

envisaged as responsible for bringing the primary accusation:
Vj6/:S-;1 *

Tfix ^>1 p 71^>3

tx *Tx) K»T)i

'When he hears the voice of adjuration and he is a witness, whether
he has seen or known anything, and does not testify, he shall bear
his guilt .1
So also in Num. 5:13 the witness is the accuser.
expressions
and

'there is no witness against her 1

Tl j’x Tut
T>~>xi‘a;n
*r f * 1 ;

Here the

'she is undetected' are parallel sentiments

indicating that the term

tu

designated the accuser, if one

exists.
Yahweh appears as an accuser ( TsJ ) in Mich. 1:2 and still
more clearly in Mai. 3:5 which reads :
T3 *

£

>

n

,

■>3V°ni

.i- •

.1

‘D'SBT*?*

'I " '

,

’Jilin pi

* 1- r

'I will draw near to you for judgement and X will be a swift
accuser against the sorcerers, e t c . 1
The

various terms used to describe

"D't u

will be

«

discussed in Chapter 3.
may well

deal

Some of tie cases to be discussed there

with accusation or with secondary witnessor

corroborative witness as eg. Deut. 19:15

where the term is"25^ n

~T3
7 T

taken by Seeligman

1

to indicate a witness whose false testimony brings

about the death sentence, but again it is not clear whether or not
this witness is initially the accuser.

1.

l o c . c i t . , 263 , c f .

258 where's

is comapred with

He 'testifies to wrongdoing in (the defendent)’

and as will be shown below

Tn*?> v n jni

-i—

1

TlliJ can simply mean 'testify1,

or in some cases accuse, I Sam. 12:3.
The verb with which TiJ is associated is

It has

developed a wide range of meaning and is by no means restricted to legal
usage (o f . Job 29:11, Lam. 2:13).

Apart from its use in Isa. 8:2,

Jer. 32:10, 25, 44 where it is used of taking witnesses to attest
an action outside court the only example of its purely legal use is
in I Kings 21:10, 13 where it is used of the false witnesses who
testify against Naboth.

Here, despite the commonly held view to

•2
the contrary, it does not denote accusation but corroboration.
The whole Naboth incident was a genuine legal process but had certain
pecularities which distinguish it from the normal trial.

It is

in fact the fullest record in the Old Testament of an actual legal
process involving accusation and witnesses and will therefore need
to be fully investigated.

o f.

the 'Yabneh Yam Letter 1 IE J 10 (1960) 130 (o f . BASOR 165

(1962) 42-46).

Line 11 reads "my colleagues will testify ( 713^) )

on my behalf".
2.

Montgomery,ICC Kings, in. loc. J. Gray,T & II Kings, (1970) ,
(2nd ed.); in. loc..

53

(i)

Hie Naboth Incident
Even though the witnesses are described as

~ **V?3.^

and the account makes it plain ,that they were suborned, yet there
is no reason to believe that the legal process did not follow a
recognised pattern.

Indeed this was necessary for Jezebel's

purposes.
In the first place Naboth is to have a capital charge laid
against him to enable Ahab to gain possession of his vineyard.

By

the nature of Israel's laws of succession, however, the property would,
on Naboth's death, normally have passed to his sons,
of his having no sons to his nearest male relative.

2

1

or in the event
From a reference

in II Kings 9:26 it is clear that Naboth's sons were slain with their
father in connection with the same charge.

1.

Deut. 21:17, R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel, 536; J. Pedersen, Israel,
i-ii,89ff.

2.

Lev. 5:23 lays down the principle of Yahweh's ownership so that
the land "shall not be sold for ever".
In Southern Mesopotamia property was freely transfered but
the Mari documents indicate that transfer of inherited land
J
(n'ihtatum) was subject to strict control.
Fictitious adoptions
were often entered into to evade this stipulation cf. A. Malamat,
'Mari and the Bible:
institutions', JAOS

some patterns of tribal organisations and
82 (1962) 143-50 ,cf. also Prov. 17:2

;

The fact that such an elaborate procedure was set in motion by
Jezebel suggests that Ahab's seizure of the land after Naboth's death
was still within the law,

1

at least to all outward appearances.

This implies that not only were Naboth's sons slain with him but
that his relatives were prevented from claiming the property at his
death.

The number of crimes which demand this severe penalty is

strictly limited, indeed the only explicit case is that envisaged in

1

Exod. 22:19:

X f

-

’* ■

tf *

11

*"

'whoever sacrifices to any god save Yahweh shall be put to the ban'.

2

But Naboth was accused of 'cursing God and the king', a crime
which occurs in Exod. 22:27 and an actual case of which is dealt •
with in Lev. 24:10ff.

In the latter case it is clear that the

death penalty was exacted for infringement of Exod. 22:27 but the
guilty party alone was executed not his family.

Deut. 24:16 in

fact forbids the execution of children for their fathers crimes.

This

law is cited in II Kings 14:16 and there Amaziah appears to be praised
for his unusual clemency *

that

there was felt to be a danger of the

practice is shown by the existence of a law forbidding it.

1.

A. Phillips, Ancient Israel's criminal lan>s 44ff.

3

f.i. Andersen,

'The socio-juridical background of the Naboth incident', JBL 85
(1966) 55^(with help from A.D. Kilmer for Alalah material).
2.

There seems no compelling reason to emend the text to conform to

the-

A
Samaritan and LXX which have the more common expression : Jhtxp
r

<■

The Samaritan omits 19b.
3. S.R. Driver, Deuteronomy y ICC, 227.

.

In the case of Amaziah -where he does not slay his fathers assasins
there may be a question of the king's interpretation of the law.
As pointed out in Chapter I f

1

the king's legislative activity involved

the interpretation of existing lav;.

If the act of assassination of

the king came.within the category of crimes such as those involving
Naboth or that in Exod. 22:19, then the families would die with the
perpetrators.

If, however, it was not so interpreted, then only

the actual murderers would die.

Moses exercised his responsibility

in interpretation in the case of the woodgatherer, Num. 15:23 ff.,
and the blasphemer^Lev. 24:10 ff.

In both cases the offenders were

brought to Moses because they had broken an existing law but in the
case of the blasphemer his father was an Egyptian, so itjwas necessary
to affirm that Exod. 22:19 applied to him o f ,

v.16,'the sojourner as

well as the native', while in the case of the gathering of wood it
would need to be shown to constitute work.

David and Solomon both

gave judgments which created precedents.
It is, therefore, necessary to examine the exact nature of the
offence with which Naboth is charged.
J***!
The word

1. /^bove pages
2.

The charge runs:

V*

j

'you cursed God and king'.

is generally accepted as a 'standard scribal euphemism'.

.

M.H. Pope, J o b , Anchor Bible, 8 .

2

It is a possibility that it has aquired the autonymous meaning it is
meant to replace.

1

verb

Cursing is expressed in Exod. 22:27 by the
is

used with God as object only in Lev. 24:10ff;

probably Isa. 8:21, of. LXX reading
3:11 ff.

Also

u' 5'h3?< for

*DT>3>

in I Sam.

is used as a scribal euphemism for

Kings 21:10, 13 and Job 1:5, 11; 1:5, 9.

2

Brichto

that in Pi ’el tfchasthe idea of 'repudiate, spurn'.
" ^ p is to *'repudiate God"'?

in I

set out to show
Applied to God

It signified a breach of covenant

•

stipulations of Sinai
subjected the verb

and a total rejection of Yahweh.

4

Brichto also

""'p * to an analysis and concludes that it has

the sense of 'anathematize',

'ban1, 'ihlace under a spell'.

5

Thus the

passage in Exod. 22:27 is rendered 'You shall not repudiate God (ie.
commit a crime) or bring under a ban a ruler of your people*.

6

On this basis the crime of which Naboth is accused is not
necessarily defined in the expression used,

but it is merely indicated

that a breach of covenant stipulations {according to Phillips to be
equated with the criminal law) has occurred.

7

1.

Andersen, loc.cit., 8 .n. 30

2.

Phillips, op.oit., 41.

3.

H.C. Brichto, The problem of the ourse in the Hebrew Bible3 JBL

y

monograph series, 13, 118 ff.
4.

Phillips, op.oit., 42,

5.

Bri'chto, op.oit., 77 ff.

Speiser,JAOS 80

(1960) 198-200.

6 . Phillips,op.cit., 43; Brichto, op.oit., 150 ff.
7.

Brichto, op.oit., 159 ff; Phillipsy op.oit.,

43.

Phillips goes on to attempt to prove that the crime in question must
have been a breach of Exod. 22:19, i e . a breach of the first commandment
by entering into relations with other gods, since this is the only
criminal offence which demands the " C p m 'ban1 in which not only the
criminal but his family are involved in the death penalty.
according to Phillips is of varying degree:
(i)

The

1

•o“»,n
V V

Total destruction of all persons and property (Deut. 20:6 ff.

I Sam. 15:3) .
(ii)

Total destruction of all persons but not property (Deut. 2:34 f ,

3:6 f.) #
(iii)

Destruction of males only (Deut. 20:10 ff. though the

term

-D “»n is not used here) .
7?
The only other crime, he says, for which the ban was inflicted was
regicide.

II Kings 14:6 he therefore takes to indicate that under

the Davidic kings the king's position was particularly sacrosanct
since the Davidic covenant with Yahweh ensured the dynastic succession
and so to assassinate the Davidic king was a direct repudiation of
Yahweh himself.

The first commandment was thus extended to include

murders of the Davidic king.

II Kings 14:6 quoting Deut. 24:16 confinns

that the ban for this crime was restricted to lineal male descendants.
This conclusion must, however, remain doubtful for the’ text does not
indicate that the ban, even in a limited form, ever operated in the
case of regicide.

1.

o p . o i t . , 40.

It appears rather that Amaziah was exercising this royal prerogative
of interpretation

1

to exclude this particular crime from the category

of those demanding the ban.

In any case the charge against Naboth

was patently not regicide.
D.J. Wiseman has published a text from Alalah

2

which relates a

claim brought by a certain Satuwa: before king Niqmepa.

Satuwa. claims

that he had paid the betrothal payment for the hand of a certain Apra's
daughter for his son.

Before the marriage could take place Apra

turned into a b e t m a s 'ik t'i and was slain and his property was confiscated
by the king.

Satuwa. now claims back the betrothal payment from the king
3

and is granted it.

Following Landsberger1s revised translation

appears that Apra was executed for some crime.
(7) Ap-va a -n a b e t
id d ih (G A z)

V

,

it

The text reads:

,

v

V

(%>) m a - S 'i- v k - t'i % t- tu —wp Rev (9) u k i-m a a r - n t - s u

(1 0 ) u b i t i - i u

a -n a e k a t t t

(1 1 ) t - v u - u b ,

Apra became a b e t m a s 'ik t'i and he was put to death

$or H s

proper

/

was confiscated by the palace (lit. entered the place).

What

precisely his crime was is not clear from the expression b e t m a s 'ik t'i
v
5
though m a s'tktu also occurs in the text on the statue of Idrimi.

1.

o f.

pp.ro-1

on the kings right of interpretation.

2.

D.J. Wiseman,

3.

JCS, 8

4.

CAD

5.

S. Smith j

Atatah Tdbtets. 40 .Text No.

17.

(1954)56, 120 ff.

3. 43a.

The

Statue o f Idri-nrij London(1949) 1.4.

There m a s ik tu seems to indicate an upheaval which caused Idrimi to
leave his country.

Loswenstamm

2

points out that there is a

similarity between this text and the case of .Niaboth where both are
put to death for some offence and their property is taken by the king.
That Niqmepa's seizure of the property was in accord with the law
is shown by the fact that he grants Satuwa a return of the betrothal
gift.

2

This, of course, does not overlook the fact that Canaanite

kings could step outside the normal legal process to dispose of
political agitators.

1.

S.E. Lowenstamm /Notes on the Alalah Tablets', IEJ t 6 . (1956)
217 ff.
London,

2.

3.

3

See now D.J. Wiseman 1Archaeology', New Bible Dictionaryf
(1962) 66a.

Loewenstamin, loc* cit,, 225.
,—

,

✓

.

,

^

•V •

y

%numa naktr PN tupsarrum ^tt^ sarrv bel%su u PN2 iduksu
'when PN, the scrib, revolted against the king, his lord, PN2
had him executed.' PRU

III 68 (o f . CAD 3, 36-37).

Note also

the case cited by'Jacobsen, JNES 2 (1943) 165 where a man is
arrested by a royal official for seditious utterances and placed
before the assembly for trial.

There is no reason, however, to suggest that the ban

1

was ever

carried out in Israel for political offences of this nature.

2

Andersen construed Naboth's accusation as being that he invoked
the name of Yahweh in refusing Ahab's offer but that this was alleged
by Jezebel to be an oath of acceptance and so in withdrawing from
the alleged agreement Naboth w^s at fault.

1.

Whether in the case of Satuwa he was claiming back the bethrothal
gift because the girl in question had been put to death with her
father and the rest of the family is not clear from the text.

2.

A Malamat, 'The ban in Mari and the Bible’, B'ibtieal Essays^
Stellenbosch,

(1966) 40 ff. , compares the Hebrew

-Q">n

with

I'M

1 I

Akkadian asakku and deduces

that they are both terms implying

a ban applied under similar

conditions, allowing for the Israelite

theological presuppositions.

He is mistaken in insisting (p.44)

that there is 'no reference in the whole of Akkadian literature
to the asakku (and for that matter to

(asak sam-m) or other mortal.....

the 'ikhibu) of

a king

Thus Mari was unique ...... 1

There exists an OB text from sippar TLB 1 , 231:23 in which an

2
asakku of both a god and king is mentioned (of. CAD 1 , 327a).

vr

Andersen cites AT 61 as an example of the severe penalty exacted
for such a crime,

lead poured into the persons mouth.

1

This is, however, a common prohibition of the curse type used
during the Old Babylonian period and there is no example of such a
punishment being put into effect.

It is in keeping with the exaggerated

penalty clauses in many contemporary contracts which would have been
impossible to fulfil ,

Further, as Phillips has pointed out, the

death penalty was not demanded in Israel for such offences.
Israel's criminal law nowhere considers property more important than
life.

2

An examination of the trial and certain pecularities associated

with it v/ill

.make it clearer what the charge must have been and

what function the witnesses played in bringing about the infliction
of the

xnrj.
'm
In the first place the direction from Jezebel using the king's

authority

3

to proclaim a fast is most unusual in the context.

As

Andersen points out the connection of jurisprudence with fasting
has no parallels elsewhere.

4

1.

Andersen, t o o . a i t ., 53.

2.

Phillips, o p , a i t . ,

3.

The king's dynastic seal was used in official legal documents
at Dgarit.

44.

E.A. Speiser, JAOS 75 (1955) 157.

to Alalah and elsewhere, o f . Andersen, t o o . a i t .
4.

t o o . a i t ., 56.

The same applies

V

Fasting is, however, associated with disaster and an attempt to
enquire from God as to the cause.*
authors

2

It has been suggested by various

that this was the reason for the assembly in question and

that the disaster concerned was the drought mentioned in I Kings 17.
In this connection a remark by S.R. Driver on the word
ties together a number of passages of similar content.
on I Sam. 14:29 he says of the word

Commenting

“>^if'An ominous word in the 0 T,
r

used of trouble brought by Achan upon Israel (Josh. 7, 25
, tvtn 73Vsd. 7n TV*

r

T i

•

P*}
••

# and by the daughter of Jephthah upon her

father (Jud. 11:35.

• T

Ahab (I Kings 18:17 f.)"

3

t

j p ’T*
T

*—

. - >

) and retorted by Elijah upon

The case on which he is commenting is

that in which Jonathan has violated the ban placed by Saul on eating
until the sunset.

The striking thing in all these cases is that the

ban ( T3”^n) was felt to be appropriate punishment for crimes committed
4
.

which led to
T

1.

H.H. Guthrie, Jr., ID B } II, 242b.

2.

Montgomery and Gehman, K in g s , ICC; J. Gray,J & I I K in g s 2nd ed.
(1970),. in loc. , o f .

3.

Brichto, o p . o i t ., 161 ff.

SVR. Driver, N o te s on th e Hebrew t e x t o f th e books o f Samuel,
)
Oxford,(1913),114.

4.

In the case of Jephthah's daughter she had, of course, committed
no crime herself yet the narrative stresses that she was her
father's only child and that she was a virgin.

In cutting her

off Jephthah was applying the ban against himself; hence the
reference to p oj) .

This is borne out by the case of Achan (Josh. 7:6 f£)jJoshua and
the elders fasted just as Jezreel fasted on the occasion of a calamity.
There Yahweh revealed the cause of the trouble in broad terms:
:

iid .jo p S

«r

f'

l;TT

n a i

\r P -a

-;

* ’f

-o t i i

j ix

V

: r-r

-

*u > n

-r ; '

r r

'Israel has sinned and violated my covenant ... and taken from the
devoted thing'

(Josh. 7:11)

It is specifically stated that this act constituted a breach of the
covenant stipulations and hence merited death and the ban for the
which he had brought on Israel.

1

In the case of Ahab (I Kings 18:17 f.) he accuses Elijah of
troubling Israel',

"

the accusation, saying

jv

f>ja,x
,*

, but the prophet turns

T -- 1

**
t

■

&
*

?
,

i . -r i

<
—-

"'jpo
- i — r

;T p 3 ?
"It is not I who 'trouble' Israel but you and your father's house".
This is a clear reference to Elijah's pronouncement that there
would be a drought in the land.

1.

2

G.R. Driver, JTS 23 (1972) 161^suggests that Achan only was put
to death (seemingly a change of opinion from VIS 15 (1967) 57)
and not his family.

This argument, largely based on variants

in the LXX is not fully convincing.
2.

I Kings 17:1.

But Elijah equally clearly attributes the "■'0:0 to Ahab's illicit
relations with other gods.*
and his house

2

This calls forth the ban on Ahab

in which all his lineal male descendants are to be

cut off.^
The ban was carried out, this time by divine intervention, in
4

the case of Korah and his followers.
v.30 (end)

The charge is contained in
%*

t&xtj
»' „ -r
*, ■> T

•

-r

. tT”

axxz

_• »

'these men despised Yahweh'.

1.

I Kings 18:18.

The

' *r «

in question were, no doubt, those

associated with Sidon and brought into Israel as a result

of

Ahabs marriage to Jezebel who was a devoted follower of Baal.
Hence both Ahab and Jezebel are linked early in the narrative
with the

.
r

2.

I. Kings 21:20 ff.

of. G.R. Driver, VTS 15 (1967) 57.

out, as does Malamat^op. ovt., 46,

that

He points
was known

in Moab, though ha appears to differ from Malamat in denying
that the ban was known in Assyria and Babylonia, 59.
3.

Drought is commonly included in Near Eastern treaties as a curse
to follow violation of the treaty, of. D.R. Hillers f

Treaty curses and the Old Testament prophets3 Rome ,(1964) 62-3,
cf. also Deut. 28:23-4, Lev. 26-14 ff. note also D.J. McCarthy,
CBQ 27 (1965) 227.
4.

Num. 16.

That those men whom the ground swallowed up were understood to have
been involved in the ban and so have their names cut off from
Israel is shown by the appeal of the daughters of Zelophechad. *
These women stress that their father was not involved in the rebellion
of Korah and therefore, since he dfed only for his own sin, his name
should not be cut off simply because he had no sons.
was not confiscated because he rebelled

2

His property

and "despised Yahweh"

with Korah, therefore his daughters should inherit his portion and
perpetuate his name.

In the case of Jonathan

Saul became the cause of

3

the curse laid by

and steps were taken to find the
T

man responsible for the offence of eating contrary to the curse.
Normally, as already indicated, accusation came from a witness
of the events, but in the account of I Kings 21 it is the
and nobles'
Andersen

5

capacity.

9

“

,

"zP'j p-h7*
* v*1 J

'elders

This is taken by

to be a hendiadys for those elders who served in a judicial
This expression refers to the particular group to whom

Saul appealed and who are referred to as

j ^i
rr

(I Sam.
'

14:38).

1.

Num. 27:3 ff.

2.

J. Weingreen, "Ihe case of the daughters of Zelophchad’f VT 16
(1966) 521 f.

3.

I Sam. 14:29.

4.

see above page 44 ff.

5.

Andersen, l o c . c i t * ,5 5 .

Here too the question at issue is the determining of guilt among
Jr>i3o

the people:
r

^

-iuj'p

->*,*> ,

T

-r

T

*:

-

n o')?<ti>TiT' n jn ■>ti Ti&Zi *i*"?*i

—
—
t r ■ it
’r "
*
'Thud Saul said draw near all you nobles* of the people? and know
and see wherein this sin has come about today1.

The 'nobles and elders' are responsible for determining the guilty
party who had committed a crime so as to bring

on the people and

this they did in the case of Jonathan by use of the lot.

2

A

similar process of selection of the criminal is indicated in the case
of Achan where the same verb
The expression

a » o n in the Naboth incident has caused
‘T T

considerable difficulty.
Naboth

is used.

!

Montgomery - Gehman

3

was given a place of prominence which Ellison thinks to be

that of chairman of the investigating tribunal.

1.

take it to mean that

4

J1I3S> is lit. ' c o m e r s ’ hence its metaphoric usage for
'princes, nobles 'ie. the stay of the people of. Driver, Samuel*

2.

The sense of the passage is well illustrated by the LXX text
which reads, restoring the Hebrew,

\?Hi

’>*'5

. Driver, S am uel, in loo.
3.

jdk

r ‘t

\x ->3.

r

t

-o/v TJ I-VI -Tpaw
'3 f? ^

op.oit., 331? c.F. Burney, Notes on the Hebrew text of the books
of Kings, Oxford (1903), 245.

4.

H.L. Ellison, I & II Kings, The new Bible commentaryt London,
(1954), 317.

Andersen* objects to what he sees as a free rendition in
among the people' and offers
(i)

That

'on high

two alternative suggestions:

is the title of an official such as the hazccnnu of

Ugarit or the rabi'anwi in early Mesopotamia an office which

rotated

among the sibut alim 'elders of the cityJ .^
(ii)

that

is a preposition in this context meaning 'in front

of but facing away from' in contrast to

which means 'in front

3

of but facing towards'.

ihis latter suggestion seems most reasonable.

If the elders operated some sort of selection procedure to determine
the guilty party then at the end of this Naboth was left by himself
accused.

rr

At this stage in the cases of Jonathan and Achan they

confessed to their offence.

But since Naboth was facing false charges

this is not to be expected.

In this case the testimony of two

witnesses

4

becomes necessary and these come forward to supply the

answer to the problem - Naboth had "cursed God and King" and so broken
the covenant stipulations.

1.

loc.oit.; 56-7.

2.

of. Landsberger^ JCS 9 {1955) 127.

G. Evans/. JCS 14 (1960) 38

note 25.
3.

For similar use of Akkadian vna ves of. A.L. Oppenheim / Idiomatic
Akkadian', JAOS 61 (1941) 251-71.

4.

of. Deut. 17:6; 19:15.

Phillips sees the mention of two witnesses

as an attempt by the Deuteronomist to conform to Deuteronomic
legislation; P.J. Verdam^'On ne fera point mourir les enfants pour
\
les peres en droit biblique '
,
3 0949')
On the
of*
th
e
,n
u
m
b
e
ro
f*w
itn
e
s
s
e
s

ctep> T
tt. beLew.

and

The ^fact that the witnesses were sitting seems to bother
Andersen

i

for he follows tie Vaux

and the accused would stand.

2

in assuming that both the witnesses

The texts De Vaux cites to support

this (ie. Isa. 50:8 end, Deut. 19:17) are not decisive, for the judge
is seated till the end of the trial (Isa. 16:5, Job 29:7 of. fjhE ji-S)
and rises to give judgment (Isa. 13:13, PS. 76:10).

It may be that

3
the parties too were seated for part of the proceedings.
The witnesses then corroborate the decision of the elders arrived
at by manipulation of the lots and Naboth is taken out and stoned.
His sons

4

die with him, though at what time or place this happens

is not clear,

and the king takes possession of his estate.

is close to the case of Alaiah No. 7.

This

5

The incident is made all the more ironic when it becomes clear
that Naboth is put to death for Ahab's crimes.
brought the

Ahab it is who has

but Naboth it is who is put to the ban for it.

1.

Z o o *o v t* t 56.

2.

o p 'C v t . , 156.

3.

of. Jacobsenf JNES 2 (1943) 164 uzuzzu (to stand) and WQ^abit (sit)
are both used as technical terms for participation in the puhpwri
On the posture of the parties see below.

4.

C.F. Burney, op.oit.,212 points out that the phrase i
I.

^

,

>rt
Jrtl7L3v
»

I Kings 21:15 means Naboth and his

sons, just as much as ;

v. 19 means Ahab

and his sons (of. v.29b)t
5.

The relationship if any between
investigation.

H

and m a s ik tu may repay

T ’^T) has another meaning, namely ’to warn, solemnly affirm’.
It is used of men warning others about the consequences of their
v

actions, eg, I Kings 2:42, where Solomon warned Simei not to leave
the city and in Gen. 43:3 where Joseph warned his brothers not to
return to Egypt without Benjamin { o f , Neh. 13:21, Jer. 42:19, I Sam.
8:9).

It is used in particular to indicate warning by God, directly

or by the prophets, of the consequences of continued breach of
covenant.
;

Thus Jer. 11:7 reads :

- I;
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.. „r{

tisxdT)
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rnr>TlV>7i
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*
*

’For I warned your fathers on the day I brought them up from Egypt
even till today, diligently warning them, saying that they should
listen to my voice.’

The consequences of not obeying Yahweh’s

voice are indicated in the next verse:

A&t

rj^i
11 r

: J\*TT>- J\-n-3LT>

""

'1

i

TIJTX J>*
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V
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,,

’But they did not listen and did not incline their ears ....
and I will bring upon them all the words of this convenant.’
II Kings 17:13 again deals with warnings by the prophets against
deflection from the covenant requirements and Yahweli is trie subject
of warning speeches in P s . 50:7 and Ps. 81:9.

In these last two

cases the warnings are explicitely associated with the Sinai covenant
and as Biggs, who notes the relationship with the Sinai covenant,
points out, some of the ’ten words’ are mentioned as having been
violated.

1

The verb is used, as noted above (p5S-(?) , of taking

witnesses to attest an action out of court and this usage is illustrated
by Isa. 8:2, Jer. 32:10, 25, 44 for civil procedure.

1.

C.A. Biggs, Psalms, ICC,Vol. 1, 417, Vol. 2, 209 ff.

Y i>

There is, however, the case of heaven and earth being called as
witnesses to hear Yahweh's warning to Israel through Moses

( o f , pp

Here too the element of warning is present and despite the fact that
the dictionaries list these latter passages under the meaning,
'take as witnesses'* and those in Jer. 11:7, II Kings 17:13,
Z

Ps. 50:7, Ps. 81:9, etc, as meaning 'warn', the verb has essentially
the same meaning in all these passages, ie ,
'cause to witness'.

’take witnesses',

The witnesses, once present, may be called

upon to witness a business transaction or a speech of warning,
whether associated with a covenant or not.

Thus in time the mention

of witnesses in the accusative was omitted from, the construction.
From the texts cited above the verb can be seen to have had a wide
application to situations outside the court and indeed the only
clear example of its use in court procedure is I Kings 21:10, 13.
The importance of this prelitigation warning will become evident
when dealing with the 'covenant law suit'.
The one instance in which the Hophal is used bears out what has
been stated above.

A man whose ox is in the habit of goring is

warned ( Ti>M Tl) , so that if after the warning the ox kills a man
the owner is to be put to death (Exod, 21:29).

There must have

been witnesses to the warning if the death sentence was later to
be carried out.

1.

e g . BDB, 73 0.

2.

ib id .

-

(ii) Other terms
With reference to T ^ T l as it appears in Ps. 50, a number of other
legal terras are associated with it in the same passage, in particular
o'zptT' and

.

The latter when used in a legal context

means to "set ones case in order*.

1

has a wide range of meanings which are listed by Gamper,
and Seeligman.

4

2

Gemser,

3

*
The Niphal occurs in Gen. 20:16 of Sarah being

vindicated before all those with her while in Isa. 1:18 and Job 23:7
it is used in the sense of 'reasoning with someone*.
two cases are taken by Gamper

6

while Gemser

5

to mean 'to go to law',

is more vague suggesting 'to reason'.

with the passage in Isa. 1:18 is right when he says:
of

and

These last
'litigate',
Gray, in dealing
"The occurrence

(Prov. 1:25, 30) suggests that-

r>T*ir> 13

(e g . Neh. 6:7), and meant little more than

was nearly‘=

'advise together, reason together'

(EV).

Or derived from the

Hiph. in the sense 'to reprove, find fault with'

(e g . Ezek. 3:26,

Job 6:25) the Niph. may mean 'to reprove one another, to point out
one another's faults, to discuss with one another who is right and
who is wrong1."

'1..

7

Seeligman, loa.oit. , 267.

2.

op.ait., 192 ff.

3.

loa.oit., 124-5.

4.

loo.ait., 266 ff.

5.

op.ait., 192.

6.

loa.oit., 125.

7.

Gxayf Isaiah r ICC, 27-8.

The Hiph. has a wide range of meaning and Boecker* argues that
the verb had a technical juridical sense and only later developed
a more general usage.

This is difficult to substantiate and

Seeligman has pointed out that when used as a technical juridical
term the verb

has various shades of meaning.

2

^

occurs within a court setting in Isa. 11:4} 2:4, Mich 4:3 where it
is parallel to

t£> e> <u

.

in these passages it depicts the

activity of a judge or arbitrator, i e .
give an account.

one who causes the parties to
I
So Job laments the fact that there is no

between himself and Yahweh who would lay his hand on both of them to
Job 9:33 (o f . Gen.

cause them to give their respective accounts^
31:42).

According to Gemser's list

3

the meaning ’correct, rebuke,

call to account' is the most frequent and in this sense the usage is
not by any means restricted to tne lav;'-court.

4

1.

Boecker, op. ait., 45-47.

2.

op.ait., 267.

3.

op.cit.f 192.

4.

Seeligman argues that since the development of the verb is
'accuse - reprove - condemn - punish' Job 13:15 cannot be
translated 'I will justify

(

He proposes to read

for

tto'* ) my ways before him'.
so as to have Job suggesting
(o p . c i t . 268).

that God is unjust in His ways towards him
This emendation is quite unnecessary if

^■srVTis taken as parallel
-

i -

to 'case'funderstood in v. 3, therefore, the translation would be
'I would debate (the rightness of) my ways to his face* .

The ptep.

n

^

occurs in Amos 5:10 and Isa 29:21 in the

expression 9

u>p. T)'Ol^

shown in Chapter 1 the

'the reprover in the gate*.

As

'gate* is regarded as the place for

dispensing local justice and the

—>-v)cpn

has

therefore some function connected with the administration of justice.
The

of Amos 5:10 is taken by Harper* to be either a judge

or the prophet but this seems unlikely.

Since the entire judicial

system is envisaged in this chapter as corrupt of, VSS. 6-7 and

12 ffv it is hardly probable that a judge is meant and since the
setting is a purely legalistic one the prophet is not meant.

Verse

13 suggests that he who normally does reprove will, under conditions
of such corruption, do so no longer since within such a system it
is a futile actifon.
laid for him by the

In the Isa. passage the nj»tslAhas a snare
f
"

2

^ ’l ^ a n d

and this hardly applies to a judge.

by their giving false evidence
The term may be used in these

passages to indicate someone who brings accusations of wrongdoing
at the local court whether as a good citizen of whom it was expected

(of. Lev. 5:1), or perhaps as an official accuser.

The situation

envisaged in Amos. 5:10 is similar to that in Mich. 6:9 where the
unjust gain of the rich is at issue.
Mich 6:9

*'

The text reads:

V

/O j>*

p
fT >

^A
.

H&n
*; ~

1.

w.R. Harper, Eosea and Amosf ICC in loc.

2.

These terms frequently occur in legal contexts of, Ps. 1.

3.

On official accusers in the sphere of cuneiform law see above pp. 46-ff^

The RSV follows the LXX in reading^'Hear, O tribe and assembly of
the city .
it? *

instead of the MT^Hear, a rod and who has appointed

The MT makes little sense but the LXX reading requires a

radical alteration of the MT.

In view of the fact that the verse

is set against a background of injustice it is better to point
%

as

T* ^

'perverted justice' and

T

'who denounces it ? 1

^as

tn T

T *

* *03
*

The full verse would then be translated

"The voice of Yahweh calls to the cityr and it is sound wisdom to
fear his name.

Hear!, perverted justice,and who denounces it?"

This translation requires reading Hiph. of 7 ^ ’ instead of Qal and
translating the Hiph. as 'to denounce, make one give an account
(of one's actions) '.

This meaning of

use in its other O T occurrences.

Tj is borne- out by its

In all it occurs three times

in the O T apart from the proposed reading in the Mich, passage.
In Job 9:19 it is used of 'appointing a time for a trial, calling
(someone) to give an account

(of his actions)' and this translation

applies equally in the two remaining passages in Jer. 50:44 and
49:19.

These last two passages describe an identical picture,

that of Yahweh as a lion coming upon the fold, and the question
is posed :

>v *

*

Jer. 50:44

'TTTiO
v ■

**33

Jer. 49:19 'who will call me to give an account (of my action)'.
This meaning is supported by the rest of the verse which reads
'what shepherd can stand before me', 'who is like me?'
If this proposed emendation is correct then Yahweh is asking
for someone to denounce the injustice in the.land.

The person

who would normally perform this function is described, under very
A

similar moral conditions, in Amos 5:10 and Isa. 29:21 as
'the accuser in the gate'.

tpdi

o v

There is no way of telling whether such

TL ■>n

23 were

state of local officials or not but Boecker's contention that the
local assembly h a d ^ n o official persons, no official judge, advocate,
or accuser11^ is purely an argument from silence/and as shown in
Chapter 1 the judge at a local level had some official position
and stature.

The reference to a

in Prov. 24:23-25 must be

to an arbitrator or judge just as Job. 9:33 since he is said to
pronounce innocent or guilty:

"n^3e> —

H-i <-0-33
•—

..jr

l

•
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»

T
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'Partiality in judgement is not good:TJ'^^-M>^37 -o’^-vTnLj>

f*

He who says to the wicked you are righteous, him the people will
curse and he will be abhorrent to the nations.
;

LO ~

x\d.3»

~
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—
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But he who reproves will have delight and upon him a good blessing
will come .1
In considering other officials responsible for bringing
criminals to justice mention must be made of the
H. Graf Reventlow

2

suggested that the

had the office of

state solicitor and was to some degree responsible for searching
out criminals.
sees

,T>T*?

Boecker

3

rejected this construction though he

as a technical legal term.

I.

Boecker,o p . o i t ., 13

2.

H. Graf Reventlow J f t . Z 15 (1959) 161-175.

3.

H.J. Boecker^'Erwagungen zum Amt des Mazkir\ T h ,Z 17 (1961)

212 ff.

.

,

Seeligman* points out that

in Isa, 43:26, the only

passage for which a technical legal usage can be claimed, does not
support the idea of a state solicitor with responsibilities for
detaining criminals.

7

Schottroff^ argues that 'like

also appears to be used of a process in legal action quite by chance'.
3

Diestel

concluded that Biblical Israel know 'no authorities.....

who could cbtain knowledge of crimes committed by state means'.

Seeligman

4

agrees with Diestel, 'Wo kein Klager, da kein Richter'.

The

3 ’ora

may not appear as a state accuser but the question of the

TVpDo

is quite another matter and it must remain uncertain what relationship
he had to the local authorities.

C.

Motives for Accusation

Landsberger pointed out that accusation or denunciation was
viewed in the Assyrian Law as a public duty, neglect of which was
subject to punishment.

5

The public responsibility for accusation

in the case of murder is shown, as early as the third dynasty or Ur,
in a text dealing with a trial for murder published by Jacobsen.

1.

op.cit., 260.

2.

W. Schottroff, Gedenken in Alien Orient und in A T ^-(.1964) , 263.

3.

L. Diestel,

'Die religiosen Delicte in Israeiitischen Strafrecht',

Jahvbudh fur protest. Theologie / 5 (1879) 263.
4.

op.cit., 261.

5.

B. Landsberger, JCS 9 (1955) 124, of . also the clauses contained
in treaties, eg. VTE p. 24-

He comments, "in the present case, since the widow so pointedly
refrained from taking

any steps, the initiative may perhaps best

be imagined to have come from friends and neighbours alive with
suspicions".*

Szlechter has pointed out that 'Le proces penal

sumero-babylonien ressernblait un proces civil'.

2

Landsberger, in the work cited above, gave no evidence for his
conclusion but Assyrian Law A $40, which deals with the veiling
of women, states:
v

(68 )

^

S

sa KAR. LIL pa-as-su-im-ta
* •
/

V s

.

v

(69)

( 10) lu .mes se-bu-te t*-sa-ak-ka-an

e-tam-ru-u-ni i-ba-ajs-si

( 11)

s

a-na pi-i e.gal

lim

ub-ba-la-a-si
'Whoever sees a veiled harlot shall seize her.

He shall produce

witnesses and bring her to the entrance of the palace. '

In the

case of a man seeing a harlot veiled and not reporting the fact
” •
4
to the authorities he may in turn be denounced by a batiqu 'informer1.
In this case the batiqu is entitled to take and keep the accused
persons clothing just as the man who arrests a veiled harlot may
take and keep clothing if he is able to prove his accusation against
her.

1.

Hh. Jacobsen, 'An ancient Mesopotamian trial for homucide'^
An, B ib . 12 (St. Bib. et. Or. Ill) 139.

2 . l o a . o i t ., 100.
3.

Taken by Driver as a scribal error for i~ s a - b a - a s - s i

ALt

4.

As stated above p.51 , this term is used for a member

of the

general public acting in a given instance as an accuser.
o f . Landsberger;Op.ctt., 124.

409.

This introduces the principle of gain for an accuser who is able
to substantiate his accusation, a principle already attested in
III and other Old Babylonian texts;

In LH $2 a situation is

envisaged in which a man has brought an accusation of sorcery against
another but has been unable to prove the case.

In this event the

accused person is obliged to submit to the river ordeal:
v

(42)

summa

(4 5 )

E -s u

£ *

ID

(4 3 )

^ -ta b -h a rd i

^ k -ta r^ s a -s u
LH $2.

(4 4 )

. **

m u-ub-b'£~ir-su

42-45.

'If the river overwhelms him his accuser shall take and keep his
house '.1

1.

Landsberger JCS 9 (1955) 124 suggests that the literal translation
'house' for b'tssu is hardly satisfactory since the accused or
accuser may not have a house and in the case of the soldier
in LH $26 his house cannot be separated from his eqtvmj bltim^
and hCvym
B L tI ,

,

He also rejects the suggestion by Driver-Miles ,

116^that 'provate property' is meant since this would be

rendered by makkurum^ or busum .

He suggests the translation

'f a m i l y i m p l y i n g the death of the man himself and enslavement
of his family.

The evidence for this is not conclusive though

the practice is known and it may be safer to retain the translation
'house' as a general vague Cerm.

LH $26 makes the same provision for the accuser who charges a
— A
— .
vedutn or a baH vum with refusal to carry out the king’s order for
service or of hiring a substitute to perform the service for him:
^ \

v

V

^

,

^

/

.

lu uku.us u lu su.KUg su -u id -d a -a k m u -n a -a g -g i-'ir-s u E~su ■ i-ta b -b a ra l.
LH $26:7-12
whether a vedum or a b a 'ir u m , that man shall be put to

'

death and the accuser shall take and keep his house'.
the terms mubb'iTWi and rm m agginon^

As suggested above p. 49
describe the same activity.

In $26 no mention is made of any sanction

;against the rmnagg'Cvum in the event of a false accusation but in $2
the mubbi-rwri loses his b'itvm

('property') to the accused if the latter

survives the river ordeal:
v/

.

„

✓

. f &/

—
/

*

V

v

s

surrt-ma a-wis-lam s u - a - tv id u -te -e b -b % -b a -a s-su -m a is -ta -d l-m a -c o n
V

S m

,1/

V'' j /•t ✓
/
ID is - V i- a - a m e rm-~ub’~'b'C~-ri'~su

sa e -l% -s u k i- is - p 'C -id -d u -it id -d a -a k sa
i- t d b - b a - a l

LH $21 46=56.

'If the river clears that man and he returns safely, he who made
the accusation of sorcery against him

shall be put to death*

he who leapt into the river shall take and keep the bTtum ('property')
of his accuser.'
The same principle operated during the Old Babylonian period
at Mari as evidenced by the letter already cited above p.

1.

.

Von Soden' accepted the view that munaggirwi was an irregular
Nt participle from
$97m'.

JCS

agan&n and a synonym of agrumtGAG

This must now be rejected.
9 (1955)'123.

$57e and

of. above P-47 and Landsbergers

The letter is from Yatar-ami king of Carcheraish to Zimrilira
king of Mari asking him to submit two suspects to the

river ordeal.

In this case they had been accused of seditious utterances:
v
d ^
(13) u a-nu-um -m a a -n a id
✓
m a -h i—is q a -q a -d z -s u -n u
*

(1 1 )

( IS )

V

f
V v'
LU.mes s u -n u
V

i- s a - t a m

(1 5 )

v ^
u LU

^

v/

(2 o )

a -n a

( IS ) l erum - k a k a l- lu m

d /
v
ID l i - i r - d i - s u - n u - t v

.V'
^
'C s -ta -a l-m u LU m a - h i- is

(2 2 )

(2 4 )

^
, v
u s - ta - id - s u - n u - t i

an-ni--k&-<£m i - n a

i - n a - s a - r u lu-mes s u m u - t i-

d
'N a -a p -s u -n a - IM

✓

t

v

a - q a - a l - l u sum-ma lu-mes

*
^ y/
. v j ’ W'
(2 6 ) E. ha- s u - n u n - i- s i- s u - n u
(2 6 )

(1 4 )

(2 1 )

(2 3 )

(2 5 )

(2 1 )

(1 9 )

'it -

V

sum-ma

v
q a - q a r d i- s u - n u

im - t u - t u a n - h i- k i- a - a m

,,
v
a -n a m a -h i—is q a - q a - d 'i- s u - n u

a - n a - a d - d i- v n

'And now

X have-seob t h e m

kept here in prison.

to the river, and their-accuser is

Let one of your slaves, a messenger, with

Napsuna Adad escort these men to the river.

If these men are

saved I will b u m their accuser with fire> if the men die, I will
give their houses and their people to their accuser.*

1.

o f . note 94.

The mention of- hzsu1- here does not exclude

the possibility that bTtum normally includes n is v

(this is

a letter and not a carefully drafted legal document) neither
does it confirm the theory that- h ttu m IhCludes a mans

r iis u , .

In the case under consideration the charge is seditious utterances
and this is not catered for in the laws.

The principle of rewarding the accuser with the possessions of
the accused may have been introduced to encourage the populus to
denounce crimes of the sort mentioned above, ie, sorcery, sedition,
unveiled prostitutes and failure in a public duty* but it is note
worthy that a proverb-dealing with the roie of the accuser in society
knows of no such rewards:

\3fi-qa-qi-pu a-mi-lam iz~qu~ut[mtj-na-a il-qi
fym-na^m-gi-vu a-mi-lam us-mit jmi-naj-a ut-ti-iv
BWL p.240
AJSL

(of. JCS 9 (1955) 123)

28 243 (K'4347 ii 22 ff.)

'A scorpion has stung a man, what did it get?
An accuser brought about a man’s death, what did it benefit him.'
This reflects a period prior to $LH

2

in which no reward was given

for accusation.
There is no evidence in the O T to suggest that rewards existed
for accusation of criminals to encourage the practice.

1. .Driver - Miles^ B l, 1, 62.
2.

The tablet,K 4347 + 16161* c'omes from Assurbanipa! *s library.
The,Sumerian column is lost at the point in the text under
consideration.

<
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Job 17:5:
'He who denounces friends for a share,

1

The eyes of his children shall fail. '
indicates that the accuser stood to gain from a successful conviction
of his friends7but the background is vague and could mean that
by removing someone likely to gain a share in some property thereby
gains his share himself.
Psalm 50:19-20 deals with the case in which a man makes charges
against his own brother:
'
"

t P F P [ -Ff
‘
'

-TPn JJ59’

Psa. 50:20

'You sit to speak against your brother,
To accuse your mother's son'

„

-

Briggs has pointed to the fact that in this section of the psalm,
which deals with Yahweh's judgment for breach of covenant, three
representative prohibitions or 'words' are 'taken from the primative
tablet of the covenant'.

3

This being so the „verse cited above deals

with violation of the ninth commandment, i-e* regarding false witness
of false accusation.

1.

4

Driver &.Gray, Job f \CC. , 152 suggest that the noun

tr -

has developed the meaning 'prey' from an original meaning
'share, portion'.

There is no evidence to support their

conjecture and the meaning 'share, portion* makes sense in the
present context.

2.
3.

'♦OH'
4

is

5rr. Afey.
*

C.A. Briggs^,Psalms, tec.

420.

o f . The selection of

-a"*“>:rr

made by Jesus in Matt. 5:21-37 as representing the whole law,
4.

Briggs^i-b-id. ?suggests that the accusation is made 'before
ministers of justice'.

What is not clear is what, if anything, the accuser hoped to gain.
The accusation which was clearly false may have been simply capricious.
Deuteronomy lays down a rule that even close relations are not
to be spared when they depart from true Yahweh worship to follow
strange gods but are to be slain as a public duty:
■*?

.- T

->

Tl

-i-r

r-

r: -r
; T3

Deut. 13:7-10

13

-

'If your brother, the son of your mother, or your son, or your
daughter, or the wife of your bosom, or your friend who is as
yourself, entices you secretly, saying, "Let us go and serve other
gods," which neither you not your fathers have known, from the
gods of the nations which are rcund about .......
You shall not listen to him nor heed him nor shall your eye pity
him nor shall you spare him, nor conceal him.
kill him. '

(7)

You shall surely

CHAPTER
COURT

3

PROCEDURE

I . Terminology:
As was pointed out in the introduction, pp 2-5, the O T gives no
clear picture of the course of judicial proceedings in Israel.*

There

are, however, a number of passages in the O T, including prayers and
prophetic oracles, in which aspects of Israelite court procedure form
the background against which the writer or speaker conveys his message.
Since, however, no comprehensive knowledge of these proceedings is
available it is proposed here to utilise Akkadian legal terms, whose
context and significance is known or determinable, to act as an external
check on speculation with regard to Hebrew meanings.

By contrasting

and comparing the Akkadian and Hebrew terms for each stage of the
proceedings it may well be possible to be more certain about the
background of the Hebrew terms and their significance and thus, in
retrospect, reconstruct a typical lawsuit.

It will become clear in

the course of this process of comparison and reconstruction that
certain of the Akkadian and Sumerian terms have had to be reinterpreted
and the comparison with Hebrew material has often been helpful in this.
A.

Institution of proceedings #

t

(I,)

Making a claim.*
^
2

(a)

baqarum3

^

^
^
The terms baqar'um^ ragamum,

ragamum. Fsabatum3 gemm.

and sabatum which occur in OB documents and signify the raising of a claim
have been dealt with in detail by Walther

3

and Lautner.

4

1.

o f . J. Pedersenf I s v a e t ,1-11, 400, 410; B. Gemser^FTiS 3 (1955) 122-3.

2.

The verb is baqarwn in OB while in later periods it is paq’aru
Lautner, Stve'Ltbe&ndigiMgs 6 .

3.

Walther, Geriohtswesen, 213.

4.

Lautner, op.oit.j 6 ff.

-

'

^

9U9

Lautner pointed out that r&gkrnurn and ^arvn? = ' to claim* but ragamum has
the wider, more general meaning while baqarwn is used in a precise
technical way of claims of ownership "
oder um Retrakt handeln".

1

mag es sich dabei um Eviktion

—
Furthermore baqarum is concerned with

objects and has the object in question as a direct object.

ragdmum,

on the other hand, refers to persons and has as its object the person
claimed against.

2

In concluding contracts and arriving at settlements

one party is frequently obliged to undertake never to raise a claim
again and this is reflected in the designation of the type of tablets
known as tuppi la ragamim "tablet of no claim".

Sabdtum will t>& 3salt with Later In tkle. cViap. on pp

It is used

of seizing a person as a distress so as to initiate proceedings or
of seizing the defendant himself to compel him to come to court.
A

gerum *be hostile*, 'start a lawsuit', has a semantic range
corresponding to the Hebrew

but in a legal setting is not as

—
—
3
frequent as ragamum and baqarum.

in OB it is used both intransitively

and with a person as object, eg, PN, PN2 u PN3 .

ana HAJIA

igderuma

'PN, PN2 and PN3 went to court about the division (of the property) . 1

CT 4 9a: 5.

eqlam sa itti mare PN PN2 isamu PN3 mar PN ana eqlim

sadadim PN2 igre 'with regard to the field that PN2 bought from the sons
of PN, PN3, a son of PN, took PN2 to court for incorrect measurement of
the field'.

Gautier Dilbat 6:8 .

connection with dinu,

1.

ibid, ,8.

2.

Lautner,

3.. Walther,
4.

see

the verbis used

ie, dlnvtgeru withthemeaning

op,ait,, 9.
op,oit,, 213.

CAD 5, 61-2.

In SB and MB

in

'bring a suit '.4

J»Jf ,

<b>

Corresponding to the Akkadian terms discussed above are the Hebrew
verbs

i" r

and

T-Sh*'.
■—t

Seeligman, commenting on these two words,

says, "when a crime occurs the one whose life or welfare is damaged
raised a cry of a l a r m . A

woman who had left her land in time of

hardship returned and cried ( p-***) to the king in order to have her
lands restored, i e .

she claimed them legally (II Kings 8:3).

It is

not clear from the context or from any 0 T parallel passages whether
the property had been confiscated by the' crown or was in private hands.
The breakdown of justice in Israel in Isaiah's time is depicted
in Isa. 5 9 : 4 •
r

‘i i v

, r ; • 1 *’ i r,tv 1 -

'No one sues justly, No one submits to judgment
The terms -dTinand

2

”

1“

honestly’

'Tu>'violence, harm' occur as the objects of

T

and

I— r

r

with legal connotations.

According to Seeligman

implies a threat to the person himself while
robbery or theft.

r r

“fa* is the violence of

This observation is borne out by Jer. 40:35,
?>nn is parallel to

Hab. 2:8, 17 where

t*

the expression

T

v

/-D’& t

~CTX

*r'

“D '*^>'7 "O xT)
■-

\ v r -r

.

In Ezek. 9:9

. -

is parallel to 8:17
*

y~i K7l 3\L' 5

TT

\ •; r r

*i

'they have filled the land with violence.'
With reference to an appeal to a tribunal for justice

"aTan is
9

associated with

‘jj>

in Job 19:7 where Job complains that his access

to justice has been barred by God;

TiDilx'
it -r <«
l1
;

__________N_________ _
1.

I.L. Seeligman,

T T~

'

T

t*

T "T’ I *■" j V

Vf \
I ” !

'zur Terminologie fur das Gerichtsverfahren

VTS (1967), 257j my translation.
2.

On this translation for i^£>uJ3 see below p.
h

3.

l o a . o i t . , 257.

o

I 'i

1

ii

’

'Behold I cry violence and am not answered.
is no justice' Job 19:7.

I call aloud but there

Hab. 1:2 reads:

—— *

TUTn
-r -T \ "" * **

*

— '*

'How long, 0 Yahweh, shall I c r y aloud and you not answer?
and you not deliver?'

713* *7iJ

Cry violence

The setting for the Habakkuk passage is similar

to that of Job 19:7 i e , the breakdown of justice

p
^ 3}
\ •-

pi
-r

\3> 3 a)
" 1
'1

p

/

j >,*

f

& u n ■>=>
r r -

•

T :,

- *:r

"”

.
*

t,
t

'Therefore law is slacked and justice never goes forth.

;

•

For the wicked

surround the righteous, therefore justice goes forth perverted' Hab. 1:4.
and

”7u) are linked in Jer. 20:8:

_
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'For whenever I speak I cry
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violence, H callout destruction*.

The terms are again used as

synonyms inJer.
*'\H \

6:7

-t

'violence and destruction are heard in h e r

V fl& y
TU>\-aan
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With reference to goods aquired as a result of the perversion of
justice and denial of legal
7 ^ 1

___
T

"aw n

rights^Amos3:10
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'Tney do not know how to behave properly, says Yahweh, those who storet
up the reward of violence and robbery in their strongholds?
The same conditions obtain in the situation reflected by Ezek. 45:9 *
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'Put away violence and oppression and practice justice and righteousness>
cease your evictions of my people, says Yahweh the Lord.'
Here the people being addressed are the rulers in whose hands the
administration of justice rests.

0*0

Entry into court

(a)

V—
—
kasadum* qerebum* algkvtm* sanaqum
kdsadum is used in legal contexts in the sense of ’to approach

1

—-

(a legal authority) ' \ DN dayym k i t t i m

V

n ik s u d m a , PN kia m %qto umma

’we approached DN the true judge and PN declared thus:'
Walters

2

9"1* 29 43:27

^ w,
points to the use of kasadu in NBC 546.6, 15, in a letter from

one judge to another as indicating the meaning ’attend to {a matter) '
v
3
and this is the sense given to the phrase amatam kasadum by Finkelstein
as it occurs in the MA s u lm a n u - te x ts .

That the action expressed by

the verb kasadum in legal proceedings is subsequent to that of making
a claim, ragamum* is suggested by the expression: i t u r u irgumvmaPN
ik s u d u m a

dinam u s d k v s s u n u ti 'they made a fresh claim and approached
Vi© rendered a verdict'^ Ci&$- 46:11 sanaqum is used in the

P N

same sense as kasadum %e, 'drawing near te> (someone for judgement)’.
It occurs with dayyanu in 03; ana d a y y a n i i n is n iq
judges'.

'we shall go to the

3 2:18>and this is followed by a - W a - t i- n i ti-m u -r u - m a

1let them examine our case'.

1. , see CAD ‘
8 , 276.
2.

S.D. Walters, W ater f o r L a r s a t 105.

3.

J.J. F i n k e l s t e i n T h e Middle Assyrian S u l m a n u - T e x t s JAGS 72

V

_

(1952) 80n. 26.
—

4.

V/

On the expression dinam suhusu see below p.tafcff.

The verb sanaqum is used with named persons as judges in AT 8:11-14:
(11) mahar N iq m e p u h

is n 'iq u m a 'they drew n e a r

before Niqmepuh',

and it is found coupled with dinum in the expression ana d in i- 'ts n iq u
’drew near in judgement' PRJJ 4, 118:6*cf.

:b8 From these references

_

it will be seen that like kasadum, sanaqum is used after the notice
that a claim has been raised and before the statement that the judges
began their investigations.
mahapum and alakum are also used of appearing in court in the
same way as ka&ddvm and sanaqum.

Leemans notes that maharum is used

v
in the common formula for appealing to the king for a trial:s a rra m
imtyuvu,

1

—
v _
a la ku m , like kasadum and sanaqum has a wide range of meaning

but it too is used in a legal context to indicate appearance in court
a»<s. dayycbvC aldkum

following accusation or the raising of a claim.

. 'appear before the court'f o ccurs in Schorr ,

'come to the judges'

VrunJeb 259:5 \a n u m -b a -n i a -n a s i- i m - d a - a t s a r - v i ib - q u - u r - m a a -n a di.ku.^
v

t

MBS u l - l i - k u - m a

'PN raised a claim in accordance with the royal

regulation and went before the judges'.
—
_
2
qerebum is used as a parallel expression to sanaqum in a text

from Ugarit dealing with a claim for compensation following the death
of some (Hittite) merchants:l

/

/

a p -rs u -u -n a

.

.

(7) a -n a d t - m

.

.

(5)

u ' t a - li- i m - m u

.

iq - v i- b u

.

(8)

.y

(6 )

i - t - t i m avi

a

/

d i- n a is - n i- q u - u - m a .

'PN came to court with the men of N, they appeared together in court*
.PRU 4 , 106. b5-8.
(b)
A number of the Hebrew expressions for entering court have the
same underlying idea of 'coming' or 'drawing near (to a judicial
authority)' as the corresponding Akkadian expressions, o f .
'go to court'.

1.

Leemans,'Hammurapi as judge', 116.

2.

o f- Von Soden^ A fiv/j 1021 a

the English

Just as sanaqu and q e re b u were used as parallel expressions in PRU 4,
106 b7-8 so the Hebrew verbs

'3T)'prand uP^TDare used as synonyms in

a number of 0 T poetic passages where the literary device known as
'parallelism of members' is employed.

1

They are linked m

parallelism

in:
; T > m p ^ iPs>QJ7^>
TT '
t : ’:

1‘ttP .l")U7^ T X -10)3*
\ -:

r ’'

T

:’

•Let us draw near now and speak
Let us come together for judgement' Isa. 41:l^and again in ;
•.

n o 'O i i

-iu i> ? rn T>nv>

i

1

*

P

7*

'Bring your case near, says Yahweh,
Bring forward your arguments, says the King of Jacob.'
Isa. 41:21.

Yahweh's threat to denounce and punish the wicked

in
'=1~,'j>
T

Judah in Malachi's day is couched in legal language in which
is employed:
c

-

'*•*1

* * rt

t 1

'I will draw near to you for judgement
And will be a swift witness ...... ' Mai. 3:5, a situation in which the
emphasis is pn Yahweh as an opponent at law not as a judge.
The Deuteronomic procedure for settling private disputes is outlined
as follows:

s

-11?^77^71v *U **
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'If there exists a' dispute between men and they enter into litigation
then the judges will judge them justifying the innocent and condemning
the guilty 1 .

Deut. 25:1.

Here the expression

* which can mean a legal case, a complaint,

or simply a quarrel of any kind, is used in the sense of ’legal dispute,
claim'; and where this exists and is firstly voiced by one or both

1.

A number of such passages in Deutero-Isaiah are listed by Kohler,
BZAW 37 (1923)

113 under/’Die Ladung vor Gericht'.

y fc>

parties then u >W>is employed to indicate the stage of the proceedings
where the -3 ^ ^ come to court (

r ; •

motion and signifies, like xir?
>■ * r
authorities.

).

»

Ihe verb * v 3 a l s o indicates

cu’fl'h, appearance before the legal
-

Job complains that Yahweh is not likely to appear in

‘•
court with him and indeed there is no one able to decide between them
*
( O
yN9:33) :
r :~
.

r

■

7

■

.

'For he is not a man like me, that I might answer
That we might come to court together..'

1

Job 9:32.

r
him,
On the other hand

Job's 'friends' view his sufferings as the result of just such a
'coming to court':
; lps>

T

; ■ -

7( ; *

*1 z p

^ r n '» D * >

r ^

V
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'Is it for fear of you that He reproves you,
That He enters into judgement with you'

"Job* 2.2.*A ■

According to the friends Job's call for a legal confrontation with
Yahweh is too late, it has already taken place.
Apart from these verbs of motion the term

* 2
\pQ,>u>3 is also

used of entry into the court.
The breakdown o.f justice and misuse of the courts is depicted by Isaiah »
;
‘

I1;**
•'!’ /■''

No one submits to judgment honestly'

Isa. 59:4.

T

I vv I

»I

pv
I r,

'No one brings a case justly

1.

For the significance of the verb _

2.

According to J. Van der Ploeg, 'Shaphat et Mishpat' OTS II, 146,
the root idea of

r ~

see below pp.ioof,

"included all the actions which
- T

accompanied the primative lawsuit".

The Niptfal of

is used by itself to indicate submission to legal
7

process.

This is well illustrated by the Psalmists confidence that

if the righteous man submits to trial Yahweh will see to it that he
is not unjustly condemned:
'(Yahweh) will not let him be
(d‘)

I
*£>£><^>m .
:i .r * ;
condemned in his trial'

1

*

*

v ’ •
’~
Ps. 37:33.

Agreement to Litigate
Kohler

1

and McKenzie

2

see it as the plaintiffs' responsibility

to bring the defendant to court and to secure from him an agreement
to litigate.

Falk sums up this view;

v,Early justice being a form of mediation, no court could be moved
without the filing of a private claim,

and the tacit submission of

3

the defendant to the decision1'.

This view presupposes that the judge's

role was purely one of rendering a decision which he was unable to
enforce on either party.

In fact, however, whenever judges activities

are dealt with in the 0 T it is clear that they possessed power and
authority to enforce their decisions on the parties.

This is illustrated

by Deut. 25:1-3 where those who have a dispute are liable to appropriate
punishment by the judges after the latter have given a decision.
There is here no mention of a refusal to abide by the courts decision.
This indicates that the plaintiff need not have obtained the defendants
agreement to litigate but merely applied to the court for a hearing.
The responsibility in this case for ensuring the defendants' compliance
with the summons would rest with the court.

1.

o p , o i t ., 110.

2.

D,A. McKenzie / Judicial procedure at the town gate,/F!T 14 ( *%*}-) 101.

3.

z.W. Falk, Hebrew tow i n B i b t i e a l

tim e sA 69.

In instances in which the accused readily agreed to litigation he
might have challenged his opponent to go to court with him in terms
involving some of the verbs dealt with in this section.
Landsberger

2

and later Yaron

3

1

have argued that the Akkadian terra

r
dvnam suhusion is one implying agreement by the parties in a given case
to submit to the powers of the court.

Yaron argues, "sukuzvm is a

causative form: while the judges are indeed the express or implied formal
subjects, it is the litigants

(or one of them) who are caused to do

something, namely to proclaim their readiness to abide by the decision
which will be rendered in due course."

4

This interpretation cannot,

v ^
—
however, be maintained in the light of CX 29 43:22*, vna s a m m a i m m

PNj PN2j PN3S PN4 u PN5 doyytcn babili ina libbit kalakkim- usahizusimuti
dinam s a tu ul il^u

'In the second lawsuit, PN, PN2, PN3, PN4 and PN5

judges of Babylon gave a decision in the storehouse, but they refused
to accept the decision'.

5

From this it can be seen that the parties

involved in the case had made no prior agreement to abide by the judges
decision as finally binding.

For a suggested new translation of the .

expression and further implications see section
'The verdict'.

1.

of. McKenzie^^loc. aitt/P 100-1.

2.

Syrribolae Kosohaker^

3.

R. Yaron, The Laws of EOhnnnna^ 81.

4.

ibid.

5.

of* CAD

1,. 178b, also Ungtvad .SB Z I 8>.

El

of this chapter^

B.

. Presentation of a case

Following their appearance in court and prior to their presentation
of testimony; tangible evidence, tablets or witnesses, the parties
in a suit set forth their case orally.
In Akkadian the oral nature of this part of the procedure is
implied in the use of the verb dababu 'plead, speak':
in u m a

a t t a u pn m a b ^iya tadbuba

'When PN and you pleaded (these cases) before me TCt-1 34:5

(OB)

■imere sa PN sa ana 'sasu id a b h u tm m u s s irs u n u
'release PN's donkeys that they are claiming for him' AT 108:4
a n n im i i t t i PN a db vH im i im e rs u e l t i q i
'Yes, I did plead against PN, and I took his donkey' U C P. 9
p.411, 32.
That the term does still, in actual Babylonian procedure imply an oral
pleading is shown by;
s a l i p t a u s a d b ib u
'he has made someone utter a false statement'.
-j
Surpu II 14.
While the term implies the oral stage of the legal process prior to the
presentation of testimony it can nevertheless be used in a wider sense
to cover the entire process:
'let those who have a right or a claim bring their tablets and
deposit them before the magistrates, lid b u b u

H I q iu ^

plead their case, obtain clearance and take over.
KAV 2 iii 18 (AL# B 6 .*)
For OA the verb awu is used where dabubu would be employed in
later Assyrian and Babylonian.

. . .

V

vv

'iz z 'i %na p a tid m sa A s s u r ta m ’ am in a am utim la awu3 k k u n i
'come, take an oath by the dagger of Assur that I do not need to plead
against you in court about the amutu metal'. CCT 4 22a:23.

100

The OB form of the same verb is atmu ' discus9 , argue' and it is used
in parallel with dababu:

ana pi-hat epere damqutim itt'Lka atau ana elippim la malztim
'ittika adabbub
'I will argue in

court with you

foryour

rubble, I will plead against you for any

failure to delivergood

boat not full.
TCL 18 145:12.

Like dababu the verb is used of the oral stage of a suit when the
parties present their case.
Having heard
an opportunity to

v -

the case of theplaintiff the defendant is given
answer (a pa lu m )and again the verb is used of an oral

reply:
PN u pn2 turdamma bet amatlsunu Ivpulu
'send PN and PN2 here

so that they may answer their opponent incourt'

Sumer 14 55 No. 28:20

(Harmal) OB.

The basic meaning of apalum is to 'give satisfaction* and this too is
the sense of the Hebrew

Tt3s>>.

1

r T

jt is used, as was noted, of witnesses

giving a satisfactory statement; it is used frequently in the Psalms
of Yahweh givinga satisfactory response to
it is used in the

the Psalmist's prayers., and

present context of giving a satisfactory reply to

the charges made by one's opponent at law.

The sequence of events

in the trial up to this point is summarised in Job 13:22 *
.-'T ■ZL'tbm

-3D.TX

\X

"7X1
y : ; ’!

*

t

:

T l ,

'make a claim and I will answer you or let me speak and you reply
to me' .
The verse reflects Job's frustration at not being able to argue his
cause with Yahweh under any conditions.
hearing he is sure that:

1.

Note the illustrative expression t
satisfies all (claims)' Eccl. 10:19.

Even if he were granted a
"p x

7)3VTx K 3

\ 3bJ
"

7)3jJ* jrsoTH 'money
V

I

'Even though I am righteous I could not answer him (I must appeal
for mercy to my opponent at law) *

Job. 9:15.

The oral nature of the presentation of the case is again high
lighted when one is urged to plead the case of the dumb:
j^'rr
;

j>*7S£-«>©u)

njn-£)

'open your mouth for the dumb, for the cause of those who are perishing.
Open your mouth, judge righteously, maintain the rights of the poor
and needy'

Prov. 31:8-9.

Speech is implied in the use of
.)

.T“Pvl7l

*r ■>a7> 1declare' in Isa. 45:21

'state your case and advance your arguments'

and in Isa. 44:7;

'make your claim (to be

like Yahweh) state your case and arrange your arguments'.

'T^'f

does not imply speech but depicts the proper arrangement or presentation
of the facts,
t p-'T-^N ’3 k ■’tb

-z>p

IIt Vl'

i“r

T

! I

?<j- 7j3 P

» l —T

-

"

'

'Behold I have set forth my case and I know I shall be in the right'
Job. 13:18.
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'I would lay my case before him and fill my mouth with arguments.
I would know what he would reply and understand what he would say
to me' Job. 23:4-5.
This last quotation shows that while

p y

is not itself a

*- T

verb of speech when used in the context of presentation of a legal case
speech is implied.
The remaining Akkadian and Hebrew expressions for presenting a
case at this verbal stage of the proceedings do not in themselves
indicate speech.

awatdm ^akdnum is .used in.OB times' to express this idea:
dtzarriwna awfitikunu sa nasiatunu mahar wardi sarrim sukun
’go to the palace and present your case with which you are concerned
before the kings servants'
The Hebrew

YOS 2 92:26.

is used at various stages of the lawsuit one of which

is that under discussion.

1

Job 31:35 mentions Job's

* ' seal'fperhaps upon a document

containing a statement of his case.
document

t

"*

*

or* m r o

m

*

**

%t

T

His adversary has written such a
.

This, as Boecker points out

represents Egyptian influence on the book of Job^as this was regular
Egyptian practice^while the Hebrew proceedings were verbal.

2

Hebrew procedure knew a system of cross-questioning of one party
by the other as is indicated by ;
•

1 1 ’-*-a |«'u><-yp
lT - i —

i.

t T

* ;

|

P’ 7 *

r

'He who pleads his case first seems righteous
Until his opponent comes to examine him' JProv. 18:17.
Ps. 35:11 also envisages a cross questioning procedure this time by
the accuser not the defendant as in Prov. 18:7.

-

t

: 1

. :- r

v

'False accusers rise up who question

T t

-

•*

1

1

'

me about things I know

nothing o f
Note that the

are

'3%D
TT

'“T*)ie . they mean harm to
•* ♦ ”
*

the person accused who knows nothing of their false claims and charges.

1.

of. Gemser VTS 3 (1955) 128; A Gamper, Gott als Richter, 185.

2.

Boecker, Redeformen, 14.

Driver suggests that ,-fche verb "U-t p may imply that the accusers
or witnesses sat prior to giving evidence.

The verb means more

than literally 'to rise' and is used of the judges who appeared
( H ip) to judge Israel.

Nothing positive can be said about the

posture of the witnesses or the parties at this stage except that
they stood for at least part of the time.

C*' ' Testimony and Proof
This section will examine the various types of testimony presented
to the court by the parties in an attempt to prove their statements.
Apart from their presentation of witnesses the parties were at liberty
to bring documents and tangible evidence to substantiate their case.
Each of these categories of testimony will be examined and an attempt
made to establish the relative importance of each in Israel and
Mesopotamia.*
(i)

Tangible Evidence
In OB the idiomatic expression^ bukanam su tu q u m 1to hand over the
\

pestle'^is used in connection with the sales of real estate cr slaves
to indicate that the transaction has been completed.

Whether or not

any burkanum was actually transferred in OB times is not clear from the
available references/but no doubt the phrase originally applied to
an actual transfer of a

bukanion.

By his possession of the

the buyer was free from claim against his purchase:

bvkanum

•itt'C PN FN0 isam

Gis.GAN.NA IB.t a .b a l ^n a w a v k a t tone awi-Vum ana caHVim u l i/raggam .
'PN^ has bought (a plot of land with a house on it) from PN, the sale
has been concluded, no one may institute proceedings

(concerning it)‘

BIN 2 86:9.
Quite what method was employed to distinguish one pestle from
another is not known but they must have had some distinguishing mark
characteristic of the seller of the goods.
It is interesting to note that a method of taking a public oath in
OB times was by showing (var. breaking) the pestle in the puhrum
m am it GIS

b ukanu w a puhr'Cm supu

(var. hep u) 'the oath of showing

(breaking) the pestle in the assembly'

1.

For some Hebrew examples o f .

✓
S iwpu III 36.

Z.W. Falk, VT 11

{!%/

).

From this it will be. seen that the ]p&k£nuin. could be presented in
court to counter a claim on the property at issue or, though the procedure
is not explicit, it might be used in the local court in an oath taking
ceremony.
The 0 T story concerning Tamar and her father-in-law Judah,
Gen. 38:1-26, provides an instance in which tangible evidence was used
in much the same way as the bttkahum -of the OB period.

In the 0 T story

Judah offers Tamar, who is disguised as a harlot, a kid that he might
have sexual relations with her.
and cord'

(

in due course.

*T •

As a pledge he leaves his 'seal

) and staff with her promising to send the kid

Tamar is not to be found to receive the kid when it

is sent and has become pregnant by Judah.

When it becomes clear that

she >0s pregnant during her widowhood Judah sent for her to have her
burned to death for practising harlotry.

Tamar confronted Judah with

the 'cord and seal' and the staff which he was forced to acknowledge
as his.

In this event Tamar must be pregnant by her father-in-law

and is thus shown to have been anxious to keep the paternity of her
children within the family.

Judah has to acknowledge that she has been

more careful for the continuation of the family tree than he was
himself.
As Speller remarks the two nouns 'seal and cord' probably represent
\

a hendiadys "something like 'seal on the cord’"

1

He regards this as

referring to a cylinder seal and the staff as another means of identification.
It seems likely, as D, Kidner suggests,

2

that the staff was carved and

this may also have been the case with the OB

E. ABpelse^e^gsts., Anchor Bible, New York,
2.

bukanim .

(1964), pp. 298-9.

D. Kidner, Genes,£ sJ Tyndale OT commentaries ,London (1967) p. 189.

At any .event the use to which the

bukanum and the staff and 'cord and

seal1 were put is strikingly similar.

Both objects were presented as

proof of a transaction having taken place.

It must, of course, be

acknowledged that the conditions prevailing in the 0 T story are not,
like the OB context, those of a strictly commercial venture.

All that

can be said is that in both cases real or tangible evidence, as opposed
1
to documents or witnesses, was accepted as admissible by a court.
Another type of tangible evidence involved the presentation of the
remains of a victim by the person responsible to its owner for its
welfare.

This process is clearly outlined in the stipulations of

Exod. 22:10ff.

This passage relates to goods and animals stolen.or

damaged while in the care of persons other than the owner.

If the owner

has committed the animal to someone to care for it and it is stolen or
dies or is driven away during that time the person in charge of the animal
is obliged to take an oath to the effect that he in no way had a hand
in the mischief.

The owner is obliged to accept this oath and no

compensation is payable^

Exod. 22:9-10 (Heb.) .

If, however, the animal

is stolen from the person in charge then the owner may claim restitution,
v. 11 (Heb.).

The passage continues v. 12 (Heb.)

^

'If it is torn apart he shall bring the carcass, he shall make no restitution.'
Here it is sufficient for the dead animal to be produced as evidence
(

of the fact that, it had been attacked by wild animals and killed

in order that the depositee should be free from claim.

A knowledge of

this same practice is presupposed by the statement of Jacob;

1.

Judah acting as head of the clan was in effect conducting a hearing,
the outcome of which could have been the administration of the
death sentence.

Gen. 31:39*.
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*I brought no torn animals to you, I myself bore the loss of them;
from my hand you required it, whether it was stolen by night or day.1
This same topic of hiring or being charged with the care of
animals is dealt with in LH$ 244-267.

While no explicit mention

is made of the production of a carcass in the event of the animal
being killed by wild animals it is implicit in the 'laws1.

Driver

has shown that where a hirer is concerned he is merely obliged to
produce a carcass if the animal is killed by wild beast in the field
to prove his innocence/but the shepherd has to prove that the animal
was in the fold when the beast attacked and also produce the carcass.

1

In this case Jacob's mention of 'day and night' is significant for even
though as shepherd he could have produced the carcasses of animals
killed in the fold at night and had Laban bear the loss, he claims not
to have done so.
The presentation of tangible evidence operated also in the case of
Joseph when his brothers claimed that he had been killed by a wild beast,
Gen. 37:29ff.

In this case they presented Joseph's blood stained coat

as evidence of the fact that he had been torn to pieces by a wild beast:
•
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"We have found this, see whether it is your son's robe or not.
And Cacob) recognised it and said, 'It is my son's robe, a wild beast"
has devoured him, Joseph is utterly torn to pieces1."

Gen. 37:32-3.

In this case the blood stained robe was enough to convince Jacob of
Joseph's death and he was forced to accept his sons' testimony as to
the circumstances.

JL U

One other case in which tangible evidence provided the grounds
for .acceptance of a case was that involving the levites . concubine
who was killed by the Benjamites

(Judges 19) „* The levite sent a part

of her body to each of the tribes of Israel, who ,on the basis of
this tangible evidence^accepted his storyfand demanded vengeance on
Benjamin.

(Ch. 20).

The court at the city gate is the venue for the presentation of
the

*0 ^

JiH , 'tokens of virginity' , according to Deut. 22:13ff.

In this case a husband who claims to have discovered his wife not to be
a virgin when they come together must have his claim countered by the
bride's parents who are obliged to produce tangible evidence of their
daughter's virginity to the city elders at the gate.

The father claims:

T)$k. 'these are the tokens of my daughter's
virginity'

-van

And they shall spread the garment-:

before the elders of the city, Deot, 22:17.

It is not clear what features

associated with this garment could make it certain, that the girl was a
virgin.

Driver

suggests that the

is better translated

'sheet' and that it is the presentation of the blood stained bed clothes
of the wedding night which provides the evidence of virginity.

Despite

his citation of modern parallels to this practice in the Near East,
this must be discounted as the sense of the passage.

In the first

place the modern parallels he cites do not involve the presentation of
the bed linen as legal evidence and furthermore the parents are not
possession of the linen in these cases.

Furthermore, the term

is used to describe female garments in Ruth 3 : and in II Sam. 13:18
the virgins who are daughters of the king are clothed in long sleeved
garments, probably to distinguish them as virgins.

1.

S.R. Driver, D euteronom y3 ICC. pp. 254-6.

in

O

When Tamar was

raped by Amnon she tore her virgir?s ’ garments, a

sign of distress.

Though no.further evidence can be adduced to

show conclusively that tearing of virginal garments in the event of
pre-marital loss of virginity was a regular feature in Israel, it
remains a possibility.

If this were the case then the presentation

of a virginal garment intact to the elders would be considered proof
of pre-marital virginity.
No equivalent conditions are catered for in the Babylonian Laws
nor, despite the existence of an extensive section devoted to virgins,
in the Assyrian Laws.

This could, of course, be accounted for by the

fact that virgins in Mesopotamia wore no distinctive garment.
(ii)

Documentary Evidence,

(<l)
The importance of documents as a proof of ownership is illustrated
in the case of the Babylonians by a clear warning contained in LH"// 7:
(41)

'sim-ma a-wi-lum

lu GEME
(46)
(51,)
(54j

*

(45)

(42)

lu ku.babbar

lu GU^ lu UDU

*

#

(46) lu ANSE

*

(49) u lu IR a-W'i-l'im

.v

u rl-ik-sa-tim

(51)

'im-hu-ur

a-wi-lum su-u

(55)

(47,) u lu m'i-'im-ma sum-su

^

-ina ga-at dumu a-W'i-Vim
N

(43) lu guskin (44) lu ir

is-ta-am

(52)
(56)

v

(50) ba-lwn si-bl

'

u lu a-na ma-sa-ru-tim
sar-ra-aa ird-dar-dk*

'If a man has

bought silver or gold or a male or female slave or

or a sheep or

an ass o r ‘anything

whatever from

a

an ox

man's son or a man's

slave or has received them for safe keeping without witnesses or a contract,
that man is a

thief; he shall be

This section of

killed.'

the laws isplaced by the legal draughtsman between

jf- 6 and ff 8 both of which deal with stolen property and the receipt of
stolen property.

The present section in fact deals with the same subject

for the persons who make the deposit or sell the moveable object have
normally no right to do so.

This interpretation involves reading

m tir aW'CZ'Cm.Ln the present case as 'a. free man’s son1 as does Driver*
2
and contra Koschaker's .1free m a n ' .

Neither the slave nor a man's son

may dispose of his property without special permission and the same
applies to a man's wife in AL

$4 and $6.

In this latter case anyone

receiving goods from a man's wife, without his permission, either for
safekeeping or by purchase was liable to corporal punishment or a fine.
LH$ 165 dealing with real estate as opposed to moveable property lays down
that a father who wishes to bestow a special and additional part of his real
estate on a favourite son must, during his lifetime make out a kunukkwn
'sealed tablet' indicating his wishes.

His favourite son is, at

his

father's death, able to take the portion outlined in the tablet before
sharing the remainder with any brothers he might have.

The gift

in

—.v
question {q%stum) remains the fathers property during his lifetime.
This kunukkwn is essentially the same class of document as the tu p p iVT .
S'l'Tntv 'tablet of destiny',

.

'will, testament1 known from Nuzi.

While LHj^ 7 relates to moveable property the drawing up of contracts
of sale are much more common when real estate is concerned.

As Driver"’

points out, it is difficult to imagine tablets being drawn up for purcheses
of chattels in the market place^and of 320 contracts of sale examined
by Koschaker only 7 dealt with moveable articles.

1.

BL/ I, 85.

2.

RSGH , 74ff.

3.

BL I 82ff.

The.importance of tablets.in claiming property in a legal dispute is
illustrated by AL

6 in which claimants to property are sought by

a prospective purchaser.

The purchaser has a proclaimation made in

Assur three times inviting those who have claims against the house or
land to bring their tablets for examination by the magistrates so that
genuine claims can be met.

The three proclaimations are made during

one month ,at the end of which time all outstanding claims by document
holders are null and void.
Hayden points out that almost

all the suits at Nuzi concerning

real estate are the result of an unfulfilled or broken contract.'1

In

three of these cases JEN 338, 363 and 399 the production of a tablet
in court was sufficient to win the case ( k t p% tupp^sum a)
to the tablet'.

'according

In the numerous legal disputes at Nuzi various types of

tablets were produced in court, eg, wills, adoption deeds and transfer
tablets recording the exchange of one piece cf land for another as well
as straightforward receipts.
As was pointed out tablets could be sufficient in themselves
to- win a case but this was not normally so if the opponent was able to
produce witnesses.
according to Schorr

The documents themselves were witnessed and
2

witnesses not only confirm the genuineness of the

document but also the actual accomplishment of the legal transaction.
This is expressly stated in Schorr/ Urkunden 95, 19-21 and further
implied in the process document 261, 22-25.
At the conclusion of a trial the judges issue tablets recording
their verdict and including a stipulation that the parties are not to go
to law again over the same issue.

Lautner has made a thorough study

of these tu p p ^ la vagam nm documents as the final act in a trial.

1.

Hayde n f C o u rt P ro c e d u re j

2.

Urkunden;

3.

Lautnert S tv e itb e e n d ig u n g 5 49-66.

26.

x x x iv

He concluded that the judgement given by a Babylonian court was merely
a proposal for settling the dispute and was not binding until the
parties had completed the t u p p i l a ragam im and sworn to carry out the
judgement.

Driver argues against this that the man who won a suit

and gained a t u p p i la ragam im would be no better off than when he had
the contract which was originally broken.

It is, however, known that the

judicial decisions were not only recorded and given to parties but were
stored in a gpecial registry.

1

Gadd

2

mentions the building called

"the great depository of tablets' at Ur in which the courts sat and in
which their archives were stored.

This being so ythe t u p p i la vagamim

could not easily be forged and would therefore be easily verified and
readily acceptable in any new suit.

The enormity of the crime in

LH$5 in which a corrupt judge changes a document is because ,having
altered the judges"' copy^he makes a fresh claim possible despite the
party being issued with a t u p p i la ragam im .
(b)
The use of written contracts and agreements is mentioned very seldom
in the 0 T but the practice was known, and operated in the case of a
bill"of divorce (Deut. 24:1)^and the sale of land (Jer. 32:10-11) .
In this latter example it is stressed that Jeremiah sought out witnesses
to sign the document which he sealed before the witnesses and before all
present in the court of the guard.

Evidently the sealed document was

accompanied by an unsealed copy so that the terms of the agreement could
be read without disturbing the sealed copy.

This sealed copy would only

have been disturbed in the event of court proceedings.
There is no record of any conditions under which chattels.need a bill
of sale but this is an argument from silence since no specific legislation
exists regulating the sale of chattels or real estate in terms’ of documents f
1.

78

2. ,C.J. Gadd, The H is t o r y and Monuments o f U r,(1929) 200-1.

lio

yet.in practice, as Jer. 32:10-11 shows, documents were drawn up for
real estate.
(iii)

Witnesses
Whereas LH$7 deals with the necessity of drawing up a contract of

sale for chattels when they are offered by persons other than the owner r
LE$ 9-13 deals with the case in which a man discovers his stolen property
in another man's possession.

If the holder of the goods claims that he

bought them from a third party, the nadinanum ' seller\ then he must produce
witnesses who were present at the sale, and he must also name the
nacttnanum.

The owner, for his part, must produce witnesses who can

%/ -7
^ ^
identify his property, S'Cbtmud'C 'witnesses who know'.

Both sets of

witnesses take an oath before a god mdhar 'iV im 'Cqabbu and the riddi-nanim
is condemned to death as a thief.

The owner takes back his property and

the buyer, sayi/amtmim^ takes back his expenses from the estate of the
nddinanum .
Here the proof of legitimate or unknowing unlawful purchase.is by
the production of witnesses alone.

Since moveable goods in general are

at issue and sale contracts would only be issued for these in exceptional
circumstances, as eg.

in LH$7^the natural mode of proof would be to

produce witnesses who had witnessed the sale.

In LH$ 122-4, which

deals with goods on deposit, the depositor is to show the goods to
witnesses and then draw up a contract before depositing the goods LHff 122.
In LH // 124, however, where the possibility of the receiver of the goods
denying the deposit is dealt with, only witnesses are mentioned, no
mention of a contract is made.

This led Driver to argue that the

expression which occurs in LB$ 123 balum S'ib't u V 'lk s a t'im implies that
either a document or witnesses were acceptable as proof.

1.

BL ,I, 236-8.

1

114

Koschaker^,

however,

is of the opinion that LH$l22-3 implies that

a deposit of goods requires a written contract and witnesses whereas
in LH//124 only witnesses are demanded.

In view of this situation he

regards LH$l22-3 as contradictory and the product of a redactor, whereas
LH$124 reproduces the old law which required only witnesses.
the addition of 'a bond*

{ r ik s a tim )

He sees

in LH$122-3 as an attempt by the

redactor to bring the section into line with contemporary practice.

2

Driver too regards LH$124 as inconsistent with LH$122-3 but attributes
3

this to an error in drafting.
Driver's contention that the expression batum s i b i u r ik s a t im

is

to be viewed as representing alternatives, with the preposition u
regarded as disjunctive's difficult to support and quite unnecessary.
The fact that a contract would be witnessed and sealed by a number of
persons implies that in a lawsuit these same people could be called to
testify.

As was pointed out above, among the numerous lawsuits at

Nuzi only a few are actually settled by the production of documents alone.
In all other cases witnesses appear with or without documents.

In the

case of chattels few sale contracts exist and these may well have been
drawn up under special circumstances they are so few, whereas in the case
of real estate documents are obligatory to record the sale and are,
of course, sealed by witnesses.

In cases where real estate claims are

settled on the basis of documentary evidence it may well be, though
it is difficult to prove because of the lack of precision in terms
defining documents offered in court, that a t u p p i t a ra g a m im existed
already with regard to the property in question as a result of a previous
lawsuit.

1.

Koschaker^RSGH, 7-25.

2.

ib id .

3.

B L f 1, 238.

In that case the copy stored.in the.court archives could be consulted
and witnesses would not be required to vouch for the validity of the
documents.

Normally, however, the judges demanded witnesses, and as

the more important factor in the testimony it is sufficient to mention
them in LB$124.
The burden of proof could rest on both parties
more often it fell upon the plaintiff.

1

{ o f . LH$9~13) but

The defendant in theft cases

at Nuzi, in keeping with LH$9-13, had also to produce witnesses.
^

v

In HSS IX 12 Paya was charged with stealing wood from Silwatesub.

Paya

claimed that a third party had given him the wood and was able to
produce three witnesses to verify his claim.
the procedure of LH$9-13 in action.

This text illustrates

LH$t31ays downthat

the parties who

claim to be able to produce witnesses are allowedsixmonths
to produce them, otherwise they lose the case.

This principle was

also operating in the Babylonian courts as is shown by e g .:
anniw n . . .

in which

tuppum

kunuk ab-iya m iZ ik sa p a ’ e ITI.6.KAM ZasJeakkum swnma Za

usteZidfcfaan hubuZZ'L 'this tablet was sealed by my father, I wTill let you
have, before the sixth month, the deposition of the witnesses, if I do
not produce it, it is my debt.
TuM. 1 22b:12
The principle concerning the production of a third party as the seller
of disputed goods is referred to also at Alalah:
('if he says I have bought it, ^
i/1_________ _.

v

swnma ta m ka r cm-imuseZZa.su zaku
if he can produce the merchant he is innocent1.
AT 2:35.

1.

Hayden^Cowrt P r o c e d u r e 29.

It should be noted that there are cases where the phrase

tuppam ula sibi.occurs- e.g*:
v

,/ —

^ 7" T

swnma tuppam harmam ula sibi, ana pn pn2 I a usteli
v1

v

v”

isaqqal swnma tuppam ula
'If PN2

~

•y —

v”

.

s'ib'i ustelt kaspam PN2

.....
sabbu.

does not produce a case tablet or witnesses for PN, he will pay,

but if he produces the tablet or witnesses PN2 has been discharged from
his debt of silver '

^

*9-

In this case the conjunction ula is definitely
disjunctive

(or) but this does not contradict the suggestion that

witnesses are required with or without tablets in all but a few cases.
v— —

The 'or' in the expression tuppam ula sibi is simply meant to imply
that tablets or witnesses or both should be supplied depending on the
type of case and the availability of tablets.
One problem connected with witnesses to contracts is whether or not
they were all required to attend the court to verify the authenticity of
a document or how many of the signators were required for this.

Hayden

points out a most interesting case at Nuzi in which a field which was
given to Tehiptilla when he was adopted by four sons of Samahul became
the issue in a suit in which Arikkaya the son of Samahul went to court
with Annamati the substitute of Tehiptilla.

JEN 97 is the original

tuppi mdruti 'tablet of adoption' and JEN 376 the record of the trial.
Ennamati was required to produce witnesses as well as the tablet but
the striking thing is that none of these witnesses were mentioned on the
original tablet of adoption.

What interest in the case or relationship

with the parties these new witnesses had is not clear, and it must be
asked how they, not having been present at the original transaction,
could testify to the genuineness of the transaction and the tablet.

It is.nowhere explained why the original witnesses to the adoption
tablet did not come forward but they could, of course, have been dead
or unable t o b e found.

It would be no valid argument to suggest that

they were indisposed,for witnesses were ,under such conditionsf able
to send sworn depositions, o f .

JEN 321 and 135.

Still the question of

the appearance of witnesses not signators to the original document is
left unexplained.
Where claims against property were made some time after the original
sale or transfer transaction with its tablet and witnesses the death
or disappearance of the witnesses must often have been a distinct
possibility.

Unless the property had previously been the subject of a

suit and there now existed a court decision recorded on a tablet of
t u p p i la ragam im which was deposited with the judges, they would require
witnesses to corroborate the validity of the tablet and the transaction.
In this event, allowing for the fact that the owner of the property
would have been in possession of it for some time, the possibility is
v“ v

- A

t h a t s i b i mude 'knowledgable witnesses* could be called, i e .

persons who

could vouch for the fact that the property in dispute had belonged to
the owner for some time.

These are the witnesses who are called upon

in LH//9 by the. owner of disputed property to

id e n tify

it as his.

These % ib i mude appear frequently in suits at Nuzi and mostly in cases
of real estate.

2

JEN 654 is an account of a trial in which a certain

Zimi had occupied some fields belonging to Ennamati.

1.

In no case at Nuzi do both parties provide witnesses.

Hayden p p . a i t * /

201 .
2.

JEN 321, 336, 344, 355, 654, 662.

theft of a sheep.

JEN 672 is a case of the alleged

One of the parties alleged that the
v - --

sheep was born

_ ^

in his house and the judges requested s i b i mude and alloted affixed time
for him to produce them.
time and lost the case.

He failed to produce the witnesses in the given
This is the procedure laid down in LH$9-13 in

action at Nuzi and the function of the 's ib i mude is exactly the same.

Zimi claimed that the fields belonged to.his father and the judges
^
%/
,
-^-m e s . j
v •*
.
m
e
s
^>
requested a w ilu
m u -d e ~ s u sa e q u a ti.
his knowers of the fields
from Ennamati.

Four men came forward to speak to the judges and their

names are given.
( \

^

-f
They state MLJe q la
tu

v"

'

•

pa ^h)nv-nu-u m - d e r s u - u —rmson of Hasampa.'

an-~nu~u sa

—
rr
F
S e - q a -r u' mar
Ha-sa~\am-

*

'we know these fields which belong to Sekaru

The judges then request witnesses

(s ib H ) and a

tablet from Zimi but when he is unable to produce either he loses the
case and the fields.

The fields originally came into Ennamati*s

✓
possession after his father Tehiptilla received them from Sekaru when
The t& p p i m a r u ti for this transaction is

he was adopted by him.

preserved as JEN 30 which has over seven witnesses* seals though some
are broken.

None of these witnesses are the same as those who act

yf "a"* —•
as the s ib t- mude in the trial.

Zimi had been unlawfully in possession

of the field for four years and Tehiptilla would probably have held it
for some time before that so that the time between the transaction
and the suit was considerable.

The tu p p i- m a r u ti still existed but was

not sufficient alone to win the case and indeed is not mentioned.
The s i b i mude are called instead and confirm that they know the land
to belong to Ennamati.

1

In the light of this process the procedure adopted by the king of
Israel, II Kings 8:1-6, in restoring land to a woman of Shun«m will be
examined.

The woman left Israel for the land of the Philistines when

Elisha warned her of an impending famine.

At the end of seven years she

returned to Israel and appealed to the king to have her land restored.

1.

PBS 1/2 9:29 is an OB text which says that the parties in a
particular case should bring

v T-,7

knowledgeable about their case*,

— _/v.

,v"

mude a w a fo s u n u 'v itnesses

o f.

for MB BBSt. 3 XV 46 mudQ a m a ti

The mention of seven years absence is n o t .connected with the sabbatic
1
period of release (Ex 21:2, 23:10f) as suggested by Montgomery ,
but is designed to highlight the woman's plight.

Not only has she

lost her husband, or so it would appear since she appeals to the king
herself, but has been absent for such a long time that her land and
house have been taken over by someone else (o f, v.6).

She apparently

possesses no documents of ownership and brings no witnesses.

In this

case Gehazi acts as one of the s t-b t mude necessary in such a case and
it may be supposed Elisha, or even the story of his raising of this
woman's son from the dead, serves as the other.

Just as in JEN 654

Zimi, who had occupied some fields for four years, had to give his
opponent at law the yield of those four years, so the king orders, on
the strength of the testimony,that the woman should have her property
restored together with the usufruct of the seven years during which she
was absent.
In the case of Jeremiah's purchase of his kinsman's.field a
contract was drawn up and the transaction carried out before witnesses.
The contract was sealed and an 'open copy' made and these were placed
in an earthen jar
many days'

(Jer 32:14).

-q

>r

i*>*3

'that'they may last

Jeremiah expects that, though houses and

lands will again be bought in Israel after the restoration from exile,
yet, it will be a long time (ch. 29:10-14).

The document is put in

an earthen pot to preserve it for a long time^but clearly the witnesses
to the transaction and contract will be dead if the deed of sale needs to
be produced after the exile as proof of ownership.

Furthermore,

Jeremiah himself will be dead so that those who might benefit by the
production of the deed of sale would be his relations living after the
exile.

1.

K in g s , ICE, 391.

For the.gesture of the land purchase to have any significance in
expressing Jeremiah's hope for the future, and the distant future
at that, the witnesses and the preserved deed"must represent a genuine
means of supporting a future claim to the property.

For t*his to

be the case either^fi) the document alone will be sufficient proof of
ownership in any future suit since the witnesses will be dead, or,
<ii) Jeremiah's future relations, who would be entitled to the property,
will have to produce witnesses who were not present at the original
sale as well as the deed, in which case, these witnesses would be the
I,- *

-

„

-'i

Israelite equivalent of the Akkadian S'ub'C mude.
Since the only other case of a claim for land in Israel is that
of the woman of Shunem, and there is no document involved

in thatcase,

it is not possible to say categorically that the first of these
propositions is not the correct interpretation but the emphasis in
Hebrew law is on witnesses, with little mention of documents■and indeed
in questioning God's directions to buy the land under the existing
conditions, Jeremiah does not mention the document, only the witnesses:
-o ^ v )
.
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'Yet you, 0 Lord God said to me, "Buy the field for money and have
witnesses witness it", though the city is given into the power of the
Chaldeans' Jer. 32:25.
Jer. 37:12 may be significant in seeking support for the second
proposition.

The Babylonians withdrew from the siege ofJerusalem

to

deal with the approaching Egyptian army and during this time Jeremiah
attempted to leave the city to go to his home town of Anathoth
;

r

;

n
t

i *

-

'to receive his portion^ there among

the people1.

1.

must be a Hiph.inf with the usual

n omitted GK jf- 53(|.

This possibly means that since Jeremiah has been shut up in Jerusalem
he has had no opportunity to take possession of the land he purchased
in Anathoth.

He would, if the procedure outlined in "the second

proposition were to apply, have to be seen to be in lawful possession
of the land so that 'knowledgeable witnesses' could testify to the fact.
The contemporary inhabitants would, of course, also be dead after the
exile was over but oral tradition regarding ownership of property in
Israel must have continued during the exile.
t

Jeremiahs exit from Jerusalem on such an errand at this critical
time can scarcely have sounded convincing to the sentry who turned him
back.

It illustrates, however, Jeremiah's complete conviction on two

counts.

Firstly he was sure the city would fall soon and time was short

if he was to establish his claim to the land in Anathoth before the
exile began.

Secondly he was convinced that the people would return

and his anxiety to establish his

land claim shows that hebelieved

the

land would one day be able to be sold again.
Number of Witnesses
In the case of witnesses to transactions and documents in
Mesopotamia there is no specified minimum number^ while in practice
normally no fewer than two appear.

1

D.B. Wei«rberg

2

suggests that the

number of witnesses associated with a document is determined by the
importance of the document.

1.

San Nicolo, Beitrage, 133.

2.

D.B. Weinberg, Guild Structure and political allegiance inearly

Achaemenid Mesopotamiaj

25.

W.W. Hallo has pointed out that in.the OB period.some of the witnesses
to contracts can be 'interested parties' while the number might be
increased by having some 'idlers in the city gate' act as witnesses.

1

Abraham bought the field of Machpelah from Ephron for the price he
named in the hearing of!

’i“v»

'all those who
-

**

r;

t

went in at the gate of his city' Gen.23:10 and 18.
In criminal proceedings in Assyria the number of witnesses necessary
to secure a conviction varied according to the class of the person
AU$40 indicates that the word of a single witness who is a

accused.

/

^

v_

_

freeman prevails against a slave girl whereas LU,MES sebute need to
be supplied to convict a prostitute:

The Israelite rules governing the

number of witnesses necessary in a case are clearly laid down in Deut. 19
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'A single witness shall not prevail against a man concerning any
inquity or any crime of any sort that he might have done.

By the

testimony of two witnesses or three shall a charge be sustained1.
The same principle is repeated in Deut. 17:6 and in Num. 35:30.
The expression f two or three witnesses' simply means two or more ., and
not as M. Schultzberger
Phillips

3

2

suggests, two witnesses apart from the accuser.

follows Morgenstern

4

in viewing Deut. 19:15 as a late

interpolation in this section of Deuteronomy.

1.

W.W. Hallo, 'The Slandered Bridey/ Studiespresented

to A,L. Oppenheim

103-4.
2.

M. Schultzberger, The Ancient Hebrew lawof homicide^

3.

A. Phillips, o p * c i t , / 23.

4.

Morgenstern, HJJCA3 7 (1930) 75

211.

70f.

Phillips argues.that v.16 indicates that originally the word of one
witness was sufficient but that v.15 was added to bring the section
into line with later practice, and he argues, since Deuteronomy
stresses this provision of two witnesses, this would indicate that
it is new legislation.

In fact it would be remarkable if a section

as detailed in its treatment of witnesses as the present did not
contain this provision.
The prohibition of a single witness does not occur in the
decalogue because the detail of regulation of witnesses is not given
there, only the basic prohibitions against false witness.

With

regard to Deut. 19:16, this verse deals with the accuser who accuses
someone falsely.

As shown above, pssff /the

times as well as a witness.

~K & is an accuser at

In LH$1 and $2 the accuser is dealt with

and punished if his accusation is false and unable to be proven.

As

in Deut. 19:l5ff, LH j j l and jf 2 provide a punishment commensurate with
that which would have befallen the accused had the case been proven.
The accuser is described in Deut. 19:17 as having a

with the

accused so that both of them stand before the judges of the special
tribunal who investigate difficult cases.
is found then the accuser is condemned.

If no supporting evidence
This would clearly be a case

in which the tribunal could issue a call for witnesses to come forward
with the threat of a curse if they failed to do so (Lev. 5:1)^ or
administer an oath or an ordeal.
Naboth, see p.7 X

Two witnesses appear in the case of

above, after a special selection procedure to

determine the culprit, and this reflects the existing concern for two
witnesses to corroborate the charge.
Heaven and Earth form a pair of witnesses called upon in the
'covenant lawsuit*.

On their function see the section below on,

'the lawsuit of God'^ p.

1Z&

(V) Witnesses in criminal cases.
Witnesses who came forward in criminal cases might.be called upon
by the judges of a Babylonian court to prove their statements.
Thus LH $3 and $4 deal with the case of a witness who comas forward
in a capital case or in a case concerned with corn or money.
*

V

^•

N

/

sum-ma a-wi~ turn i-na di-nim a-na si-bu-ut sa-ar-ra-tim u-si-a-am-ma
'
v/
.
v''-'.,
i .
,
a-wa-at iq-bu-u la uk-ti-in sum-ma di-nu-wn su-u di-in na-yv-vs-tzm
V

s’

a-wi-lwn su-u id-da-ak
'If a man came forward in a case to be a witness of a crime and has not
proved his statement, if the case is a capital one he will be put to
death' LH §3
LH $

prescribes for a case involving corn or silver that the witness

will bear the penalty the suit would normally have involved if the
accused had been convicted.
These conditions for witnesses were clearly designed to deter the
giving of false evidence but this was balanced by incentives for
accusation which was well founded and, in the Assyrian laws, with a
curse issued against recalcitrant witnesses

I

(AL p.118 of. Lev.5:1).

AL$47 distinguishes between the amevanu 'eyewitness' and the sameanu
'earwitness'.

Driver proposes dividing AL $47 into two distinct types

of procedure the first involving an eyewitness and an earwitness and the
second outlining the method of persuading a reluctant witness to testify.
Driver's analysis of the text is very complicated and most unlikely.
He maintains that the man designated sameanu earwitness has seen the
offence of sorcery committed as well as the amerdnu.

1.

AL, 120 ff., 340.

±25

V_

-

The sameanu first saw the offence and then, since the law demands two
witnesses, told the amevanu who sees the offence himself and is thus
V— —
in a position to corroborate the sam eanu's testimony in court.
v— _
Driver argues that the sameanu is so called because he obtained an
admission from the amevanu that he had witnessed the offence.
v— —
This is somewhat unrealistic since even if the sameanu

bad

first witnessed the sorcery in preparation and called upon the amevanu
to witness it too, an admission in private by the amevanu would hardly
be sufficient reason for the original 'observer' to become known
as the sa/neanu

'hearer1.

offered by Postgate

Much more reasonable -is the explanation

(contra. Cardascia)

1

.

%/
He suggests that the sa

v r

of line 7 must be taken as two separate sa S performing different
functions: LU sa~a k 'ls - p ^ e -p a - a -s a

(8 ) e -m u -v u -u -m , ^ -n a p'o—v

, V
(^ t
✓
✓
(9 ) a -m e -va -a -n 'L s a -a km s-pil ( l o ) -is -m e -v-m l-m a a -n a -k u a -ta -m a v

(ll)

'V

v

v

iq - b i- a s - s u - u n - n i (1 2 ) s a -m e -a -n u i —i t - ' l a - k a

(1 3 ) a -n a lugal

i-q a -a b -b 'C
’a man who heard from the mouth of one who had seen sorceries that
he has seen sorceries done and to whom he (the see-er) had said
’I myself saw it myself ' - the one who heard (this) shall go to the
king and say so'.
a slight
V

Postgate explains this construction as "leaving

anacolouthon and with one sa introducing a relative clause
—

y

(after soma u ) which is attested for OA already (von Soden An,O v 33
2
§ 177d); and all other problems vanish"
This seems the most
reasonable explanation of the text as it stands.

1.

BSOAS 34 (1971) 388.

2.

ib id .

The situation is.then that if a man saw a crime committed and spoke in
v-

_

private of it to another man (the sameanu) and refuses to admit this in
public then the hearer of the admission must bring this admission into
public himself.

One problem that remains, namely that of providing

two witnesses for a conviction.

v-

-

The sameanu can hardly be counted as

an independent witness since the amevanu could have made any number
of such witnesses at any time simply by telling them that he had seen
v-

—

The sameanu has his testimony accepted as to what he had

the crime.

been told by the amevanu^by his own testimony and by taking an oath
before the 'Divine Bull'.

Since this procedure existed for him some

similar procedure probably existed if the amevanu could not produce any
other eyewitnesses.

—

This applies also in the case of Hebrew procedure.

The text

already mentioned in Deut. 19:15ff specifies that two witnesses are
necessary for conviction but this implies witnesses without any other
means of proof.

Where only one witness was available his testimony

could possibly be supported by an oath or an ordeal.

An example of

the latter practice is the case of the 'bitter water' Num. 5:11-31.
The Heb

'earwitness*

Judg. 11:10 and Prov. 21:25 implies more

than hearsay.

In the first case Yahweh is present to hear the words

of the agreement itself between Jephthah and the elders of Gilead and
is described as
parallel to
Falk

1

between them/ and in Prov. 21:28

is

.
suggests that the rules of

evidence in Israel were sorigid

as to give the judge no discretion is assessing the evidence;
evidence given by two witnesses was conclusive.

Considering

of false witness evidenced in the O T this is hardly correct.

1.

Hebvew Lam -in Biblical Timesj 70.

the awareness

The judges in the Babylonian and Assyrian.courts frequently sent
1
a group of witnesses to take an oath to confirm their testimony .
Similar procedures can be assumed to have operated in Israel and the
ordea^as stated already ^ a s known to exist there.

The terms for

false witnesses occur in the decalogue itself, they are of such
importance.

Stamm and Andrew have examined the expressions'^^ ^ £

and

*Ty

iw
1^

as opposed to
commandment.

and consider the latter as it occurs in Deut. 5 :J7
p

in Ex. 20:13, as the original form of the
t< * ^
!^

They argue that

Y ^

implies that the

witness must not give any form of misleading information, 'ie,
'the whole truth

and nothing but the truth' where as

deliberate lies.

\*•

“r*i

1'

implies

This is a finedistinction, however, and no conclusion

can safely be drawn from the terms which are so nearly synonymous.
'b xs n
r r

occurs in Deut. 19:16 to describe a false witness or

accuser and alsoat Prov. 21:28.

As shown on p*

)o o
v* •*’"

usually implies violence against the person rather than property and the
use of

"2>

n
—

r

*-r

j.n Deut. 19:16 tends to bear this out since

>'

it is s t a te d * * j r o w & T i ‘u'^rr

*they shall do to him as he
had planned to do to his brother1.

The verb

‘D'S.a , as well as being used to depict accusation, Deut. 19:16,
TT

Mich 6:1-8, is also used of witnesses answering in court, qg* in the ninth
commandment Ex. 20:16, Deut. 5:20/and Num. 35:30.
Testimony which led to the death sentence was regarded as of such
importance and responsibility that in both Assyria and Israel the
witnesses responsible for the verdict had to carry out the sentence
themselves.

Deut. 13:9 ,cf. AL. p.41.

1.

For numerous examples at Nuzi see Hayden, o p . c i t ., 34 ff.

2.

J.J. Stamm and M.E. Andrew, The Ten Commandments i,n Recent Research,
107f.

1 2

D.

Judges'* Examination

Following the presentation of the evidence in a case the judges.
were responsible for determining the validity of the arguments presented.
They examined the parties, the tangible evidence, the documents, and
the witnesses.

On the basis of this examination they could, if not fully

satisfied with the evidence presented, prescribe the administration
of an oath or submission of one or both parties to a particular ordeal.
As a result of their examination, the outcome of the ordeal, or the
refusal of one party to submit to the ordeal or to take the oath,
the judges proceeded to give their verdict.
)

Examination of the Evidence
From the OB period onwards a variety of Akkadian terms are found

to describe aspects of the judges' investigation of a case.

How

formalised individual expressions had become in the OB period or how
accurately they reflect the actual process of investigation is often
difficult to determine.
The phrase warkatam parasum occurs in LH #18:64-5, 142:63-4,
168:16-17, 172:20-1 and 177:35-8 to describe the judicial activity
1
of determining the background of a case."

The expression does not,

however, occur in contemporary legal documents and Driver rightly
concluded that the term is not a. legal technical one.

2

The sequence of events involved when the judge performs his
judicial function is outlined in the Nimrod Epic as Gilgamesh, judge
of the Nether World, is described in action:

tasal tahat'i
C p tadcini- tabarrd u tustesir
'You (Gilgamesh) interrogate, investigate, give a judgement, confer , it
and bring about justice'.

Nt-mrodepos 53:7

1.

of.
v Walther Gerdchtswesen,221£f.

.2.

BLjl. ,74; of, Lautner ,Stve%tbeendigung, 24.

/

8
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Here Satvm is used of the first phase of the investigation, t e . the
questioning of the'parties and their witnesses.^”
is followed by h£ttim 'investigate*.

In the present text this

This latter verb is, when used

xn a legal context, confined to the activity of divine beings,

2

and

would be replaced by the verb amdvim when human being are the subject.
The fact that the verb danvm follows hatwn
in the text under
w
*
consideration suggests that hatwn, or, in the case of human agents

amarwn, is a term describing the examination of or 'looking into' the
evidence presented^on the basis of which he forms his judgement (danwn).
Section C has already shown what types of evidence could be presented
for examination.

The verb am cfrim is easily the most frequently used

verb to describe the judges' examination of the evidence' and is
frequently used with the term di-nam as object, or in some cases with

awabtm:
da-o-arnu a-wa-t%-su-nu z-%m-ma-ru-ma
'the judges shall examine their statements'

LH #9:27

daytfznu aw&bZsunu tmupwna pn nu. gig assim

hvnukktsa ubaqqi-ru

avnam imtdusi
'After the judges investigated the case they imposed a penalty on PN
the qadistu woman, because she instituted a (false) claim regarding
her sealed document'.

1.

TCL 1 157:50.

This verb occurs in this technical legal sense only a few times
in extant texts of, MR.S. 9 p.64 (RS 17, 237:11) ddnam s&lupi;

warkatam salum occurs in BIN 1 31:19-20.
2.

of. CAD 6, 160.

130

A.further term meaning ‘to.investigate1 is bu*u.which, however,
occurs /when in a legal context, when the judge is situated in a
1
temple and therefore may suggest that an oath is implied in the examination :
l/\/

^

^

assum zitti sa^rim sa bit PN PN2 ... panamim ina bit

nin.mar

*

mari PN uba'ima
'PN2 had previously examined the sons of PN in the temple of DN
with regard to the "kings share" of the estate of P N 1 JRAS 1926 437a:6.
Among the Israelites the judges examination of all the forms of
evidence formed an important aspect of the judicial procedure.
•
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'Then the judges shall carefully investigate, and if the witness is
a false witness and has falsely testified against his brother
(they shall do to him as he purposed to do to his brother)'Deut. 19:18.
Here the term

—T

corresponds to the Akkadian amarwn. and in the
~

particular case of Deut. 19:18 refers to the careful examination of
the testimony of the statutory two witnesses.

cd-i'
t

is used again

in two cases dealing with the investigation of worship of foreign
gods in Israel.

In Deut. 13:15 the text deals with the case of a

city given over to the worship of a foreign god:-

;T$rT»

TT- )

r

jn t t *

(13T>t

v Vj

*rp rn
m -

r / - r * T 1 r>

T

'Then you shall investigate and search and question diligently,
and if the report is certainly true....'
In Deut. 17:4 a similar procedure is ordered in the case of an
individual apostate,

;

7137M
T r_

I

t

y i
(
*
.

;

in-do jRujn-n
•
'”

t

?"t :

'Then you shall carefully investigate, and if the report is certainly
true...'

1.

c f.

CAD 2, 363.

n

vI- n
T

* and

/
- ~ T

^TT.must represent distinct aspects of
—

T

the investigative procedure since'the text in question is a legal
document in which the terms invariably have an exact significance.
The procedure represented by 3 ^ " ^ and "7 £0 is nowhere described in
■" r
the 0 T but
is evidently the process of questioning the parties
and the witnesses and is exactly equivalent to the Akkadian salum .
"’P.? is not defined but it may possibly be equivalent to the Akkadian
p arasum j to determine the facts, or background situation of the case,
and such a meaning would fit the context well.
synonym for

and in fact

the forensic

ten"if in Job. 10:6-7:

I --r

is no mere

is chosen as the synonym for

— r

r *";

:

|>Ai

* -i -

As ’-a

’You search out my iniquity and investigate my sin although you know
that I am not guilty, and there is no one to deliver from your power'.
Where the judges' examination of all the facts and evidence
available led them to no conclusive decision they had available the
procedures of oath and ordeal.

(]l) The Ordeal and the Oath
The'use of the oath and ordeal in Mesopotamian court procedure is
well attested from OA and OB times until the end of cuneiform records.
The situation in Israel is not so clear since, despite the fact that
oath taking was so common in Israelite society,* there are few
references to oath taking in court procedure and only one to a judicial
ordeal (Num. 5:16ff).
Where no evidence is produced in a case recourse may be had to an
oath or an ordeal.

In the case of suspicion of adultery the Assyrian

Laws lay down that the accused woman must submit to an ordeal by
river

(AL // A 17).

In the case of an Israelite woman whose husband

becomes jealous and suspicious he may bring her to a priest for the
•administration of the ordeal of 'bitter water*

(Num. 5:19).

It is

striking that this procedure is both an oath on the part of the woman
in the face of dire curses,and an ordeal in that she is obliged to
hold a cereal offering as a remembrance of iniquity ( v.15 & v.18) and
drink bitter water into which the priest has washed curses from off a
scroll.

The curses are both recited by the priest, after which the

woman adds "Amen, Amen"

(v.22), and written by him on a scroll before

being washed off into the water.

The guilt or innocence of the accused

woman is determined by whether or not the curses are put into effect
by Yahweh (vv. 27-8).

j

*

At Nuzx two types of ordeal operated, the m s % la m

'oath of the

v2
gods1 and the nyjpscxn ordeal which corresponded to the Babylonian river
ordeal.

1.

M.H. Pope, ID B f'Oaths^' p. 576.

2.

H a y d e ^ C o u rt P ro ce d u re ^

34.

133

The. former, like the.ordeal of the. ’bitter water1 (
was both an oath taking procedure and an ordeal.

“0 ^

• T **

•*

)

It could be

administered even when one party had produced witnesses and the other
had not, indeed the witnesses themselves might be ordered to take
the m s m a m

to determine the veracity of their testimony.
,

It is not clear where the m s m a m was administered but it was not
taken in the court* and was most likely administered in the temple
while the manzaduhZu looked on to determine the outcome.

The Nuzi

documents contain no description of the procedure of the n is d t a m
nor an explanation of how, after the ordeal, the parties or witnesses
statement was able to be verified or rejected.

This may be

accounted for by the fact that the court records now extant are merely
abstracts of the cases and since the ordeal of the m s t-V xm would have
been well understood by the contemporaries its operation is left
unexplained.
Iir

_

When the judges prescribed the m s % la m the person concerned
—

—

could refuse to submit to this ordeal (la m agaru)

2

in which event he

would lose the case, but frequently the person would go to the Gods
and then "turn ( ta r u )

from the gods', and again lose the case.

The

3
fact that, in numerous cases , people went to take the oath of ordeal
but turned from it at the last minute suggests a fear of the consequences
~~y'

_

_

of taking the m s ‘i t a n i and swearing falsely.

1.

ib id *

2.

JEN 352, 353, 366* HSS XIV 592.

3.

HSS V.43, 52* IX 141, XIV 592* JEN 324, 326, 331, 332, 347, e to .

As Hayden says, "The.oath was, in effect, a solemn appeal.to the gods
to witness the truth of the statement, coupled with an imprecation
of divine judgement in the event of falsehood"

1

There are two cases, however, in which a party to a suit took the
m s t- la m

and still lost the case.

This implies that in some way

the m a n zad u hlu , who was responsible for reporting the outcome of the
n is 't la n i

to the court, was able to observe that the gods before

whom the oath was taken had either rejected it as invalid or accepted
it.

It is possible that some element in the litigants behaviour may

have been the determining factor, but this aspect

is not clear.

If this procedure is compared with the Hebrew administration of the
'bitter waters', then in the latter case the fact that the curses
pronounced and contained in the water caused physical effects in the
victim (possibly as a psychological reaction from fear of the curses
in a guilty party) may suggest that some physical reaction may have
been looked for at Nuzi as well.
V **
The h u rs a n ordeal is not defined at Nuzi but it was administered
when no witnesses were present on either side.
3
.
the sacred n v e r ^ as m
a party.

The procedure involves

n
LH ft-2}to determine the guilt or innocence of

The same procedure is adopted in LA f f h l l and significantly,

no witnesses are involved in that case either,

( o f. LH ff-132) .

The

process of ordeal by the sacred river as indicated by LH and a
contemporary letter from Yatar-ami of Carchemish to Zimrilim of Mari
is simple.

1.

Hayden, o p . c i t , ^ 35.

2.

HSS v.47, & JEN 347.

3.

Hayden^o p . c i- t . , 39.

The party.ordered t o .submit.to the ordeal jumps into the river.
If he floats he is innocent and if he sinks and is drowned he is guilty.
Driver points out that the same procedure was in operation in a
document contemporary with the MA laws and so section A $17 will
reflect the same principle.

1

At Nuzi, however, persons found guilty

as a result of the h u rs a n ordeal are still alive to receive sentence
so that the operation of the river ordeal must differ somewhat from
that in Babylon.

Driver had suggested earlier that the Assyrian

and Babylonian practice followed the general Semitic principle with
regard to the ordeal by water, namely, that to float indicated guilt
and to sink indicated innocence,
views.

2

but as seenyhe later changed his

His later conclusions regarding Babylonian practice are no

doubt correct but the Assyrian principle is not explicit in the texts.
At Nuzi, since the guilty party did not drown, either Driver's earlier
suggestion that the guilty party floated and the innocent sank and had
to be rescued applies there, and perhaps also in the almost contemporary
Assyrian laws, or the guilty party must have been drawn out from the
river before he drowned.

When the guilty party was isolated

at Nuzi the penalty was not always death.

In PS {.AASOR 16) 74 & IS

the loser was killed, in HSS IX 7 & XIII 422 the king decided his fate,
and in G(add) 29 he forfeited his property.
Both parties to a dispute might be sent to the water ordeal
together at Nuzi and if one turned back he automatically lost the
case and received sentence as if the ordeal had proven him guilty.

1.

BLfI, 65.

2.

AL; 94

3.

H a y d e n 49.

3

E ; . The Verdict
Having examined the evidence presented and, where applicable,
subjected those concerned to the-ordeal or the oath the judges were
in a position to pass sentence on the criminal or make awards as
justice demanded.

Both the 0 T and LH make careful provision to warn

against partiality or the acceptance of bribes by the judges

(LH $5,

Deut 1:17, 16:19).
Throughout the period of Akkadian records the verb dahum is used of
parties entering into litigation and also of the judges conducting a
trial and reaching a decision.

The verb is used as a comprehensive

term for the judge's activity and is not restricted to any particular
aspect of the conduct of the trial.

To return to the quotation from

the Nimrod Epic in which Gilgamesh is said to

question and

\

investigate'

('s'alvdl

bt&bu)
a case, the text continues *.ta d a n i t a b a r r i
U
*

\/ 1/\/ +
U t u s t e s s z r 'you judge the case, consider it and see justice done1.
Here danumis used to sum up the action of the judge in investigating the
case and hearing all the evidence, significantly danum <s followed by
the verb barutn* to uis^eet, consider ,

This may mean that the careful

judge, having heard the evidence, will, where doubt exists, order
oath or ordeal to confirm his opinion and in this way t u s t e s s l r
'you shall see justice done'.
LH uses the expressions d'inam danum and purussam parasum of the
judge who has made a decision and then alters it (ervum).

Lautner*

argues that these expressions represent consecutive steps in an action,
•i e . the judge grants a trial (d'inam dakwn) and decides the issues
involved (purut&zm parasum ) and then has a tablet drawn up which is a
promise by both parties not to renew litigation on this particular'
issue (t u p p i la ragam im ).

1.

Lautner, S tre itb e e n d ig u n g ^

25ff.

137

Driver

argues against this.that dinum would in this case have.to mean

‘trial* in line 7 while in lines 13 & 17.it must mean decision since
it is the dinum which is altered.

Driver suggests that the second

and third clauses explain the first, ie. in line 7 the judge has 'given
a decision' .(<d'inam danum) in the sense that he has 'decided the issues'

(pupu^am parasum) and has caused a record of the decision to be stored
in the archives

(kunukkam usezib).

This analysis is substantially accurate,for the phrases describe
a single transaction, namely that a judgement had been given and a
record made of this decision.

It is not necessary, however, to

question the use of d in u m .in line 7 as,'case, trial1, and in lines 13 and
15 as 'decision, judgement'.

dinQm danum means more than Cgive a

decision', it implies all the phases of the trial up to and including
the decision.
Judgements given in contemporary OB documents are not explained
so that it must have been 'difficult for later judges to use these
cases as precedents.

The logic upon which the decision rests is

absent and even if ,as Driver suggests,the reason for a decision was
given orally to the parties

2

(and this must remain pure conjecture)

it would not help future judges to form their judgements.

In cases

where the oath or ordeal was ordered the outcome of this often
automatically determined the judge's decision.
Appeal against sentence was possible,as will be shown, but at Nuzi
where cases of appeal were tried by the lower courts there is no case
of such an appeal being successful.

3

An unsuccessful appeal brought

a fine of one slave girl as well as one ox each to the judges in the
original case.

1.

BL,I, 70f.

2.

BL I, 71 n. 3.

3.

Hayden, op* a i t . , 56 & 61.

The expression dinam i>uhuzum has been mentioned already in the
sect ion'Agreement to litigate1^p
phrase was rejected..

where one interpretation of the

Von Soden* translates dinam %uhuzvm by

"Prozessverfahren gewahren'j,while CAD's
more precise.

The view of Landsberger

2
3

"conduct a trial" is no
and, following him, Yaron

4

that the phrase is to be understood as indicating the parties'
willingness to submit to the powers of the court to render a binding
decision was discussed on p.

56 .

As was pointed out there, this

interpretation is not valid.
The translation offered by CAD agrees with that earlier made by
Goetze^1conduct a trial, try",

5

but it is vague and says nothing of

•**
V
the relation of the parties to dinam suhuzum or of the relation of
this phrase to other expressions used in the lawsuit.

S.D. Simmons

too sees d'inam Suhuzvm as referring to the conduct of a trial but he
is more precise than Goetze and CAD and renders the expression as
"initiate proceedings against".

1.

AHu 19b.

2.

CAD l1 178a.

3.

Symbolae Kosohakev^ 228.

4.

The Laws of Eshimnaj,

5.

Goetze^ The Laws of Eshunna AASOR 31 (1956) 119.

81.

He regards the judges as the subject of the verb so placing the
responsibility for prosecuting the accused on them; thus
(6) di.ku mes di-nam u-&a-hi--zu-%u-u-ma

(7)

1/3 ma.na4.gjn ku

BABBAR 'C-m'C-du-su-'U-ma ^ ^ 8237, a text concerning a theft and
subsequent trial, Simmons translates, 'The judges initiated legal
proceedings against him and fined him 1/3 mina 4 shekels of silver'.*
■7*
* ^ 1•
^
He again translates dt-nam u-sa~nv-zu~su~‘nu~ma as ' (the elders and the
i
foremen of the 'fishermen' and captains) iniated legal proceedings
against them (and a w a r d e d ..... )' NBC. 5304, 13.

2

Like Simmons, Lautner and Schorr both place the action of

dinam suhnzum at the beginning of the trial and regard the judges
as the subject.

According to Lautner

courts willingness to hear the case.

3

the phrase expresses the

Schorr holds the same view

and explains the interpretation by assuming that, after the parties
have come before the court the judges examined the validity of their
complaint to see whether or not the accusations formed the basis for
a trial.

If the claim appeared to contain an element of credibility

the judges 'caused them to have a trial1f ^ e .

'granted them a hearing'.

Early Old Babylonian Texts', JCS 14 (1960) 28.

1.

S.D. Simmons

2.

S.D. Simmons,1Early Old Babylonian Tablets from Harmal and
Elsewhere'}

JCS 15 (1961) 81.

3.

Lautner, Stre-itbeendigungj 27.

4.

Schorr, U rku n de n , 347.

4
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Lautner, to support this view, cites two letters which, as Driver
has already pointed out, in fact disprove it.

1

In both letters

Hammurapi writes to Sin-iddinam, governor of Larsa asking him to
determine the facts in a case,warkdtam purusma and give a judgement
r*
.
t
v
- , 2
according to the simdatum^ kima simdattm dinam suhissunut'i.

These

texts by themselves could conveivably be construed to mean that the

warkatam purusma

3

referred to the facts laid before the judges which

they had to examine before allowing a trial.

In that case Driver's

protest that a judge grants a hearing before, not after
is no longer applicable.

the facts

Driver's argument concerning the use of

dina/nsuhuzum as inapplicable to a mere hearing is stronger.

In

fact the expression dinam suhuzum occurs regularly in legal documents
(though never in the 'codes' of laws)
a set pattern.

and the use of the term follows

The parties in the case make their claim and the

judges then dinam suhuzum 'render a judgement'.

Following this

judgement one of two things happens, either,(1) a fine or punishment
is imposed

4

or /(2) the parties are sent to take an oath to

substantiate their statements.

1.

Driver-Miles, B L , ! , 70.

2.

Ungnad B .B . 4 and 8.

3.

But of.

5

U£T 5 263 ' (the king) considered the case'

(w arkatam ip ru s m a )
4.

Schorr, V rku nd e n, 261:26 f; 263:12 ff.
264:6 f (shaving), 266:20 ff.

5.

i- b id . 304:7 ff. ; 260:3

ff.

(shaving hair)?
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Since the imposition.of a fine or punishment.follows immediately
on the phrase d'inam suhuzum it is reasonable to see in this expression
a decision arrived at by the court.

Where the oath is ordered and

taken no further proceedings are recorded, suggesting that a
decision had already been reached that if the oath were taken then
the matter should rest there.

Furthermore, the occurrence of

d'inam suhuzum after the verb amdrum' to examine’, which is a term used
of examining witnesses and facts presented during a case

1

indicates

*T
that dvnam suhuzum refers to the decision of the court after examining
the case, eg.iawat PN amrama dinam ....

suhizdnim. tcl 18 130:6.

'investigate PN's case and give a decision.'
■
t
It will be argued here that the meaning deliver a judgement ,
adopted by Driver-Miles

2

is correct and the more recent translations

in CAD are mistaken.
\/_

Yaron, as already noticed, argued that suhuzum

is a causative

form with the judges as the formal subject but that it is the litigants
who are caused to proclaim their readiness to abide by the decision
of the court.
grasp'.

In fact suhuzum means 'to instruct, teach, cause to

The judges are responsible for instructing the parties as

to the proper course of action in the case, ie *
know the law1.

they 'cause them to

If this interpretation is correct then it will

clarify the use of kim a s im d a tim in the texts cited above.

The judges

'
*
'make a decision known on the basis of an already existing regulation.

1.

see above pp./a<*f,

2.

of. CAD l 1, 180.

In an article dealing with sim datum M. de J. Ellis points out
the relationship between s%mdatufr?and dinam suhuzum as expressed
. .v
in ana %tt^su*

Here the two terms are listed as equivalents of

DI. DAB<. BA.

.v

ana ttfo s u

2
vn : 26ff.

DI.DABC . BA = MIN (di-i-nu }
O

£u*hu-zu
w
/

DI»DABC.BA = si-in-da-tu (var. si-mi-i
o
*
»

(t-t)u) .

Ellis argues that a strict distinction must be maintained between
the logogram DI.DAB^BA and simdatum.

She maintains that all the OB

occurrences of the term DI.DAB^.BA known at present are to be taken
r
3
as the logogram for the Akkadian term dinum .
T

Landsberger had already

v'-

tackled the problem of Dl.DAB .BA = dinam suhuzum and simdatum ,
5
<■*
*'
and concluded that the Sumerians were not able to translate the term

simdatum directly and so choose Dl.DAB^.BA, a phrase from the realm
of the court room, which is given in Akkadian as dinam suhuzu.4
w

Ellis did not take into consideration the

further Akkadian equivalents

of DI.DAB^.BA

9ff.

given in lZl =

isatu c iv

DI.DIB.BA - di-nu

da-a-nUj di-nu pa-ra-su^ di-nu 'suhuzu.

1.

M. «3e. J. EllisJ %simdatum in the Old Babylonian sources’ JCS 24
(1972) 74 and 77.

2.

MS L tX fff. 32.-3.

3.

Ellis^ loo.oit^ 82.

4.

Landsberger, Symbolae Kosohaker■ , 228.

5.

Read DI.DIB.BA Falkenstein
cited.

9 for ana ittisu passage already
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2

WM

Here the equivalence of dina parasu

2

«.

and’ dina d B m

-mr

with dina suhuzu

shows that the last expression has the sense of 'render a verdict't
as was suggested above and advocated by Driver-Miles and Bottero.

3

As was pointed out above the parties were able to refuse to abide
by the decision of the court, but in no case is it explicitly stated
on what basis they were enabled to do so.

Such a situation is

somewhat strange in view of the fact that the judges were empowered
to enforce their decisions.

4

On what basis were the parties able

to reject the judgement of the court?
In this connection LE$58 is of interest.

This section deals

with negligent homicide through the collapse of a wall known to be
unsafe.

f
^
The text reads na-pt-^s-tVnn S'i-vm-da-at sar-v-h-%m which

Goetze translates 'then life (is in jeopardy)
5
under) the jurisdiction of the king1

(and the offence falls

He concluded, on the basis

•
V
#
'
of this passage, that kima simdat s a m i w "refers toroyalprerogatives

which exist outside the area covered by the 'Laws' and enables the
king to impose sanctions reserved

1.2.

For dinCt parasu/dBiu

for him alone.

in the sense of rendering averdict

of. Driver-Miles op.cit. 74.
3.

J. Bottero, Ecole pratique

des hauteg’etudes, IVe section,

Sciences historiques et philologiques Apnuaire 1965/66, 95
'rendre judgment a t'(accuse)' .
4.

Driver-Miles pp.ait., 72 ,and see above on penalties imposed
following dinam suhuzum.

5.

Goetze., AASOR

6.

ibid. >141 n.22.

31, 133-4.

LE$48 also refers to cases which might be tried before the subordinate
courts or, if they were important enough, before the king:
42. u a-na *** is-tu A/Z ma-na a-di 1 ma-na
v

di-nam u-sa-ha-zu-su-ma
'‘And f o r

44.

43. <*.<*>£tam
v' .

a-wa-at na-p%-is-fom a-na sarnm-ma

? from 1/3 to 1 mina, they shall give a decision,

but a matter concerning life is for the king.'

.

.

Goetze comments, "For such cases as carry penalties from 1/3 to 1 mina
the legal procedure known as dinam sufauzum^ literally 1let somebody
(acc.) seize trial1 is prescribed.

This should mean that for lighter

cases it was not considered necessary to institute such formal proceedings.
Do we have to assume that for these cases a kind of ’police court'
1
existed?"

It is difficult to see how Goetze concludes that the

proceedings envisaged were "less formal", but apart from this he is
right in pointing out the distinction between the use of dinam suhuzum
as applied to the lower courts, and the decisions of the king himself.
Lautner had already pointed out, with reference to dinam suhuzum
that ^"Diesen zweiseitigen Proze$erfiffnungsakt verzeichnet fast jede
Urkunde, die liber ein Volksgerichtlich.es Verfahren referiert."

2

Since dinam suhuzum is used in connection with the decisi ons of the
lower courts it is possible that refusal to abide by such decisions
implied appeal to the king himself.

1.

Goetze, op.cit., 123.

2.

Lautner, op.citv 25-6.
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Just as dinam suhuzum is used exclusively of subordinate.courts
'making clear' decisions so supum is used of gods or royal
personages 'making clear' their decisions:

sa seni u zamane tu&api. dinsun ‘'You (Samas) make clear the decision
BWL 128:58.

concerning the criminal and the lawbreaker."

sukkatlu siru musapu damqati sa puvusstfisu la uttakkaru ''great vizier
who decides

,

whose decisions cannot be altered* Craig ABRT 1 35:12.
_ v*'

,

_

,

V '—

Hammurapi had as his objective mesaram ^na mat^m ana sup'im. "to make
v_ A

The verb supum is used too of decisions

justice clear in the land."

made by way of revelation through oracles or whatever; sup% Samas bel

dinim Adad bet ikribi make clear (the answer) Samas lord of decision,
Adad lord of benediction" RA 38 86:21 and in N32. ;

d
t
v- ,
.—
Namrast-t usap'i purussasu k'inu ana RN

3tfu......

when Namrasit made clear his

reliable decisions for Nabonidus 1 Yos 1 45 i 3.
It may be that this situation is reflected in the lexical equivalents
,

in ana

v

t

7-

v ,

'itt'isu where DI.DAB_.BA. = bothS'imdatu and d'inam suhuzu.
5

•

^

The latter expression, as has been shown, expresses the judges'
exposition of the legal situation and his rendering a decision whereas

simdat is a decision
authoratative.

1

arrived at by the king acting for the god and is

DI.DAB .BA, therefore, is equated to rendering decisions

but by different authorities.

Persons not satisfied with the decisions

of the lower courts might appeal to the king who would give a binding
decision,

(dinam supum).
%/— A

It is worth noticing that Hammurapi applies

—v/

the verb supum to mesavum,LH i 34,whereas the normal expression

for

issuing a mesarim edict is f mesaram sakanum .

1.

So Kraus JCS 3

) 158. despite Ellis' objection that UET 5 263

has a simdat sarrim reversed.
2.

o f.

KraiiSj Edikty$ 1:3-4.

The situation in Israel was similar to that in Mesopotamia in that
judgments made hy the

lower courts were limited to

lesser matters^while

more important or difficult cases were referred to the central tribunal

at

Jerusalem (Deut. 17:8-13).
The local judges
to pervert the course

are exhorted to judge justly

and

not conspire together

of justice Ex. 23:1-3} 6-8, Lev. 19:15* 55#
,
* n

’

m
•5

1i;

1
:

»

T> U?_J1
*>' ~

'o
7XZ>

’You shall not pervert the case of your poor when he pleads1 Ex. 23:6.
Town

‘>•3 npJ>

*3

'T n'u)i

’You shall accept no bribe, for a bribe blinds the watchful and over
throws the cause of the righteous’ Ex. 23:8.
If the local judge gives a verdict and imposes a penalty of flogging /then
the sentence is to be carried out in his presence (Deut. 25:2).

The local

judge had the power to administer such punishments,but in certain cases
the issue was brought to the attention of the king.

T hus?eg, ^olomon

had to deal with rival claimants for a child (l Kings 3*16-28) while other
kings dealt with a variety of issues (II Sam. 14:4-11; II Sam* 12:6;
II Kings 8:3).

The process by which appeal might be made to the king

or his representative in the central tribunal in later times is not
clear.

However, like the Mesopotamian courts, the decisions reached

by the higher courts were regarded as binding ?

-Mii* r<-\ T>T) U

TT*
It "/*

‘1 *

vT ~>uJX T1TT) *'

7

r '“

f\

Jn’u>v>l
1

' ' * r 1

7* Tiitp

n

i
’Then you shall do as they declare to you from that place which
Yahweh will choose’ Deut. 17:10.
:3,v*uh
I

o**
j •T

rr^-rr^
J„

.’;— l

W *

hiti

ft-

•/
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f

’You shall not turn aside from the decision they declare to you
either to the right or the left’ Deut. 17:11.

There is no distinction between the terms used in Israel for the decisions
of the higher and lower courts^ but the presence of priests on the central
tribunal shows that their decisions were regarded as divine revelation
which had to be obeyed and, of course, could not be appealed against.
It was argued in Chapt. 1 that after the period of the Judges the
old system involving a supreme judge to whom appeal might be made broke
downward by the time of the monarchy appeals were made to the king
himself who was unable to cope with the volume of the work since he had
no longer available the ancient system of deputation of responsibility.
By the time of Jehoshaphat, however, the ancient system was, in some
measure at least, restored and the king was represented on the central
tribunal to which appeals were made.
The forensic terms for condemnation and acquittal are
and

^

'vinloused often in conjunction with other terms, not forensic,

indicating perversity and rectitude, eg.

:

i*-*,

"ajn
*t

r

.

pTj**
I r j v

Ti m

’Though I am righteous my mouth would condemn me
Though 1 am blamless He would prove me perverse’

Job 9*20.

These terms take on a wider theological significance within the 0T
which is developed much more in the MT and is in fact a. vital part of
the message of the Christian Gospel,

Significantly the Gospel affirms

that God’s final condemnation or acquittal is without appeal.

11•

The Lawsuit of God
The important studies of H. Gunkiel in Gattvngsgeschichte have

pointed out the prophetic genre known as Gervchtsrede 9 'lawsuit'.

1

Others, whose views will be considered in detail below, have expanded
and clarified Gunkei 's basic work.

2

These authors reconstruct a

typical Israelite Lawsuit from the 0 T passages which have been
examined in the first part of this chapter.

The fact that their

reconstructions suggest a confusion between the functions of defendant,
plaintiff, judges, and witnesses, a confusion which has no parallel
in other Ancient Near Eastern court procedures^is left unexplained.
Kdhler, eg. states, "Die Rechtsgenossen, welche Zeugen und Richter in
3

Einem sind oder doch sein kdnnen ...",

and again, "Judges and

witnesses are therefore not differentiated".

4

In contrast to this supposed state of affairs in Israel it has
been shown above (Chap. l,pp.22-(£) that Judges in the Mesopotamian
legal system had a certain clearly defined function quite distinct
from that of witnesses,

1.

H. Gunkei

u. J. Begrich Biinleitung in die Psalmen: Die Gattungen

dev religids'en Lyrik Israels r (1933) 329.
2.

qg. J. Begrich ^"Studien zu Deuterojesja"; BWANT 77 (1938) 19-42;
L. Kflhler, Hebrew Man (1956) ,E.T. 156-7; B.B. Huffmon^SL 78 (1958)
291 ff; G.E. Wright p IsrasIs prophetic heritage T,(1962), 42 ff.

3.

Deuterogesaga stilkritisch untersudht3 bzaw, 37 (1923) 110.

4.

Hebrew Man, 156-7.

It is the purpose of this section to show how the confusion
of function of parties in the Israelite lawsuit has arisen and to
suggest a fresh interpretation of the lawsuit passages against their
Ancient Near Eastern background.
(A)

T h e Law&uit. OatborKg,

H. Wheeler Robinson maintained that the setting of the prophetic
i
lawsuit was the heavenly assembly acting as a court of lav/ t and was
2
3
followed in this by G.E. Wright, and F.M. Cross Jr.

H.B. Huffmon

4

utilised the work of G.E. Mendenhall^ to introduce a distinction
between those "lawsuits" in which natural elements such as heaven and
earth were introduced and those containing no appeal to the natural
world.

He says, "The statement that the ’lawsuit’ oracle type

*

undoubtedly had its origins in the conceptions of the role of Yahweh’s
heavenly assembly as a court" (Cross JNES 12 (1953) 274n.3), is
not relevant when applied to the oracles containing an appeal to the
natural world.

1.

H. Wheeler Robinson^, "The council of Yahweh" ITS 45 (1944) 151 ff.
and, Inspiration and revelation in the Old Testament, (1946) , 167 ff.

2.

G.E. Wright, The Old Testament against its environmentt (1950) 30ff.
and subsequently

The Lawsuit of Goa’j in Israeli pwp&et'ic heritage>

(1962) 42 ff.
3.

F.M. Cross, "The council of Yahweh in Second Isaiah",JNES 12
(1953) 2 74-77.

of. Ihe comments in Chap. 1 of this thesis pp.if.«.f£.

4.

'’The covenant lawsuit in the Prophetsn/JBL 78 (1958) 291.

5.

Law and Covenant in Israel and the AncientNear East { 1955)

6.

Huffmon, loo ,oit., 291.

34.

15U

Huffraon argues that there is no direct evidence for heaven and earth
acting as members of the divine assembly.

This he maintains is true

of Mesopotamian and Anatolian god lists and of those passages in the
0 T which Robinson and Cross take as referring to a divine assembly.

1

He sees in the references to the natural elements in the vassal
treaties of the second millennium^and indeed in the Aramean treaties
of the 8th centuryy a parallel usage to that of the 'lawsuits’ of
the 0 T.

He says, ’’Due to the close parallel between covenant forms

in Israel and the international treaties, it is quite safe to suggest,
as Mendenhall has, that the list of witnesses (not deified in Israel)
is preserved in the 0 T in

'the appeal to the heavens and earth,

mountains and hills, either as witnesses or as judges in^ the controversy
between Yahweh and Israel when Israel is indicted for breach of covenant'
(Mendenhall o p .e b t.

.«

40).

2

Huffmon's arguments for a distinction

between the ’covenant lawsuit' and the 'divine council lav/suit1 are
rejected by Wright who accepts the concept of a 'covenant lawsuit' but
argues that the setting for this lawsuit is still the divine council
acting as a court of law.

3

On the question of the natural elements

not being listed as members of the divine assembly Wright argues that
while the natural elements are not listed p e r se as members of the
divine assembly^yet their position in the treaties after the divine
personal names suggest that they are summarizing catagories into
which all the gods fall.

1.

ib id .

2.

Huffmon^ l o c . c i t .

3.

G.E. Wright, I s r a e l ' s

4.

op. c i t . y 46.

4

292.
p r o p h e tic h e r it a g e ,(1962) 45-49.
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Wright points out that the appeal to heaven and earth in the prophetic
‘covenant lawsuits' of Jer. 2:4-13; Isa. 1:2-20; Mich. 6:1-8, of. Isa.
3:13-15 and Ps. 50, is similar to the appeal by Moses to heaven and
earth in the hortatory prose of Deuteronomy at Deut. 4:26, 30:19 and
31:28.

He argues that, since Deuteronomy has its background in the

Mosaic covenant theology and the liturgical renewal of the covenant at
Shechem (Josh. 24),

2

in the Deuteronomic tradition the celebration of

the covenant renewal embodied, at some stage, elements of the 'lawsuit'.
This controversy which has arisen from the attempt to classify
the types of 'lawsuits' against their Near Eastern background is
accompanied by a debate as to the function of the parties involved in
the proceedings.
The Gunkel - Begrich
by Huffmon
I
II

4

3

analysis of the 'lawsuit' form is set out

as follows:

A description of the scene of judgement .
The speech of the plaintiff.
A.

Heaven and Earth are appointed as judges#

B.

Summons to the defendant (or judges).

C.

Address in the second person to the defendant.
1.

Accusation in question form to the defendant,

2.

Refutation of the defendant's possible arguments ,

3.

Spe ci fi c in di ctment.

1.

This much had already been observed by Huf fmo^ loo. cit.y 292.

2.

of. G. Von Rad, Gesammelte Studi-en,33f.

3.

op.orlt., 364-5.

4.

loo. ait .y 2 85-6.

452

or alternatively
I
II

A description of the scene of judgement,
A speech by the judge.,
A.

Address to the defendant,
1,

Reproach (based on the accusation) ,

2.

Statement (usually in third person) that the accused
has no defence.

In the

B.

Pronouncement of guilt,

C.

Sentence (in second

or third

speech of the judge, the judge is

person).
Yahweh himself and the

defendants are foreign gods (Ps. 82? Isa. 41:21-29; .44:6ff) ,
"whereas in the speech of the plaintiff, Yahweh is the plaintiff Israel
is the defendant, and heaven and earth, according to Gunfcel are the
judges (Ps. 50; Isa. 1:2-3; 3:13-15; Jer. 2:4ff Mich. 6:1-8) . 1,1
Huffmon regards heaven and earth as witnesses to the covenant between
Yahweh

and' Israel whose precise function

He suggests, however, that "The
would strongly suggest

2

in the 'lawsuit1

formal analogy with court

is notclear.
procedure

that heaven and earth serve as judges, for

Yahweh is the plaintiff and Israel the accused.

He ave n and earth as

judges may be a literary fiction, but it would be more appropriate
if the judge could serve as executor of the sentence in actual court
practice (as it suggested by Deut. 25:1-3), since the natural world
served to carry out the curses and blessings."

3

1.

Huffmon^t o o . c i t v 286.

2.

A remarkable statement in view of the fact that he later says
"when more is learned of court procedure in the Ancient Near
East, the path of transfer will perhaps be more clear" p. 293.
o f . Wright fo p. o i t . , 46.

3.

l o c . c i t . , 292-3.

4 53

1

Against this argument Wright

contends that if heaven and earth

are judges, as Huffmonan<JGunkel suggest, it is impossible to make
coherent sense of the

'covenant lawsuit' passages.

This type of

lawsuit implies a covenant which the suzerain had granted to the
vassal and which the vassal has broken.

As Wright sees the

'lawsuit' it also implies a suzerain who, in the heavenly lawsuit
"claims authority over all powers on earth and who is presiding over
the highest tribunal in the universe."

2

He points out that, it is

difficult, in such a situation, to see why the suzerain should call in
a third party to act as judge and jury in a case in which his agreement
with a vassal has been broken and his covenant stipulations violated.
This is especially so since any judge must necessarily be a subsiduary
being in the suzerain's domain.

3

Wright goes on to argue that the

suzerain is the judge, plaintiff^and jury in the case since he is
the one whose covenant has been violated but he is also the supreme
authority wielding power in both accusing and sentencing.

"The

heavenly assembly is in this case oijly witness and council (o f . I Kings
22:20-22), nothing more.

Consequently neither the example of the

'primative democracy' in the Mesopotamian divine council nor that of
any polytheistic pantheon is entirely relevant to the interpretation
of the Israelite divine lawsuit."

1.

o p . o i t . f 46-7.

2.

ib id .

3.

Wright^ o p. a i t . , 46-47.

4.

ib id .

4
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As Wright has pointed out/Gunkel and Huffmon encountered the difficulty
of Yahweh submitting Himself to the adjudication of heaven and
earth, His own creation, if these elements are regarded as judges in
the suit.

Wright’s own proposals do, however, create a situation in

which one person is envisaged as playing the part of judge, jury and
plaintiff.

Such conditions do not prevail in any other Ancient Near

Eastern legal procedure known at present.

Gemser has realised the

difficulty of such proposals and sought to show that the Old Babylonian
piihrum was made up of judges and witnesses.
V

*7

*•*

on the fact that s ib u t im

His argument j,s based

'elders’ is, according to Walther,

plural form parallel to sZbu-

2

a

'witnesses' and that these s ib u tio n are

presided over by judges in the puhrum .

3

These observations are

misleading since sifawbwrn, whatever its etymological relationship with
C'Cbu

maybe, is regularly used in all stages of Akkadian to mean

’elders', not witnesses.

^ "T «■*
Furthermore the sth u tu m formed part of the

tribunal judging the case and are not to be confused with witnesses
in court proceedings.^
If, in view of these obvious difficulties, it is to be proposed
with Wright that neither the example of-the divine assembly nor that
of any polytheistic pantham is entirely relevant to the divine
lawsuit in Israel,

5

then one must ask why the proceedings under considerat

ion should continue to be regarded as a 'lawsuit' at all.

1.

B. Gemser, Zoo. o rtt

2.

A. Walther, G evtohtsw esens 45.

3.

Driver - Miles;B L f l ,78ft.

4.

T. Jacobsen/e72VE'S 2 (1943) 162 n.18*H.Klengel,

124n .2 .

357-75. for the puhvwn as a judicialbody
5.

o p .c it.^ A l.

Or29 (1960)

o f . Chap. 1.

p. 4
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Kdhler's analysis of the language of the 'divine lawsuit' passages
of Deutero-Isaiah showed that many of the expressions used are in
fact legal terms applicable to various stages of court procedure.
His conclusions have been supported by more recent study.

1

It will

be argued below, however, that such terms occurring in the 'lawsuits'
do not in themselves necessitate a courtroom setting, heavenly or
otherwise, for the Gattung being considered.
(^ )

The tkceat of a Lawsuit
As has been indicated by both Huffmon

2

and Wright

3

the 'covenant

lawsuit* has a form which has marked similarities to the form of the
Mosaic warning passages of Deuteronomy, eg . Deut. 4:26* 30:19* 31:2 8
and 32, the song of Moses.

According to Wright this reflects the

fact that in the Deuteronomic tradition the covenant renewal ceremony
embodied elements of the T'Vb so that Moses' warnings came to be
understood as having been framed in this form.

4

Be that as it may,

Wright is correct in stressing that the only covenant Deuteronomy
knows is a broken covenant and the entire book is an "exposition of
the covenant theology with warnings to hearken, to obey, to love,
to cleave unto Yahweh, for the issues at stake are none other than
life and death.

1.

of. Gemser ^loc.cit.j Seeligman/VTS

16 (1967) 244 ff* Gamper,

Gott als Richtev3 185-94; Boecker, Redeforrnen.cf. pp.8 3(-fof this work.
2.

too.ait./ 292.

3.

O p . ait v

4.

op. a i t 44-5

5.

op. ait.f 60.

43-5.

^
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In fact the entire Deuteronimic History (Josh. - II Kings) has as
its theme Yahweh's r i b with Israel, her constant failure, Yahweh's
gracious pardon and her ultimate destruction because of her
{ o f. Deut. 9:6ff).

failure to respond to the divine grace

Huffmon observes that the 'covenant lawsuit' oracles contain
reference to Yahweh's mighty acts which corresponds to the historical
prologue of the covenant^ and the recollection of Yahweh1s gracious acts
which preceed the Mosaic warnings of Deuteronomy.

Isa. 1:2 presents the

prologue in terms of a history of family relationships.
^ IPI

i

11 have reared and brought up children'

while Mich. 6:4-5 and Jer. 2:6-7 present the more usual type of
historical prologue.

1

Just as in Deuteronomy these historical

introductions are followed by a reference to breach of the covenant
which has Yahweh's mighty acts as its basis, eg* t
•>el

TIDJ

'but they rebelled against me' Isa. 1:2.

Furthermore, both the Deuteronomy passages and the oracles stress
the inexorable nature of the punishment

2

{OQ. Deut. 4:23-28; 30:15-20;

Mich. 6:11-16; Jer. 2:14ff.) but, paradoxically, mention the
possibility of forgiveness and restoration at the same time
32:30-43; 30:1-10; Jer. 3:11-18).

{&g. Deut.

The four accusations against

Ephraim in Hos. 12:4-7, 8-11, 12, 13-15 are /'interspersed with appeals
and threatenings, as a proof that Yahweh still, as always in history,
tries to correct his wayward people."

1.

Huffmon, to o . c i t . / 294.

2.

i b i d . ,292.

3.

Wright, o p . o i t . , 56-7, 60.

4.

Gemser, l o c . o i t . ,

129.

4
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In this connection it is worth noticing the phenomenon known as

'Die Gewissheit der Erhbrung1 ~ 'certainty of a hearing' * which
occurs in the Psalms of the 'individual lament' type.

In these

psalms the speaker pleads with Yahweh in "the language of the law court"

2

Job too provides an example of an individual lament

expressed in legal language with the 'certainty of hearing' element
clearly present.

3

As was shown in Chap. 2 terms associated with the initiation of
the 'lawsuit' do not imply in themselves that a law-court is envisaged
but rather one should think in terms of a prelitigation warning,
ie *

the threat of a lawsuit.

This is in keeping with the warning

tone of the Deuteronomic passages mentioned above and indeed with the
theme of the entire Deuteronomic History.

As has been argued here

the 'covenant lawsuits' correspond closely to these Deuteronomic
warnings and are in fact in essentially the same form and tradition.
Commenting on the relationship between the 'covenant lawsuits' and
Deut. 32^.Huffmon says, "The only real difference is that it (Deut. 32)
is not found in a prophetic book."

4

To substantiate my proposal it will be necessary to analyse the
'lawsuit' passages in the prophets and elsewhere {eg, Ps. 50) to
explain the presence of terms agreed to be expressions depicting
5
court procedure.''

1.

Gunkel, Einleitung in die Psalmen^§ 6^23; 0TMSy 169-70.

2.

OTMSj 171.

3.

o f.

4.

t o Q , o it , f 289.

5.

see

Job. 19:25-29.

pf^

.
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Consideration will first be given.to those passages where
Israel is being accused and warned.

Mich. 6:1-8, Jer. 2:4-13,

and Isa. 1:2-3 are examples in which heaven and earth are summoned
and these will be considered first.
Mich. 6:1-2 reads:
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'Hear what Yahweh is saying:
Arise plead (your case) before the mountains,
and let the hills hear your voice.

2.

—

Hear, 0 mountains, the controversy of Yahweh and you
enduring foundations of the earth;
for Yahweh has a controversy with his people,
and he will contend with Israel.'

The significant terms in this section for court procedure are
rij&Yn*. 0 The word

and

T

Gemser

has been subjected to close analysis by

‘

both in its verbal and noun form.

The result of his studies

has been to show that the term is used for a legal process in court
and the verb means, in some passages, to enter into such litigation.
The semantic range of the term is very wide, however, and is used to
mean any contention between two or more parties in or out of court.

2

D :>* as shown in Chap. 2 is by no means restricted to the law-court
and the Hithp. means simply to 'enter into contention with'.

1.

Gemser, l o c . c i t . f 120-4.'

2.

ib id .

What follows in vss. 3-5 is a proclamation of Yahweh's gracious
acts and Israel's constant rebellion.

The command of v.l to

'Arise, plead (your case) before the mountains, and let the hills
hear your voice' is not directed to the prophet acting as Yahweh's
lawyer

1

but to Israel to plead her case if there is any reason why

the judgements of Ch. 5 should not come upon her.

Whether vss. 6-7

are to be taken as a genuine appeal by Israel to know how, in view of
Yahweh's warning, she can have her

-U

V

'rebellion' and the

'sin of (her) soul' pardoned, or whether it is
a mocking response by Israel the reply is clear:
j r > \ 'id
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'He has shown you, 0 man, what is good; and what does Yahweh require
of you but to do justice and to love loving kindness, and to walk
in humility with your God.1
Israel is invited to plead her case before the mountains if she
feels she has one but since she has no case Yahweh warns her,
'enters into contention with her*
breach of covenant.

(Hithp. o f ,

nto* ) ;about her

This evokes a response from Israel, genuine

or mock, and she is reminded of the salient points of her covenant
with Yahweh.
The obvious question is, what function are the natural elements
summoned to perform?

At this point it is helpful to consider pre-

liti'gation warnings and accusations as they apply to Mesopotamian procedure.

1.

Huffraon^ Zoo, cv~b,

287.

Lautner

has shown that while it is expressly prohibited in

LH 113 for a man who is owed goods under' a private agreement to
seize goods from his debtor without the latter*s knowledge yet in
documents from the OB period it was possible for a man to bring
his debtor to court by seizing his goods and forcing him to apply
to the courts to have them restored.

In this way the debtor became

the Plaintiff and the creditor had the private debt resolved by
the court.
Israel.

This is basically what Yahweh is doing in the case of .
He challenges them to enter into litigation with Him

if His claims are unjust and Israel is innocent of guilt, -but in no
case does Israel,.or the foreign gods, offer any case to the court.
Furthermore in Old Babylonian pre-litigation procedure witnesses
are taken, when a person is seized, to act as witnesses to the
accusation and warning of the possibility of litigation.

Urkvtider?,

3 U* begins with the names of three witnesses then follows in line 4:
V

V

V

s%-bu a n -n u -tu -u m sa m a - aUh - r i- s u - n u
'is - b a -tu -m a

(1 )

whom PN 1.....

uw ~ma su -u -m a

(5 ) PNl

.......

(6 ) PN2

’these are the witnesses before

seized PN2, and thus (he has spoken)

The text goes on with A accusing B of failure to fulfil his part
in the sale of a lamb and extracting from him an assurance, before
witnesses, that he is responsible for the debt and will meet it.

1.

Lautner, S tre 'itb e e n d 'ig u n g j 16-19.

, va
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*.

y

CT 29 12 R26 reads : assum PN sa kaspam e l'is u %su em tammavusv,sabas su
V «-

-j.

V

~

'V

u S'lb'is sukunsu *As for PN, who owes me money, take hold of him
wherever you find him and have witnesses at hand'

(OB lett&r) .

The passages cited in CAD 16 p.11 show that s a b a tu is used
regularly of taking people as witnesses, o f .
.

b it a b iija

erbam a.

'Take 3 outsiders

and enter my fathers house1.

3 a h iu th m s^abtama ana

(to serve as witnesses)

TCL 20 9918 (cited CAD 16 p.11).

2

At Nuzi a number of verdicts were arrived at in favour of the
plaintiff by virtue of the fact that the defendant refused to answer
the charge.

The procedure followed in such cases has been outlined

by Koschaker

who showed that m ansaduhlu 'deputies' were charged with

'summoning the defendant.

If after three attempts by the manzaduJilu

the defendant will not come to court a judgement is rendered against
him by default.

1.

o f . CAD 16 p.10b sub s a b a tu 2d and the further references there
to the same procedure.

2.

Note also the O.A. practice of seizing the hem of a persons
garment to urge him to litigate:

ana a w atim sa kka ka u k a l

*1 am holding your hem on account of the case' BIN 4 109:8
and awatamma la d d in a k k u m la tu k a U a n n i 'I will answer you in court
do not hold me

(by the hem of my garment);BIN 4 109:11f

'Z-c'ta.110: lOtranslation CAD 1
3.

Koschaker, ZA 43 ( /?34)

p. 39.

203 ff.

Liebesney pointed.out that "As a.rule, the deputies were
accompanied by the mayor of the defendants* place and other
inhabitants of the village who acted as witnesses".

1

Koschaker noted that the judgement in such cases was based solely
on the plaintiff's statement and the fact that the defendant was in
default.

The case itself was not examined.

2

In the light of these Mesopotamian procedures the natural
elements summoned in the 'lawsuit* passages of the 0 T are best
understood as witnesses to Yahweh's accusation and warning in view
of Israel's breach of covenant.

As was observed when dealing with

Mich. 6:2 these witnesses are also present at Yahweh's challenge
to the defendant to bring his case to court if he is being falsely
threatened/and so become the plaintiff in the case.
respond to Yahweh's warning or to bring

Failure to

the issue before a law-court

to prove her innocent will mean that Israel has lost the case by default
and punishment will inexorably follow.
A consideration of the 'lawsuits' will show how the above
proposals apply in individual passages.

Isa, l:2ff is a call to

heaven and earth to witness Yahweh's accusation,

*»
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'I have reared and brought up children but they have rebelled
against me', and warning,

T O B ‘teS'ai jn
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'why will you still be smitten, that you continue to rebel?1 v.5.
Yahweh demands his rights under the covenant;

1.

Liebesney, JAOS 61 (1941) 133.

2.

Koschaker, t o o . C 'it . , 2 0 3 £ .
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'Wash yourselves, be clean; remove the evil of your deeds from
before my eyes; cease doing evil.

Learn to do good, seek justice

correct oppression, defend the orphan, plead the widow's case.'
Isa. 1:16-17.
He urges

them to respond to his reasoning that their sins may be

blotted o”+*:

'Come let us contend together says Yahweh.
scarlet they shall be as white as snow.
crimson they shall become as wool.'

Though your sins are like
Though they are red like

Isa. 1:18.

If, however, they

refuse to respond to his warning (Niph. o f * \ TjQl in v. 18), then since
they have no reply to His charges they will be punished by default;

'But if you refuse and rebel you will be devoured by the sword' v.20.
The theme of warning and accusation with promises of pardon and threats
of punishment as depicted in

this passage, and in the 'covenant

lawsuits' generally, is the same as that of the Deuteronomic warning
passages.

The two in fact belong to the same genre and are pre

litigation accusations and warnings allowing for a positive response
by the defendant or punishment by default.
Isa. 43:25-28 further illustrates Yahweh's call for Israel to
respond to His warnings

in view of her sin; as catalogued in vss.

22^24 or to bring Yahweh to court to answer the accusations in a lawsuit

i v
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'I am He who blots out your rebellions for My own name sake, and I will
not remember your sins'

Isa. 43:25

In this.verse Yahweh is,stressing that despite her rebellion He Himself
will pardon her if she responds to His warning and acknowledges her
{o f*

debt

Isa. 1:18 cited above).

If, however, Israel feels that

Yahweh's accusations are without foundation she must bring Him to court:
: p'TXU
I T
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’Make me answerable, let us enter suit together;
Set forward your arguments that you may appear righteous’.
Isa. 43:26.
The expressions

<r>£>u>3and

terms whose meanings are discussed on pp.

"jJT’
S

are all legal

above.

They show that

Israel is being challenged to bring Yahweh to court to disprove His
claim and so escape punishment.

In this ;as in all the other 'pre

litigation warnings \ the accused has no case to put and will . not come
to court.
stands.

The case is therefore decided b y default and the charge
Punishment follows:

'Your first fathers sinned, and your

mediators rebelled against me.

Therefore I profaned the princes of the

sanctuary {or consecrated officials,

) , I delivered Jacob

to the sword and Israel to reviling1 Isa. 43:27-8.
Not every case under consideration has all the elements of the
procedure mentioned, though they are implied.

Thus, <%g. , those passages

which stress the presence of witnesses at the pre-litigation warnings
usually have no explicit reference to the challenge to the accused to
bring his accuser to court:

Jer. 2:4-8 recalls the familiar pattern of

Israel's rejection of Yahweh and His gracious acts

1

and vss. 9-13 contain

Yahweh's accusation and warning

t !)
ii
if
. T1 •
•v
'
'therefore I will still contend with you, utterance of Yahweh1 v.9.

I

1.

i

Here as in Isa. 43 it is the religious officials who are particularly
condemned for the breach of covenant.

The story has always been the. same says Yahweh yet
13 o jnx

x

, and not only so but
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'with your children's children I will contend.1 v. 23
contains a reference to the fact that Israel has no plea against the
u>3

accusations levelled at her

* •* ; '

'T*
1"

*i

'how shall you claim not to be defiled?1, but
there is no direct reference couched in legal terminology to a
challenge to enter into litigation.
The challenge to enter into a lawsuit is also lacking in
Isa. 2 which was considered above, and in Mich. 6:1-8, where a
positive response to the warning is forthcoming (vss. 6-7) and
conditions for pardon are laid downj ....

do justice, love loving

kindness and walk in humility with your God' Mich. 6:8.
not found in Mich. 1:2-7 where Yahweh is

Ti)

It is

'accuser' of Israel

and where punishment by Israelis default is specified (vss. 3-7) j
nor does it appear in Ps. 50 which is similar in structure to Mich.
6:1-8.

In all these passages the natural world is summoned as

witnesses to Yahweh's accusation and warnings but the challenge or
threat of lawsuit is lacking.
In contrast to this Isa. 43:25-28 has no reference to witnesses
to the warning and lays stress on the challenge to Israel to
bring her accuser to court (v, 26).

The categories are, however,

not clear cut for Hos. 4:1-3 makes no reference to heaven and earth
as witnesses yet there is no explicit reference to court proceedings
rather Israel is punished by default

1\
T
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'Israel's pride testifies against himself and Israel and Ephraim
shall stumble in their guilt'

Hos. 5:5."

In the case of the proceedings against foreign gods in
Isa. 41:1, 21-24; 42:8-13; 45:20-24 ^ 1 ^ 6 3 3 6 3 are assembled but
the gods are nevertheless challenged to enter into litigation
to substantiate their claims.

These proceedings, like those

involving Israel, are to be viewed as a challenge to litigation
since neither the gods nor Israel can possibly accept the challenge
against Yahweh.
The proposal resolves the difficulty of having Yahweh act both
as plaintiff and judge, a procedure not otherwise known in court
procedure, and still allows the proceedings to fit properly into
the background of Ancient Near Eastern legal procedure.

CONCLUSIONS
The comparison of Israelite and Mesopotamian judicial authorities
illustrates the remarkable similarites which exist.

The king is the

supreme judge in each society but in both his power is not unlimited and
he exercises his office with due regard for the local assemblies of elders
*

in each city.

The king's particular interest in land tenure ahd. cases

involving the sale or transfer of real estate is noticeable in both regions.
The parallels in judicial structure extend to the local assembly of
freemen and elders which in both cases has its origins in a primitive
democracy.

The relationship between the local judges, who were often

military personnel, and this assembly in Mesopotamia illustrates the
position of the Israelite 'Judges' of the pre-monarchic period as both
military commanders and practising judges, first on a local, then a national
level.

The impression these military judges had upon Israel was profound,

and for a long time afterward many Israelites looked for the charismatic
qualities of these military heroes'and judges in their leader.

Under

the monarchy the king was felt to require both qualities as a military
leader and as an administrator of justice on the model of the Judges.
These qualities were, to some extent looked for in kings in Mesopotamia,
and Canaan, as illustrated by the Mesopotamian and Ugaritic material,
but here the charisma required in the king had become a 'routinised
charisma' and the close connection between military prowess and judicial
ability was not stressed
In Israel, however, the requirements of military success and legal
administrative ability was felt, particularly in the early stages of
the monarchy, to be essential ,and the Absalom incident cited in Chapter 1
illustrates this well.

To be sure

the charismatic requirements of kings in Judah also became

•routinised' but in N. Israel the frequent coups show that the principle
of charismatic leadership was deeply embedded and persisted throughout
the history of the Northern Kingdom.
In the realm of actual legal practice the principle governing ac
cusation - genuine and false—is notably similar in Israel and Mesopotamia.
Accusation is regarded as a public duty, but only in cuneiform Law does
the accuser stand to gain, at least legally, any advantage from bringing
the accusation.

The px-actice in both countries In the event of false

accusation is governed by the principle that the false accuser must
suffer the same fate at the hands of the authorities as his victim would
have had to suffer had his accusation resulted in a conviction.
Against the background of Mesopotamian practice it is clear that
the Naboth incident is an extraordinary event and not the normal process
carried out in the event of an accusation being brought.

The background

of this particular event and the imposition of the ban in judicial terms
is made clearer by a comparison with the corresponding Canaanite practice
at Alalah and ITgarit where the ban was also operative.
The notion of the 'Covenant Lawsuit 5 in which, according-to the Of
scholars mentioned in Chapter 3» Yahweh freely adopts the posture of
plantiff, judge, or defendant must be reassessed.

In the light of cuneiform

parallels noted, the 'Lawsuit' must be reinterpreted as pre-litigation
procedure in which Yahweh warns Israel of impending judgment,

Yahweh

is never, in this event, called upon to perform the function of more than
one party in the suit, an idea quite contrary to Ancient hear Eastern
practice in general and Cuneiform practice in particular.

The case of the wisdom literature (job, Psalms) is somewhat different
for the legal setting of the appropriate passages in these books is less
rigid than in the Prophets^and poetic licence operates in casting Yahweh
in the role of judge and pla'utiff.
ground is strictly judicial.

In the prophets, however, the back

The breaking of the covenant gave rise to

the- complaint and in the light of that the events must take place against
the background of current legal practice in the courts.

Mesopotamian

court practice indicates that the events envisaged in the 'Covenant
Lawsuit' do not fit into the pattern of coiurtroom
viewed as a pre-litigation process.

practice but are best

Yahweh was in fact constantly exact

ing from Israel assurances of a change of heart throughout her history,
that judgment might be avoided.

Inevitably, however, as the cuneiform

sources indicate was common practice, refusal to comply v/ith the demands
of the warning or a v/illingness to take the plaintiff to court, meant
conviction and judgment by default.
Y/hat can be determined of Israelite courtroom practice, mostly from
terminology, indicates that it corresponded closely to the sequence of
events in a Mesopotamian court.

The proceedings were entirely oral t

in contrast to Egyptian practice, though written evidence could be
produced and tablets or scrolls might be issued by the judges.
In both areas the responsibility for producing witnesses rested
with the parties involved and failure to produce witnesses could mean
defeat in the suit.
Israelite and Mesopotamian judges had a vital part to play in
examining the witnesses and the parties^and here recourse to the oath
and ordeal appears to have been more common in Mesopotamia than in Israel
In fact the ordeal is prescribed for only one case in Israelite law
namely that of suspected adultery.

The type of evidence acceptable to Israelite and Mesopotamian courts
was basically the same, though from the records available documents
occur more frequently in the document concious Assyrian - Babylonian courts
The judges decision was binding though decisions of the lower courts
in both countries could be appealed against.

The actual procedure ox

appeal is not clear in either case/ but the decision of the king or supreme
court in which the king' was represented by a deputy was finally binding
without appeal since it was felt to have a revelatory character.
Allowing for the different theological principles operating in Israel
and Mesopotamia^the practice of the courts of justice and their structure
is remarkably similar.

This being so a great deal more may be learnt

by the drawing of meaningful parallels between the two systems.
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